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Abstract

This thesis addresses the problem of segmenting a video sequence in a tem porally consistent 

fashion, so th a t the labels assigned to particular region rem ain the same throughout the 

sequence.

Energy m inim isation, and in particular o-expansion based label propagation, is a popular 

approach for addressing video segm entation. In this approach, labels of most sim ilar objcct 

classcs arc assigned to pixels such th a t the energy of final libelling is minimised. Two m ajor 

lim itations of this approach arc not being able to handle non class based segm entation and 

appearance of new objects in the current frame. In this thesis, we developed a novel m ethod for 

label propagation in the forward direction using the cv-cxpansion m ethod. Our spatio-temporal 

displacement constraint enables the a-expansion to handle both  non class and physical class 

based segm entation with lesser pixel to label comparisons. A ppearance of new objects is 

handled by comparing colour properties of pixels and the existing objects during the label 

propagation. extend our approach to learn the physical explanations (like occlusion or 

deocclusion) behind any changes in the segm entation results over time. Learned physical 

explanations also help us to  determ ine occlusion boundaries.

To evaluate video segm entation we m ust assess both  the accuracy of labelling per frame 

(spatial accuracy) and the consistency of labelling over the period of tim e (tem poral consis

tency). We have developed three metrics; two for spatial accuracy and one for measuring 

the tem poral consistency of the segm entation results. Our spatial accuracy m etrics measure 

the accuracy by com paring segm entation results w ith the hum an anno ta ted  ground tru th . 

O ur tem poral consistency m etric does not require ground tru th  bu t successfully measures the 

consistency of the segm entation results over a block of frames.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In com puter vision, segm entation is the  process of dividing a scene (image or video frame) 

into different meaningful regions which can fu rther be used for scene in terp re ta tion . Segmen

ta tio n  is an ill posed problem  b(!cause segm entation decisions are influenced by the  d ep th  of 

knowledge th a t any segm entation m ethod has abou t the scene |3|. As a result, it is possi

ble th a t different segm entation m ethods or hum an observers produce different bu t accurate 

segm entations of the  sam e scene (Figure 1.1).

(a) Image (b) A nnotator id: 1123 c) A nnotator id: 1130 (d) A nnotator id: 1132

Figure 1.1: Segm entation is an ill posed problem . T hree hum an anno ta to rs create differ
ent segm entations for the sanu; image. Im age and segm entation results are taken  from the 
Berkeley D atabase |4|.

Tem porally consistent segm entation of video sequences is the  basis for a num ber of appli

cations in different dom ains, such as video tracking, video com pression, video content based 

indexing, surveillance, artistic  stylisation and video forensics. These applications rely on b o th  

the  accuracy of segm entation in individual fram es and the  consistency of segm entation over 

tim e. Video segm entation results are considered to  be accurate if regions do not contain 

boundaries of objects w ithin them , and tem porally  consistent if the labels assigned to  the 

pixels belonging to  an object rcnuiin the sam e th roughout the  video. Due to  factors like 

m otion, noise, illum ination, occlusion or deocclusion, segm entation m ethods can assign dif-
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ferent labels to the same object or some parts of it. This makes it difficult for higher level 

applications to correctly interpret the scenes in a given video.

In video segmentation, accuracy and temporal consistency are two im portant require

ments. To date, accurate segmentation of individual frames has recc'ived more attention than 

temporally consistent segmentation of video. A common belief is that acc urate sjiatial seg

mentation of image regions will automatically enforce temporal consistency of regions in video 

frames. However, temporal consistency information can provide cues for video object detec

tion and can also be used to improve video segmentation accuracy. The main objective of 

this research is to improve the state of the art in temporally consistent region based video 

segmentation.

There are two ty|)es of temporal consistency: short term and long term. Video segmenta

tion results are short term temporally consistent if they are temporally consistent only for a 

small number of frames |5, 6, 7, 8, 9|. For short term tenijjoral consistency, labels assigned to 

pixels belonging to the objects change quite often over the whole vid('o .sequence. Most of the 

block based video segmentation approaches deliver short term temporal consistency, i.e. over 

frames of the same block. For long term temporal consistency, segmentation results of the 

objects shotild remain temi)orally consistent while any part of the object is visible in the video 

sequence. There are two popular approaches th a t try  to achieve long term temporal consis

tency; (i) tracking based |10, 11| and (ii) label propagation based methods |12, 13, 14, 15, 7|. 

Tracking based methods compute temporal information in advance. Segmentation is then 

performed by clustering spatially and temporally coherent pixels together. Label propagation 

based methods formulate image segmentation as an energy optimisation jjroblem where seg

mentation is achieved by minimising the defined energy functions. In general, these methods 

produce better temporally consistent segmentation results in comparison with the segmen

tation methods based on two other approaches as detailed in chapter 2. Therefore, in our 

research we have developed an approach using label propagation methodologies to achieve 

long term temporally consistent segmentation results.

The result of label propagation is called the label mask or stginnilahun mask. Normally, 

a single label is assigned to pixels that are homogeneous according to some defined criteria, 

e.g. colour, texture and motion. A group of such pixels is called a segment. A segment should 

represent a complete physical object or a part of a physical object, but it should not have 

pixels belonging to more than one physical object.
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1.1 Contributions

T he novel contributions from this research work are as follows.

1.1.1 Spatio-tem poral displacem ent constraint

Label propagation is a two step  process, hi the first step, a set of learned labels is produced by- 

learning the properties, e.g., colour, texture, etc., of objects present in video using train ing on 

either test videos or ground tru th  d a ta  of a few (1 or 2) previous frames. Normally, each label 

of the  learned label set represents a class of physical objects, for example, sky, car, grass, road, 

b oat and sheep. We call this type of label propagation physical class based label propagation. 

In the physical class based label propagation m ethods, cach label class has unique properties 

and represents a class of physical objects. Therefore, segments of a video sequence represent 

physical objects and in any frame, m ultiple instances (e.g., presence of many cows) of the same 

object class gets the same label. If different labels are used to represent m ultiple instances 

of a physical class then  it can be referred to  as non class based label propagation. In the 

second step, the best labelling is achieved by minimising a defined energy function. Energy 

m inim isation m ethods often select local m ininmm due to inefficiency of com puting the global 

m inim um . In g('neral. local m inim isation techniques arc sensitive to the initial estim ates and 

produce a local m inimum far from the global minimum, a-expansion is a powerful graph cut 

based algorithm  for energy m inim isation [16|. Q-expansion does not depend on initialisation 

and guarantees local m inimum w ithin two factors of the global minimum. After s ta rting  

from an initial labelling the algorithm  changes the labelling iteratively. A change which leads 

tow ards the m inimum local energy is selected at each iteration. Final labelling is said to 

be achieved when further m inim isation of energy is not possible. In this research, we use 

a-expansion for minimising our energy function (C hapter 3).

a-expansion based label propagation m ethods propagate labels by com paring each pixel 

of the  current fram e w ith each label of the learned label set. Hence, any label of the learned 

label set can be assigned to any pixel of the  current frame. In general, in a video sequence, 

any object present in the currcnt frame can only move by a small distance in the next frame. 

Therefore, label propagation m ethods should not com pare each pixel of the  current fram e 

w ith each label of the learned label set. They should only com pare cach pixel w ith the labels 

of objects which were present in the pixel’s spatial neighbourhood in the previous frame. We
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call this constraint spatio-temporal displacement constraint and propose a novel method that 

enables label propagation methods to produce robust results with lesser number of compar

isons (pixel to label). The spatio-temporal displacement constraint is a novel contribution 

which allows Q-expansion |16| to:

• handle non class based segmentation, and

• produce results with lesser number of comparisons (pixel to label).

Spatio-temporal displacement constraint is one of the major contributions of this thesis 

and is discussed in detail in section 3.3.

1.1.2 Handling new objects

Label propagation uses the learned label set for assigning labels to pixels of the current frame 

If. Hence, in the case of appearance of new (not present in the learned label set) objects in 

It, label propagation will assign incorrect labels to the pixels belonging to the new objects 

|17, 18].

We have developed a novel pre-processing step to deal with new objects. Our approach is 

a four step approach. In the first step, a new label void is added in the karncd label set to 

represent new objects. In the second step, an energy function (unary potential) is computed 

such that during the optimisation it favours assigning void label to a pixel if the colour of 

pixel is not statistically similar to the colour of atleast one label present in the learned label 

set. In this research, we have limited our determination of new objects to those which have 

different colour distributions from the existing objects. In the third step, pixels marked as 

new objects are clustered in Colour X Y  space. In order to avoid segmentation errors, only 

clusters bigger than a minimum area are considered as new objects. In the last step, our 

algorithm learns properties of these clusters and re-runs the label propagation method for 

the current frame with the new learned set of labels. Section 3.6 describes this contribution 

comprehensively.

1.1.3 Im proving label propagation results for rigid objects

Our label propagation method uses properties, i.e., colour and texture of labels present in the 

learned set for assigning labels to each pixel of the current frame. If the properties of pixels
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belonging to the two neighbouring segments are similar, our label propagation may misclassify 

some or all of the pixels from these segments.

The segmentation results achieved using the label propagation method may be incorrect 

but can be used to learn new cues such as motion and shape of the segments. These new 

cues can further be used to improve the label propagation results. Wc have developed a novel 

method which improves the label propagation results for rigid objects using shape and motion 

cucs learned with the help of the segmentation results of the current and previous frames. 

This contribution is covered in chapter 4.

1.1.4 Learning physical explanations behind changes in segm ents shapes 

and occlusion boundaries

Rigid objccts present in a video may exhibit motion, such as translation, rotation and scaling. 

These moving objects can occlude or deocclude themselves and other objccts. Occlusion is an 

event where, in the view of an observer, objccts disappear (completely or partially) behind 

other objects. Deocculsion is an event where new parts of the objects appear from behind the 

other objects. Both occlusion and deocclusion changes the visible shape of objects in the view 

of an observer. We have developed a method for categorising changcs in the shape of segments 

as occlusion or deocclusion. We refer to it £is learning the physical explanation. Along with the 

physical ex])lanation, we have developed a novel algorithm for detecting occlusion boundaries 

present in any frame. Occlusion boundaries are boundaries present between the foreground 

and the background segments. This contribution is detailed in chapter 5.

1.1.5 Evaluation metrics

Wc have developed three metrics: spatial consistency, size consistency and temporal consis

tency metrics to measure the accuracy and temporal consistency of the segmentation results. 

In general, human annotated ground tru th  data is used to measure the accuracy of segmenta

tion results. In such data, often segmented regions or segments reflect the human perception 

of the objects (figure 1.1). This level of division is tremendously difficult to achicve for any 

segmentation algorithm, as it requires object level knowledge or understanding. Therefore, 

a single region (object) present in the ground tru th  data is typically segmented as several 

regions by the segmentation algorithm (over-segmentation). The evaluation process should 

not penalise such over-segmentation, however, it must consider the number and size of over-



segm ented regions to  measure the segm entation results accurately. Considering these require

m ents, we have developed two metrics: spatial consistency and size consistc'ncy for m easuring 

the accuracy of the segm entation results.

A nother m etric, the tem poral consistency m etric is developed for m easuring the tem po

ral consistency of segm entation results by com paring label consistency of the pixels in both  

forward and backward directions. Existing evaluation m etrics are detailed in Section 2.4.

S patial con sisten cy  m etric

The spatial consistency m etric measures the accuracy of segm entation results against the 

ground tru th . Normally, hum an annotated  ground tru th  is a high level (objc'ct based) segmen

ta tio n  and consequently, over-segm entation is expccted with segm entation m ethods. Thus, 

there is a need for over-segmented regions to be clustered together before com parison with 

groim d tru th  objects. 0>ir m etric developed for m easuring the spatial consistency is detailed 

in section 6.1.

Size con sisten cy  m etric

T he spatial consistency m etric docs not consider the size and num ber of over-segmented 

segments. Let us assume th a t a segm entation algorithm  divides a ground tru th  object into 

segments of size 1 pixel each. O ur spatial consistency m etric will cluster the segments together 

w ithout considering their sizes. Hence, this segm entation will get maxiimmi score for the 

spatia l consistency. Therefore, the spatial consistency m etric alone is not enough to m easure 

the segm entation quality. We therefore introduce another m etric called size consistency  to 

penalise the segm entation quality  based on the num ber and the sizes of regions. This m etric 

is detailed in section 6.2.

Tem poral con sisten cy  m etric

From a review of existing literature , it is apparent th a t there is a lack of robust m ethods and 

m etrics for m easuring the tem poral consistency of video segm entation. Tem poral consistency 

of video segm entation results can be m easured using ground tru th  w ith pixel to  pixel corre

spondence inform ation. Such correspondence inform ation enables evaluation m etrics to  check 

the consistency of labels assigned to pixels over time. However, creating such detailed ground 

tru th  is a trem endously difficult task. We have developed a novel m ethod to  m easure the
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temporal consistency of the segmentation results. Our method compares the segmentation 

results of the current frame only with the past and future segmentation results without need 

of the ground tru th  data. The developed algorithm is discussed in section 6.3. Temporal 

consistency metric is another of the major contributions of this thesis.

1.2 Report outline

In chapter 2, we present a review of the state of the art for three types of region based video 

segmentation methods (block based, tracking based and energy minimisation based label 

propagation methods) and for evaluation metrics. We present the basics of the a-expansion 

algorithm along with the algorithms developed for label propagation in the forward direction 

and those for handling new objccts in chapter 3. Our algorithms for improving the label 

propagation for rigid objccts is presented in chapter 4. In chaptcr 5, we present our algorithms 

for learning physical explanations and occlusion boundaries. In chapter 6, we present three 

new metrics for measuring the accuracy and the temporal consistency of segmentation results. 

We present our results in chapter 7. A summary of this research w'ork and directions for future 

work arc presented in chapter 8.

In the domain of video making and analysis, a shot refers to a sequence of frames with 

continuous action. A shot change refers to a sudden change of frame content. The proposed 

methods will work only on video sequences consisting of frames from a single shot where 

videos can be captured with a moving or static eamcra. Label propagation presented in 

chapter 3 uses brightness, colour and texture cues. How'cver, handling appearance of new 

objects uses only colour and brightness cues. Our algorithm learns new cues like shape and 

motion after the initial segmentation and uses these new cues along with colour and brightness 

to improve the segmentation results in chapters 4 and 5. Techniques detailed in chapters 3 

and 6 are applicable to non rigid objccts as well as rigid objects. However, techniques detailed 

in chapters 4 and 5 do not deal with non rigid objects.



Chapter 2

State of the art

T his chaptcr presents s ta te  of the  art of the region based tem poral consistent video segm enta

tion  and evaluation m etrics (Section 2.4). In our review of region based tem poral consistent 

video segm entation, we focused on three types of video segm entation m ethods; block based 

(Section 2.1), tracking based (Section 2.2) and energy m inim ization based label propagation 

methods (Section 2.3). \ 'id eo  is a collection of image frames. Therefore, the  sim plest way of 

segm enting any video is to  segment each fram e individually. However, this tcchnicjuc lacks 

tem poral coherence bccausc each frame gets segm ented independently. A possible solution 

is to  segment the image frames into groups. Block based video segm entation m ethods try  to 

achieve both  spatial and tem poral coherence by segm enting more than  one fram e sim ultane

ously. These m ethods first divide the video in small blocks of tem poral and spatially  consistent 

fram es and then  segment frames of each block. Block based video segm entation m ethods are 

unable to  jjroduce tem porally consistent results over long spans of the tim e (Section 2.1.4).

Tracking based video segm entation m ethods a ttem p t to  improve tem poral consistency of 

segm entation by com puting tem poral inform ation in advance. In the  first step, these m ethods 

com pute the m otion tra jectories of feature points or pixels over the  whole video sequence. In 

the  next step, segm entation is achieved by clustering the pixels around the tra jec to ries of 

sim ilar feature points. Tem poral consistency of these m ethods is discussed in section 2.2.1.

Label propagation based m ethods learn the inform ation, e.g., colour distributions, shape 

and tex ture  about objects present in video sequence by train ing either on the tra in ing  video 

sets or on the  previous video frames. Later this inform ation is used to assign a label to  each 

pixel of the current frame using the energy m inim ization framework. Wc have observed th a t 

despite the current lim itations (section 2.3.3), these m ethods especially the a-expansion based



methods produce more accurate and more temporally consistent results than the block based 

video segmentation methods. These methods also have more general purpose applicability in 

comparison to the tracking based approaches.

2.1 Block based video segm entation m ethods

Video segmentation methods rely on spatial and temporal cohcrcnce of objects present in video 

to produce more accurate and robust segmentation results. Spatial segmentation of a frame is 

same as image segmentation. Therefore, video segmentation methods inherit algorithms from 

the image segmentation domain for spatial segmentation of frames. The objects in a video 

scquencc experience motion, occlusion and changes in illumination. Therefore, it is very hard 

to enforce spatial and temporal coherencc of objects over a long period of time. To overcome 

these limits, volumetric techniques try to achicvc a short term spatio temporal cohcrcnce by 

decomposing the video sequence into smaller blocks of frames. In the simplest case, each 

block can hold a single frame |19|. However, lack of temporal information in the one frame 

approach may causc unstable segmentation results. A two frame per block approach tries to 

address this issue by segmenting two frames sinmltaneously [20, 21, 5, 8|. On the negative 

side, this model only uses one directional (cither backward or forward) temporal information 

for segmentation of frames. A common approach is allocating three frames per block where 

central frame works as a reference frame |G, 7|. The three frame approach uses motion and 

localization cues from both the directions (backw'ard and forward) to produce segmentation 

results.

A few initial segmentation approaches do not follow the above described fixed number 

of frames per block allocation mechanism. For example, Huang ct al. [22| used tw'O frame 

approach to compute optical flows for patches and then used three frames to create initial 

spatial-temporal segmentation, hi another example, after generating the particles (feature 

points) trajectories using w'hole video sequence, Silva and Scharcanski |10] used a 2-frame 

approach for spatial clustering of the trajectories.

2.1.1 Segm entation of blocks o f frames

\'ideo segmentation is a process of labelling pixels of frames based on cues like colour, texture, 

motion, shape and higher order co-occurrences. Generally cues used in the image and video
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segm entation process can be divided into three levels: low, m edium  and high level cues. 

Low level cues, such as colotir and brightness consider pixels directly; medium level cues, 

such as region continuity and shape consider the properties of whole regions and; high level 

cues like co-occurrence relationships, for example, boat-w ater and airplane-sky consider scene 

properties for labelling the pixels |23].

A fter dividing video in blocks of frames (Section 2.1), video segm entation m ethods perform  

segm entation at the  block of frames. Normally, each block of frames is segmented in tw'o 

steps; initial segm entation and final segm entation. The initial segm entation divides the block 

of fram es into small spatio tem poral homogeneous regions using low level cues like, colour 

and brightness, and then the  final segm entation m ethods m erge/split these initial segments 

using m otion coherencc. How'cver, there are some video segm entation m ethods which do not 

use the initial segm entation step  and directly go for the final segm entation of blocks.

T he m otivation behind the initial segm entation is to create small local, coherent and 

boundary preserving groups of pixels to cnhance the overall segm entation quality and to reduce 

the required com putation pow'cr for the subsequent video processing. Initial segm entation 

divides the frames of a video block into small homogeneous spatio-tem poral over-segmented 

regions based on a set of features while preserving objects boundary inform ation. Normally, 

this initial segm entation is obtained by generalising the image segm entation m ethods into the

(s})atial — tim e) domain.

Initial segm entation of a video block produces result as a 3Z? (spatial ^  time) graph. 

Initial segm entation should preserve the region boundaries bu t it is quite possible to  lose 

region boundaries in this process. Therefore, another option is to skip the initial segm entation 

step and then  use pixels directly as nodes of the graph for final segm entation. For example, 

Shi and Malik |20] initialised a weighted spatio tem poral graph using pixels of two consecutive 

fram es as nodes. In another work, Zhang and Ji |7| used pixels to  construct a 3D conditional 

random  field (CRF) model as they suggest the  initial segm entation techniques may fail to  

find accurate objects boundaries. How'cver, considering pixels as initial segments for fu rther 

segm entation, dem ands enorm ous processing power. The goal in the  final segm entation is 

to produce more meaningful spatio-tem poral coherent regions by partition ing  this input 3Z) 

graph.

Block based m ethods extensively rely on the neighbourhood of pixel inform ation for ca te

gorising it into bo th  spatial and tem poral directions. G raphs provide a wonderful framew^ork
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to represent this neighbourhood information. Therefore, these methods use graphs to repre

sent the input frames. We can divide the block based method in two categories; pair wise 

graph (Section 2.1.2) and hypcrgraph (Section 2.1.3) based methods.

2.1.2 Pairwise graph based m ethods

Pairwise graphs arc very popular in the image and video segmentation bccause of their sim

plicity. These graphs arc called pairwise because they capture only the pairwise relationship 

between its nodes. Let Q = (V,£)  be a undirected graph where vertices Vj G V represents 

the set of elements (pixels or superpixels) to be segmented and (vj, vj) G £  represents the 

set of edges between neighbouring vertices. A non negative weight which captures the

dissimilarity between neighbouring vertex pair \ \  and Vj, is assigned to each edge (vj, Vj) G £. 

A segmentation process divides this graph into different clusters of vertices such that elements 

within a cluster should have similar feature values and elements in different clusters should 

have dissimilar feature values.

Generalised Felzenszwalb and Huttenlochcr’s [24| image segmentation method provides a 

simple and effective graph based 3D (XY — time) segmentation framework |5, 9|. Felzenszwalb 

and Huttenlocher used a simple, intensity based predicate to merge graph nodes |24| and 

proposed feature points to deal with occlusion. Generally, graph based clustering methods 

l)rovide no mechanism to control the cluster size. To address this behaviour, Galmer and Huet 

|5l used a size dependent threshold with the graph based methods for segmenting the first 

frame. This threshold regulates region size by allowing fewer merges as region size increases.

W ith the graph representation, segmentation problem can be treated as graph partition 

problem. Wu and Leahy [25] used graph cuts for the image segmentation. A cut partitions 

the nodes V of graph Q into two disjoint subsets. Their method try to minimise the sum 

of edge weights across cut boundaries. However, this graph cut method was biased towards 

small regions. Shi and Malik (26| addressed this biased behaviour of graph cut by taking a 

normalised weight across the cut. Their method Normalised Cut {NCut)  is the most popular 

graph cut method. Many other segmentation methods use NCut as a basis. Popular graph 

cut based methods use eigen vectors of an affinity (edge weights) matrix to partition the 

graph. In NCut, Shi and Malik |26| used eigen vectors with first k smallest eigenvalues to 

partition the 2D graph into k partitions, by finding the splitting points such that the NCut is 

minimised. Each partition is further repartitioned if NCut is less than a pre-specified stability
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value. Later Shi and Malik generalised N C ut for video dom ain |20|.

T he Superj)ixel algorithm  of Ren and Malik |27| is a j)opular N C ut based segm entation al

gorithm  to produce a large luim ber of small, com pact qtiasi-uniforni segmented image regions. 

In their m ethod, edge afhnity is calculated by connecting pixel’s contour and tex tu re  cues. 

Levinshtein ct al. |28| pointed out m ost of the initial segm entation algorithm s, like local vari

ations of graph-based algorithm s |24|, have no control over the num bers of segments and also 

producc segments of irregular shape and sizes. To overcome these lim itations they  proposed 

TtirboPixels algorithm  th a t produces lattice-like s truc tu re  of com pact regions by dilating seed 

pixels to adap t the local s truc tu re  w ith roughly linear tim e complexity. Using geometric flow 

based algorithm s, TurboPixels assures uniform sized, com pact, connectivc, edge preserving 

(turbopixcls don ’t have any objcct boundaries inside them ) and non overlapping segments. 

However, Turbopixel’s control over num ber of segments comes w ith a new lim itation, as the 

num ber of required initial segments m ust be known in advance.

M ultiscale segm entation is ano ther approach to increase the accuracy and the speed of the 

segm entation m ethods |29, 30, 311. In the m ultiscale approach, segm entation a t lower resolu

tion tries to cap tu re  the global inform ation and segm entation at higher resolution captures the 

local inform ation very accurately. Furtherm ore, segm entation results of tlu ' lower resolutions 

are propagated hierarchically to  the  higher levels to  producc the final results. For example, 

C our ct al. |30| proposed a linear tim e, m ultiscale graph decom position w ith norm alised cuts 

for image segm entation. This m ultiscalc graph decom position m ethod is adopted in video seg

m entation  for initial segm entation because of its accuracy and linear tim e com plexity [22, 311.

Instead of graph cuts some m ethods use simple merging predicates to producc the final 

segm entation |5, 9|. In these m ethods, the  m erging predicate and the order of m erging are 

two im portan t param eters. T he merging predicate is a sta tistical test to decide the merg

ing /sp littin g  of the graph nodes. On the o ther hand, the m erging order decidcs the order 

of m erging for the  nodes [32]. M cD iarm id’s inequality has been com m onh' used for merging 

predicate calculation [32, 8, 33|. G alm ar and Huet [5[ used a global threshold w ith a local 

m erging predicate to control the size of spatio  tem poral segments. For simplicity, each edge 

weight is com pared against the  internal m ean weights of the partic ipating  com ponents ra ther 

th an  their m axinm m  weights |24|. This m ethod also categorises segments as sta tic  or moving. 

However, all param eters of th is segm entation m ethods including the global threshold, are 

m anually selected. In their work, Hassani ct al. [8[ used a in tensity /colour based sta tistical
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test to  partitio n  a fram e into initial patches.

Stein and  Hcl)ert |2 | proposed a  w atershed based over-segm entation, ciriven by tlie o u tp u t 

of a learned, sta tistica l and m ulti-cue edge detector after non-local m axinuim  sui)pression. An 

edge maj) of the referc'nce fram e is constructed  using the  Pb edge detec to r [34 |. T he Pb edge 

detector is selected because it considers colour, brightness and tex tu re  cues sim ultaneously. 

T he w atershed is preferred over m ethods relying on norm alised cu ts  for its  simplicity, speed 

and more regularly shap(^d segments.

2.1.3 H ypergraph based m ethods

G raph based m ethods norm ally com pute edge affinity by com bining m any weighted features. 

However, edge affinity calculated as a weighted sum of features m ay lead to  loss of some vital 

inform ation. Moreover, when affinity relations are not pair wise b u t ra th e r of higher orders, 

simple graj)hs are unable to create good clusters. In clustering, som etim es th ree  or m ore d a ta  

points should be analysed together to determ ine if they  belong to  th e  sam e cluster or no t |35 |. 

A special kind of graph, hyp('rgraph, represents th is higher order relationship  of data .

Figure 2 .1: Exam ple of a hypergrajjh w ith eight vertices V =  {vi,V2,V3,V4,V5,x!e,x>T,vg} and 
four hyper edges £ =  {61,62,63,64} }, {^2,u.3,'*̂ 8}, {«4, U 5 , '*̂5, Each
hyper edge is highlighted in different colour.

A weighted undirected hypergraph H  is a pair (V ,/i). Here V is the set of vertices of 'H, 

and subsets of V are known as hyperedges £.  A hyperedge can connect more th an  two vertices, 

therefore a hyperedge is a  subset of vertices. Degree of any vertex  is sum  of all contribu ting
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hyperedges. T he function h associates non-negative weights w ith each hyperedge. F igure 2.1, 

shows an  exam ple of hypergraph w ith eight vertices V =  {vi ,  v 2 ,v-,i,v4 , vr.„vti, vr,vt^} and four 

hyper edges £ =  {6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 ,^ 4 } =  {{ui}, {̂ 2̂ ,-(̂ 3 , {^4 , ^8, ?'5 , {i^a,'’5 , w?}}- Agarwal et

al. |35] were h rst to  in troduce hypergraphs in the com puter vision for the image s('gm entation. 

However, to partition  the hyi)ergraph, their m ethod api>roximates a  wf'ighted grapii from the 

hypergraph. L ater, Zhou et al. [36] extended spectral clustering m ethodologies (like NCut)  of 

undirec ted  graphs for the  hypergraphs. T heir norm alised hypergaph cu t is a  popular algorithm  

for p artition ing  hypergraphs [22, 31[.

H ypergraphs are gaining popularity  in video segm entation in recent years because of their 

ability  to  cap tu re  higher order relationships. For exam ple, H uang et al. [22[ model tlu ' 

s|)atio  tem poral over-segm ented image patches using hypergraphs. T his m ethod |)erforms 

spectra l analysis [36[ on optical flows and  m otion profiles of patches to set the  hyperedge 

weights. Furtherm ore, H uang et al. [22[ em phasise hyperedges th a t contain  moving objects by 

assigning them  larger weights. Generally, hypergraph construction and clustering algorithm s 

suffer from higher tim e com plexity in com parison to pairw ise graph based algorithm s.

To deal w ith higher tim e com plexity nniltilevel fram ework for hypergraphs has been pro

posed I37j. In the nniltilevel approach, initial ])artitioning has been com puted over the  coarsest 

hypergraph  using eigen vectors. A fterw ards, j)artitions of the coarser hypergraph are projected  

to  the  next finest level of the  hypergraph.

2.1.4 Tem poral consistency issues w ith  block based video segm entation  

m ethods

We have identified following m ajo r issues when tem poral consistency of block based m ethods 

break down:

U se  o f  low  lev e l c u e s : In a video sequence, it is very likely th a t photom etric  properties 

and  shape of objects will change over the tim e. Block based approaches use only inform ation 

of |)ixels (low level cues) for the  segm entation. However, this level of inform ation is not 

sufficient for handling changes occurring a t higher levels. As a result, these m ethods often 

m islabel pixels present near the  object boundaries. M oreover, block based m ethods do not 

provide any m echanism  to  enforce the tem poral consistency at object level.
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C om putational restrictions: Accuracy and temporal consistency of these methods depend 

on the number of frames used per block. Normally better segmentation results are achieved by 

increasing the number of frames per block. However, there are memory and processing power 

restrictions on the number of frames that a segmentation method can process simultaneously.

R egion  m erge/sp lit: Region merge is an event when two or more spatially disconnected 

regions/objects of similar properties get merged at some point of the time t and then stay 

together for considerable amount of time. Region split is an opposite event of region merge. 

In the region split, pixels of any region/object split into two or more motion coherent re

gions/objects. Lets assume at time t region s (label) splits into two regions s (label) and s i 

(label). In the j)aradigm of temporal consistency, segmentation method must assign different 

labels to the pixels belonging to both the objects from start. This can be achieved only if 

temporal information over the whole video sequence is available in advance. Block based 

methods use limited temporal information for segmentation of the block of frames. Therefore, 

change happening due to the region merge/split outside the current block do not make any 

effect on the segmentation results.

2.2 Tracking based video segm entation m ethods

Lack of temporal information beyond the boundaries of a block is one of the main problems 

for the block based methods. A possible work around is to collect the temporal information 

jjresent in all frame of the video in advancc and then use it to for segmentation of each frame. 

Tracking based methods work on this principle.

Tracking is following any object of interest over time. In the video domain, tracking of 

an object can be made possible in two ways; tracking of all pixels belonging to an object or 

traekhig only some specific features belonging to the object. To track the objects present in a 

sccnc, both approaches compute the motions of objects and establish a correspondence of every 

pixel or feature point respectively. Tracking methods which consider all pixels for tracking 

are called dense or direct methods |38|. Direct methods perform both motion computation 

of objects and establishing correspondence of every pixel simultaneously. In contrast, feature 

based methods used only a lesser number of points (in comparison to the number of pixels) 

per object for tracking. Therefore, these methods are often called sparse methods. Sparse or
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feature based methods first extract a sparse set of features from each frame iiidepeiideutly 

and then compute their motion by estabhshing correspondence for every feature point [SOj.

Segmentation methods based on direct tracking approaches methods use all pixels for 

tracking process. Computing motion of pixels especially in the presence of occlusion is most 

critical task for any tracking based approach. Optical flow is a popular choice in block based 

video based segmentation |6, 20, 9, 22, 2|. However, segmentation approaches based on direct 

methods generally avoid optical flow for motion computation because results of optical flow 

based methods are very ambiguous near object boundaries. Normally, tracking methods 

prefer motion models with higher degrees of freedom like affine motion models to model 

pixels motions |21, 10, 11|. In their work Kumar et al. |11|, divided a frame into patches 

of 3 X 3 pixels and used consecutive frames to find parameters of affine models of every 

patch. In consecutive frames of a video sequence large motion is not expected. Therefore 

authors restrict the motion model to a small number of transformations. A joint probability 

distribution is solved to find out the motion parameters of each patch. A final segmentation 

is achieved by clustering neighbouring patches which are moving together. In general, direct 

tracking approaches produce broken (unlinked) trajectories for moving objects which remains 

static for a long time before moving again. An unlinked trajectory is a trajectory of pixels or 

features which is not linked with any other trajectory present outside its lifespan. To handle 

this situation Zhong and Chang |40| compare regions present in unlinked trajectory with the 

regions of other trajectories. An unlinked trajectory gets linked with a trajectory which shares 

the maxinmm number of common regions.

In contrast to the direct methods, feature based methods track a lesser number of points 

over frames. Feature based methods represent any object by its shape and a])pearance features 

like points, geometric shape, contours, colour, texture and probability density |41|. These 

methods choose features in each frame and then feature trajectories are created by solving 

feature correspondence. Temporal consistency of feature based segmentation methods depend 

highly on the quality of both feature points and feature trackers. In their work Marc et al. 

|21] used an affine motion model and a mesh motion model for tracking of pixels and feature 

points. The affine model learns motion of pixels and then a probability function is used to 

cluster i)ixels of similar motion in different classes. In any class, pixels with high probability 

arc called seed pixels. A mesh model then tracks the seed pixels within a set of frames and 

produces seed trajectories. In the last step, a clustering function m erge/split the previous
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dusters into groups of coherent affine motion models and trajectories. This model only uses 

motion information for video segmentation so its performance may suffer in textured regions. 

Silva and Scharcanski |10| deal with this problem by considering the pixel neighbourhood’s 

spatial and motion coherence as well. Their method uses particle tracking to create initial 

dusters. A hypergraph uses these initial clusters as its nodes and then produce final spatial 

and coherent clusters. Although this approach performs well in textured regions but the 

complexity of hvpergraph will increase rapidly with the increase in number of frames used for 

particle tracking.

2.2.1 Temporal consistency issues w ith  tracking based video segm entation  

m ethods

Tracking based segmentation methods have temporal information over the whole video se

quence in advance. Therefore, these methods can deal with region m erge/split issues. Low 

level cues like colour and brightness arc used with temporal information of pixel feature points 

for clustering similar pixels. As a result, tracking based methods are also affected by changes 

happening at higher levels (Section 2.1.4). The biggest problem with these methods is that 

they arc only suitable for highly textured videos where each segment can have significant num

ber of feature points in each frame. Performance of tracking based methods decline rapidly 

in non textured regions where the number of feature points is near to zero.

In section 2.3, we discuss label propagation based methods which use all; low, medium 

and higher level of cues gathered by training either on previous segmentation results or on 

training video set for labelling the pixels of video frames.

2.3 Label propagation based video segm entation m ethods

Video segmentation can be seen as a label propagation problem where labels existing in 

previous frames are propagated to label each pixel p  of current frame I(. A good labelling 

is achieved when final segments are spatially smooth and differences among segments and 

classes })roperties, e.g., colour, texture and shape, are minimum. The energy minimisation 

framework can provide a natural solution for this kind of optimisation problem and the most 

favourable labelling can be achieved by minimising the defined energy function.

Energy minimisation methods often select local mininmm due to inefficiency of computing
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the global minimum. In general, local minimisation techniques are sensitive to the initial 

estim ates and choices of energy functions. As a result, a local minimum can he arbitrarily far 

from the optimum not convoying any of the global image properties |16|. Many optimisation 

techniques like Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) |42| and simulated annealing [431 move 

towards the local/global minimum by changing label of a single pixel at a time. ICM is 

a greedy method and it convergences to a local minimum by assigning the label for which 

value of the selected energy function is minimum to each pixel. Simulated annealing approach 

searches the global optimum in the entire search space. Simulated annealing inspiration come 

from the process of slow'ly cooling molecules to form a perfect crystal. It requires exponential 

time for minimising an arbitrary function thus making it impractical for energy functions with 

several variables (labels).

The a:-cxpansion and the a/3-sw'ap are the tw'o most popular move making algorithms 

for energy minimisation |16|. After starting from an initial labelling both algorithms change 

(move) the labelling iteratively. These algorithms can change label of more than one pixel 

in any move. A change w'hich leads tow'ard lesser energy is selected at cach iteration. Final 

labelling is said to be achieved w'hen further minimisation of energy is not possible, a-

expansion does not depend on initialisation and guarantees local minimum within tw'o factors

of the global minimum in polynomial time. Therefore, we have used the a-expansion to 

minimise our energy function.

The general form of energy function E{x)  is composed of tw'o energies, data  energy {E^ata) 

and smoothness energy [Esmooth] |16, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 14, 12|:

E{x)  — £"rfa£a(^) Egjjioothi^) (^-l)

where, Edata{x) measures the disagreement betw'een labelling x  and the observed data; and 

Esmooth measures the extent to w'hich x  is not piecewise smooth (spatially). Both Edatai'x) 

and Esmooth{x) can be defined by the unary and pairw'ise terms of the Gibbs energy function. 

Hence, Edata can be written as the sum of data  costs over all pixels;

E d a t a { x )  =  ^  T > p ( X p )  ( 2 . 2 )

p € V

where Vp{xp) is a function defined on observed data  tha t measures the cost of assigning 

label Xp to any pixel p and V  represents all pixels of the frame.
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In terms of the Gibbs energy, Egrnoothix) can be written as the sum of pairwise potential 

functions:

where N  defines the neighbourhood of pixels and T>p q{xp,xq) measures the cost of assign

ing labels Xp and Xq to pixels p and q, i.e., {p, q} G Af. Vp q term encourages spatial smoothness 

by assigning the same label to both the pixels p  and q. However, at borders where neighbour

ing pixels often represent different physical objects, Vp_q should avoid this behaviour. Such 

functionality can be achieved if Vp q has the discontinuity preserving property. In the next 

sections, wc present review of the two main methods used for energy minimisation which are 

loopy belief propagation and graph cut based methods.

2.3.1 Loopy belief propagation

Loopy belief propagation (LBP) minimises the energy equation 2.1 by passing messages around 

the graph defined by the image pixels. Image pixels represent the graph nodes and the edge 

comieeting any two nodes represents the compatibility between them. At each iteration, 

each node sends and receives messages from its neighbours. The length of each message can 

be given by the number of possible labels. Belief propagation methods compute belief at 

each node using neighbours messages and the local data (e.g, intensity, colour etc.). Finally, 

the labelling that minimises the energy function E{x)  at each node is selected. There are 

two main variants of the loopy belief propagation methods max-product based |50, 51, 52] 

and sum-product based [53|. The max-product based loopy belief propagation method tries 

to find out the labelling x  that maximises the global energy function. The other variant, 

sum-product based loopy belief propagation method computes the negative logarithm of the 

marginal probability of each node to find out the optimal labelling x.

Loopy belief propagation methods compute local marginal probabilities using factor graphs. 

A factor graph Q = { X , F , E }  consists of variable vertices X ,  factor vertices F  and edges E.  

Factor graph helps in factorisation of a function [54|. Factor graph shown in figure 2.2a 

factoriscs a function p{x) as

where, Z  is partition function used for normalisation. For each variable vertex, local

E s m o o t h { x )  —  'y  '  V p q [ X p , X q )  

{p .q€M}

(2.3)

(2.4)
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(a) Factor graph

( ) 1 (,  1 {
(b) Message passing in the forward direction.

x,i

(c) Message passing in the reverse direction.

Figure 2.2; B elief propagation using an exam ple factor graph of three variable X  — { .x i, X2 , .rs} 
and two factor F  =  { / i , / 2 } vertices.

m arginal probability is com puted using all m essages passing through the vertex. There arc 

two types of m essages. The first type of m essages pass from the variable vertices (x)  to the 

factor vertices ( / ) ,  i.e., The second type of m essages pass from the factor vertices ( / )

to the variable vertices (x ), i.e., For exam ple, in the case of sum product m essages

passed in the forward direction arc

/* /l—>X2

Z '^ /2—>3:3 X !] * /* (^ 2 i  ^ 3 ) ^ X 2 —> /2

and m essages passed in the reverse direction are

1 ^ x 3 ^  f 2 —  1

M/2—>X2 — f i t ' l l  ^ 3 )

> / l  / * / 2 —

/ * / i —>xi —  / ( ^ l  1 ^ 2 ) ^ x 2 —> / l

in both directions the first m essages are initialised  w ith 1. f ( x p , x g )  is a weight assigned  

to the edge connecting two neighbouring variable vertices. In the case of im ages, th is function  

m ay be com puted using properties such as colour, texture and brightness of the neighbouring  

pixels. Using these m essages marginal probability of each vertex is com puted which further
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leads to assigning the best labelling to each variable vertex of the factor graph.

Belief propagation algorithms were initially developed for the simple graphs by Pearl [50|. 

Pearl showed that their algorithm for finding Maximum-a-Posteriori (MAP) assignments is 

guaranteed to converge and it will assign the optimal assignment values to each node. Simple 

graphs (without loops) used by Pearl were not able to capture complex pixel neighbourhood 

relations properly. Weiss and Freeman |51| extended the belief propagation algorithm for 

graphs of arbitrary topology.

In their work, Felzenszwalab and Huttenlochcr [53| used a new message passing algorithms 

on multiscale grid graphs to reduce the computation time of basic loopy belief propagation 

algorithm. Their method captures long range pixel interaction by shorter paths at coarse 

levels. This information is further used at the higher levels to save computation time. Szeliski 

et al. [52] further improved computation time by introducing a new method for message 

passing.

2.3.2 Graph cut based m ethods

Greig et al. [oo] were the first to show that graph cut (min-cut/max-flow) can be used to 

minimise energy function (Equation 2.1) for pixel labelling of a binary image. Their proposed 

framework has been extensively used in image and video segmentation |26, 20, 56, 28, 22, 

57, 16, 44, 45]. Graph cuts can only work with certain kind of energy fimctions otherwise 

minimisation is NP hard. Greig et al. showed that the globally optimal solution of a two 

terminal, st graph (Section 3.2.1) can be achieved if the pairwise potentials are semi-metric. 

T>p̂ q is called a semi-metric if:

Vp^gia, p) = 0 ^  a = 0  (2.5)

V p ^ , { a , 0 ) = V p , , { 0 , a ) > O  ( 2 .6 )

where, a  and /3 are labels. Boykov et al. [16] extended the framework of Greig et al.

to minimise the energy function (Equation 2.1) for pixel labelling of colour or grey scale

images. Their move making algorithms, the a/3-swap and the a-expansion are the most 

popular techniques for minimising the energy functions of form (Equation 2.1). The global 

minimum of a two terminal st graph can be computed using «/3-swap or a-expansion if 

pairwise potentials arc semi-metric or metric respectively. Vp q is called a metric if it satisfies
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all 2.5 , 2.6 and

'Pp.qioi, /?) <  ^ ’p,q(a, 7 ) +  P)  (2-7)

where, a , 0  and 7 are labels.

The energy function (Equation 2.1) uses both pairwise and unary potentials to achieve 

favourable labelling. However, accuracy and the robustness of the achieved labelling can be 

improved with the use of higher order clique potential |48, 18, 17, 58]. Higher order clique 

potential takes into account three or more neighbouring pixels. In terms of the Gibbs energy, 

the higher order potential energy function can be written as:

E h i g h e r [ x )  =  ^  I> cK ) (2-8)
cec

where term Vc(xc)  is potential function of the cliquc c, Xc is the set of all pixels in the 

clique c, i.e., Xc~ {x i , i  G C} and C is set of all cliques c. With this new j)otential the energy 

function can be defined as:

E{x)  =  T>p{Xp) +  ^  Pp,q(Xp,Xq) + ^  T>c{Xc) (2.9)
p e v  {p.qeM'} ceC

Kolmogorov and Zabin |48| were the first to minimise the certain form of higher order 

clique potential (cli(}ue of size pixels) using graph cuts. In their method, optimal solution 

of an energy function E  can be computed using a graph if and only if E  is a submodular 

function. A function E  is submodular if one of the following holds:

•  E  is a. function of one variable.

• J? is a function of two variables such that E { A { j B )  +  E { A { ^ B )  >  E{ A)  +  E{ B) .

•  E  is function of more than two variable and all projections of E  on two variables are

submodular.

Kolmogorov and Zabin added two additional nodes per cliquc to convert the higher order 

cliquc potentials into pairwise submodular potentials. Kohli et al. [17, 58| extended the 

framework proposed by Kolmogorov and Zabin. In their method, higher order clique potentials 

can be defined using any number of pixels. They showed that it is possibh- to achicve global 

minimum of a graph in polynomial time if higher order clique potentials are of a certain form 

P" (Section 3.2.3).
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2.3.3 Tem poral consistency issues w ith label propagation based video seg

m entation m ethods

Despite current shortcomings (as mentioned below) label propagation based methods espe

cially the Q-expansion and the a/3-swap based algorithms produce better results than the 

block based video segmentation methods in terms of temporal consistency. Tracking based 

methods suffer badly in non texturcd areas (Section 2.2.1). Therefore, we focus on label 

propagation methods especially on the cv-expansion to improve the temporal consistency of 

the state of the art of region based video segmentation methods. In chapter 3, we present a 

detailed analysis of the a-expansion algorithm along with our work.

We have identified following major areas when temporal consistency of segmentation can 

suffer. Our deviJoped algorithms deals two out of three of these issues:

C o m p a rin g  each  p ixel w ith  each label o f th e  lea rn ed  lab e l set: Label propagation 

methods should know the properties, e.g., colour and texture, of each label class in advancc. 

Most of the methods learn these properties through an extensive training on test frames or 

previous frames. Outcome of training is a set of labels and their learned properties. Label 

propagation methods assign labels to each pixel p of frame It by comparing it with each label 

of the learned label set. In a video, generally a object can move only by a small distance in the 

next frame. In section 3.3, we have used this constraint in label propagation to produce more 

accuratc and temporally consistent results with lesser number of pixel to label comparisons 

(Section 3.3).

A p p e a ra n c e  o f new  o b jec ts : Label propagation uses the learned properties of the objects 

to assign labels to the pixels of current frame It- Hence, in the case of appearance of new 

objects in It, label propagation will assign incorrect labels to the pixels belonging to the new 

objects 117, 18]. In literature of label propagation based methods, we were able to find out 

only one approach, proposed by Wang et al. |49], for handling the appearance of new objects. 

Wang et al. [49| introduced a post processing method for handling the new objects. Their 

m ethods has three steps. After labelling each pixel of the current frame using Q-cxpansion, 

in the first step their method measures distance between colour distributions of segments 

at time t and  ̂ — 1. Presence of a new object in any segment is detected if distance 

is greater than a threshold value. In the next step, the mean-shift clustering algorithm is
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used to cluster the pixels of the segment (where prcsciice of now object is detected) in both 

the current (at time t) and the previous (at time {t — 1)) frames. A comj)arisou between 

clusters at time t and t — I is used to identify pixels belonging to the new objects. In the 

last step, their method learn the property (i.e., colour distribution) of new objects and reruns 

the labelling algorithm within the segments where new objects were initially detected. The 

method proposed by Wang et al. has two big flaws. Firstly, their approach assumes that label 

propagation algorithm will assign the same label to the all pixels of a new object. However, 

this condition will fail in most of the cases. Secondly, the new object will not be detected if it 

is appearing very slowly in the video sequence. In section 3.6, we present a framework based 

on the energy minimisation to deal with appearance of new objects. Our method is inspired 

by the work of Wang et al. However, it addresses both limitations present in their method.

R eg io n  m e rg e /sp li t :  As is the case with the block based video segmentation methods, 

temporal consistency of label propagation liased methods sufi’er in cases of region merge/si)lit. 

This issue is not addressed in our thesis.

2.4 Evaluation m etrics

•\fter segmenting a video sequence using either block or tracking or label propagation based 

methods, the c^uestion: How good is the segmentation method? needs to be answered. Per

formance of segmentation methods can be measured both analytically and empirically |-59|. 

Methods belonging to the analytical group evaluate segmentation algorithms by considering 

their principles, requirements and complexity. The empirical methods evaluate segmentation 

algorithm by segmentation results. In this thesis, we used only the empirical methods for 

evaluating the performance of segmentation methods. For image/frame segmentation, em

pirical m ethods measure accuracy of segmentation results of each im age/fram e individually. 

This type of evaluation is called spatial accuracy evaluation. In video, segmentation results 

of seq\iential frames should not change significantly. Therefore, empirical methods should 

also measure the temporal consistency of segmentation results of each frame. Finally, per

formance of a segmentation algorithm for a video is computed tising spatial accuracy and 

temj)oral consistency scores of all the frames.
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Spatial accuracy and temporal consistency of segmentation results can be evaluated sub

jectively or objectively. Subjective evaluation is a qualitative evaluation where human ob

server rate the quality of segmentation results based on depth of their knowledge about the 

scene. European project C0ST211 first proposed a set of guidelines for segmentation quality 

assessment for human observer [60, 61|. These guidelines focus more on displaying the re

sults. However, they do not specify any evaluation methodology. Later different approaches 

extended this framework by adding guidelines for evaluations |62|. Subjective evaluation is a 

time consuming process because it requires a large panel of human observers. On the other 

hand, objective evaluation is a fast way of evaluating the segmentation results quantitatively. 

However, findings from objective evaluation methods must align with the findings of subjective 

evaluation methods.

In sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we present review of objective evaluation methods for measuring 

spatial accurac}' and temporal consistency respectively.

2.4.1 Spatial accuracy m etrics

Generally, spatial accuracy metrics work in two steps. In the first step, metrics identify pixels 

with incorrect label or error pixels in segmentation result of frames. In the second step, spatial 

accuracy score for frame is computed using scores of error pixels. Identifying error pixels is a 

trivial task if ground tru th  for each frame is available. The most simple and popular spatial 

accuracy metric was proposed by Wollborn and Mech |63| during the standardisation work of 

ISO MPEG-4. This metric Sqm first uses ground tru th  for identifying the error pixels and 

then the total number of identified pixels are used as spatial accuracy score of the frame. Sqm 

gives equal weight to all the error pixels for the score computation.

Many researchers |64, 65, 66, 67| argued that weights should be given to pixels by taking 

their visual relevance into the account. Metric should penalize more if the error pixel belongs 

to visually relevant parts of the image. For example, Correia and Pereira |64| computed spatial 

accuracy in three steps. In the first step, individual segmentation quality for each object is 

measured by comparing spatial features, such as, area and perimeter of the segmentation 

results and the ground tru th  of each frame. In the second step, the relevance of each object is 

computed based on the visual attention (brightness and redness) it captures. Finally in the 

third step, spatial accuracy is obtained by combining these two measures. In another example, 

the method proposed by Marichal and Villegas |66| assign more weight to the error pixels
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belonging to foreground objects in com parison to the error pixels belonging to  backgrotind 

objects. Moreover, weight depends on distance of the error pixels from the object boundaries. 

For exam ple, the error pixels belonging to boundary of a foreground object will be penalised 

m ore th an  the error pixels belonging to  any background object bu t less than  the  error pixels 

present near the  centre of a foreground object.

T he scope of m etrics which indicates only the num ber of visually relevant error pixels is 

very narrow  because these m etrics arc not able to classify o ther types of errors present in the 

segm entation results. To overcome this lim itation more th an  one m etric is used to  evaluate 

spatial accuracy. In their work Nascim ento et. al [68, 69| used six simple m etrics to  classify 

the error into misclassification, detection failure, region merge (over-segm entation) and region 

split (under-segm entation). Over-segment at ion is a process when a single object present in 

the ground tru th  gets segm ented as several regions by the segm entation algorithm . Under- 

segm entation is a process when a single region present in the  segm entation results represents 

more th an  one object of the  ground tru th . Region merge and region split m etrics proposed 

by N ascim ento et. al are very simple because they only indicate the presence or absence of 

over-segm entation and im der-segm entation in segm entation results.

G elasca et. al extended the work of m easuring visual relevance |70, G2|. T hey proposed 

a complex framework for ranking six common causes of errors, or artefacts nam ely added 

region, added background, inside holes, border holes and flickering  in the segm entation results 

based on their visual relevance perceived by hum an observers. Added region is a  new region 

created  due to over segm entation of the background. Added background is a p a rt background 

a ttached  to another object. Inside holes are under-segm ented p arts  com pletely inside the 

object and Border holes are under-segm ented p arts  which arc a ttached  to the  border of the 

object. Flickering is the  tem poral variation of any of these artefacts. T heir m ethod  used psy

chom etric functions |71] for modelling the results achieved from hum an perception. Learned 

psychom etric functions work as weights for the m entioned artefacts.

There are a small num ber of m ethods [72, 73, 74, 75| which do not use ground tru th  for 

m easuring the spatial accuracy. These m ethods assess goodness of the  segm entation results 

against some set of rules or assum ptions. For example, m ethod proposed by Erdeni et al. 

[72, 73, 75[ assumes th a t the object boundaries coincide w ith colour boundaries and m otion 

boundaries. To m easure the spatial accuracy of the segm entation results their m ethod  checks 

how well boundaries in the segm entation results coincide w ith actual boundaries of the objects
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by taking the colour and the motion differences from both sides of the segment’s boundaries. 

Higher scores will be achieved if boundaries in the segmentation results coincide with the 

actual boundaries. In another example, the method proposed by Correia and Pereira 174| 

used two goodness measures, intra-object and inter-object homogeneities for spatial accuracy. 

Intra-object homogeneity measure is composed of the shape regularity, spatial and motion 

uniformity. Inter-object disparity metric is composed of local colour and motion contrast 

with neighbours. Higher scores for both metrics means higher accuracy of the segmentation 

results.

In this thesis, w'C have developed three mctrics, two metrics: spatial consistency and 

size consistency for measuring the spatial accuracy, and one mctric temporal consistency for 

measuring the temporal consistency (Chapter 6). Our metrics for spatial accuracy are simple 

and use ground tru th  to detect the error pixels. These two spatial metrics are able to measure 

error caused by misclassification, over-segmentation and undcr-scgmcntation. These metrics 

are novel extension of the mctrics proposed by Nascimento et. al |C8, C9|. Their method 

only indicates the presence or absence of region split/m erge in the segmentation results. Our 

metrics extend their work by penalising the segmentation results based on the number and 

the area of splitting 'm erging regions. However, this is not a significant change because region 

merge/split does not happen too often in a video sequence.

2.4.2 Tem poral consistency m etrics

Segmentation results of the objects should not changc over the video sequence. However, if 

there is any changc it should be consistent. Temporal consistency metrics should penalise 

any inconsistent change. Similar to the spatial consistency metric the most simple metric 

for measuring the temporal consistency was proposed by Wollborn and Mech |C3| during the 

standardisation work of ISO/MPEG-4. Their temporal consistency mctric, Tgm is estimated 

by taking a difiercncc in the total number of error pixels {Sqm) in the current frame and in 

the previous frame. Tqm is very simple as it indicates the diffcrencc in the total number 

of error pixels. If the number of error pixels is same in the current frame and the previous 

frame Tqm will give high temporal consistency score to the segmentation results even though 

positions of error pixels arc different.

The method proposed by Marichal and \ ’illegas |66, 67] tries to overcome this limitation by 

taking the differences of false positives (pixels belonging to the object in segmentation result
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but not in the groiind tru th) and false negatives (pixels belonging to the object in the ground 

tru th  but not in segmentation result) in the current frame and the previous frame separately. 

Moreover, any diffcrencc in distance between object’s centroid in the segmentation result of 

the current frame and the j>rcvious frame with rcspect to the ground tru th  is used to penalise 

any change in the position of object over time |76, 77].

There are few approaches |74, 73, 75| which do not require ground tru th  for measuring 

the temporal consistency. These methods compute the temporal consistency of segmentation 

results of the current frame by measuring any change in properties, such as, colour histograms 

[751, ^rea and elongation |64| of the objects from segmentation results of the previous frame. 

The underlying assumption is a t least one property of objects will change if there is any 

change in the segmentation results. Therefore, more and more properties arc needed to be 

included for improving temporal consistency computation.

Capturing only temporal consistency of segmentation results using region based pro])ertics 

(e.g., area, ccntroid, etc) of its objects is ambiguous. This is bccause these properties of objects 

can change due to both consistent or inconsistent segmentation results. For example, the area 

of object in the current segmentation results can change due to relative motion between 

objects and the camera or due to incorrect segmentation. These methods also cannot handle 

appearance, disappearance, merging and splitting of objects.

It is apparent from the literature that there is more focus on evaluating spatial accuracy 

of the segmentation results. There is a lack of robust approaches for measuring the temporal 

consistency of segmentation results without using ground tru th . We have developed a novel 

algorithm to measure the temporal consistency by analysing the changes (e.g., shape and 

motion of segments) in segmentation results over time (more than one frame). For the physical 

objects moving with regular motions, if the rate of change is consistent over a period of time 

we infer that the segmentation results are temporally consistent. Our temporal consistency 

metric is successful in dealing occlusion, deocclusion, appearance, disappearance, merging and 

splitting of objects. The temporal consistency metric is one of the major contribution of this 

research work (Section 6.3).

Shape of a segment I at time t is represented by a 2D mask St of the same size of video 

frame where St{x) =  1 if pixel at position x  is labelled as I in the segmentation result of 

frame I  at time t. Shape mask has only the positional information of the segment. Any 

other information like the brightness, the colour and the texture information is not part of
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the shape mask. Colour cues of the segments are modelled separately with the help of multi

dimensional Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) where each dimension of GMM represent colour 

information of an individual colour channel (Section 3.4.1.1). Similarly, histograms of texture 

cues (textons) arc used to represent the texture information (Section 3.4.1.2).

2.5 Conclusion

To date, accurate segmentation of video frames has received more attention than the consistent 

segmentation of video. A common belief is that an accurate spatial segmentation of video 

regions will automatically enforce the temporal consistency for regions in frames. However, 

consistency information can provide a major cue for video object detection and can also be 

used to improve' video segmentation accuracy.

As discussed in section 2.1.4, most of the block based segmentation methods deliver short 

term temporal consistency. For long term temporal consistency, the employed segmentation 

method should aware of the future information like, temporal trajectories of all pixels of the 

objects for as far as possible in the video sequence, for segmentation of the current frame. The 

major problems with tracking based long term temporal consistency methods is the tracking 

of pixels or featurCvS in video sequences and poor porforiuaiicc in non textured regions. In 

comparison to both block based and tracking based methods, label propagation based methods 

produce better temporally consistent results. Therefore, in this thesis we have developed a 

novel approach based on the Q-expansion for achieving robust temporally consistency results. 

In chapter 3, we discuss Q-expansion algorithms in detail along with our novel contributions.

Empirical e\'aluation methods should measure the spatial accuracy and the temporal con

sistency for evaluating video segmentation results. Spatial accuracy metrics measure the good

ness of frame/image segmentation with the help of either ground tru th  or image properties, 

e.g., colour homogeneity and boundaries. Temporal consistency metrics try to measure varia

tions in segmentation results over time. In literature, there is more focus on the development 

of spatial accuracy metrics. There is a clear lack of robust algorithms for measuring temporal 

consistency. In chapter 6, we present our three metrics for measuring spatial accuracy and 

temporal consistency. Our spatial consistency metrics measure the accuracy of segmentation 

results of frames using human annotated groimd truth. Our temporal consistency metric does 

not require ground truth.
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Chapter 3

Label propagation in forward direction

V'idco segm entation can be seen as a label propagation problem  where the labels existing in 

previous fram es are propagated to  assign a label to  each pixel p  of the  current fram e I(. Label 

propagation  based m ethods minimise a defined energy function to  achieve the best labelling. 

In th is thesis, we define our energy function using unary, pairwise and higher order clique 

poten tia ls (Section 3.1). The a-expansion and the a/:J-swap are the two m ost popular move. 

algorithm s for energy m inim isation |1G| (Section 3.2). After s ta rtin g  from an initial labelling 

bo th  algorithm s change {move) the  labelling iteratively. A changc which leads tow ard the 

m ininuun energy is selected a t each iteration . Final labelling is said to be achieved when 

fu rther m inim isation of energy is not possible. We have used a-expansion to  minim ise our 

energy function (section 3.4). In section 2.3.3, we identified three m ajor issues w ith label 

propagation based m ethods:

1. Each pixel is com pared w ith all labels present in the  set of labels.

2. There is no m echanism  for handling appearance of new objects.

3. There is no procedure to use region m erge/sp lit inform ation happening in the fu tu re  in 

the current frame.

In th is chapter, we present algorithm s to deal w ith first two issues:

• S p a t io  t e m p o r a l  d is p la c e m e n t  c o n s t r a in t  : W e propose a novel m ethod th a t  en

ables label propagation m ethods to produce robust results w ith lesser pixel to  label 

com parisons. In our m ethod, each pixel is com pared w ith a small num ber of labels 

present in its neighbourhood in the previous frame. A nother advantage of our m ethod  

is th a t it can handle non class based segm entation (Section 3.3).
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• In c o rp o ra t in g  new  o b je c ts  in  lab e l p ro p a g a tio n : A preprocessing step is dev'el-

oped for detecting pixels belonging to new objects (Section 3.6).

Label propagation results of our method are presented in section 3.5.

3.1 Defining energy function

O ur energy equation with unary potential, pairwise potential and higher order clique potential 

for labelling the current frame is defined as:

where, Vp{xp)  is a function defined on observed da ta  that mea-sures the cost of assigning 

label Xp to any pixel p and 'Dp q{xp,xq) measures the cost of assigning labels Xp and Xq 

to pixels p and q, respectively. Vp^q term  encourages s])atial smoothness by assigning same 

label to both the pixels {p,q}.  Vc{xc) is a potential ftniction of the clicjue c. Xc is the set 

of all pixels in the clique c and C is set of all cliques (Section 3.4.3). This term encourages 

smoothness liy assigning same labe^ls to all the pixels of clicine.

E<[uation 3.1 com|)utes cost of assigning labelling x  to all pixels of image by adding the 

sum of unary costs T>p of all ])ixels, the sum of pairwise costs Vp  ̂ of all neighbouring pixel 

pairs and the sum of higher order clique costs Vc  of all cliques. An optimum labelling is 

achieved if total energy E{x)  is minimum.

3.2 Optimising energy function with a-expansion for label prop

agation

Boykov et al. |16| proposed the fv-expansion move algorithm based on graph cuts to minimise 

the energy function. The algorithm starts w'ith an initial labelling x and change labels of a 

large set of pixels at each iteration to lower the labelling energy E{x) .  A best labelling x  is 

said to be achieved for which further minimisation of E{x)  is not possible. In our research, 

we have used o-expansion for minimising our energy function E{x)  (Equation 3.1). In this 

section, w’o review the basics of minimising energy function in the following steps:

• two terminal ,s< graph construction (Section 3.2.1),

E{x)  = T > p { Xp )  + V p ^ q { X p ,  X q )  + ^  V c [ X c )

p e v  {p,qeJ^} ceC

(3.1)
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• and minimisation of j)airwise (Section 3.2.2) and higher order (Section 3.2.3) potentials 

of energy function E{x) .

3.2.1 s t  graph

Move, algorithms cn'atc' a two terminal directed weighted grapii Q =  {V^E) whi^rc' V is a set 

of nodes and f  is a set of edges. In order to minimise the energy {'(luation with only the 

unary and the pairw'ise potential terms the node set V holds all j)ixels or features points or 

superpixels and two additional nodes: source s and sink t. The edge set £  liolds two type 

of edges, i-link and n-link. i-links connect nodes with source and sink terminals and ?j-links 

conntict neighbouring nodes. Weights are associated with all the edges in graph. The weight 

of a <-link is the cost of assigning label of the terminal to the nod('. This weight is calculated 

from the unary term Dp. Similarly the weight of a n-link connecting two nodes p and q is the 

smoothness cost (Figure 3.1a).

Figure 3.1: st graph for computing the optimal moves for the |78, IG] and the 'P" |48, 17| 
Potts models. Two grajihs are shown (a) for a single neighbourhood and (b) for a single 
clique. Additivity theorem |48] allows us to merge these graphs to construct a single st grapli 
for minimising all three unary, pairwise and higher order clicjue })otentials.

Kolmogorov and Zabin [48| showed that along with pairwise ])otentials, a-expansion can 

also be used to minimise higher (of size 3) order clique jjotentials V,., if T>c is a subniodular

s

p U) q
Pi P(i>-U Pn

t
t

(a) U nary and ]>airwise p o ten tia ls (b) H igher order clique ])Otential
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function (Section 2 .3 .2). T h ey  added two additional vertexes called auxil iary  vertexes, i l / .

auxiliary vertexes helj) to  create projections of T>c on functions of two variables (])airwise 

p o te n tia l) .

present in S  subset will be labelled as S  and nodes of subset T  will be labelled  as T . T h e  

cost o f a st cut C =  { S , T }  is defined as the sum  of weights o f edges {p,q)  where p  E S  and  

q ^ T .  A rnincut  is the cut which have m inim um  cost C. In graph theory, edges present in 

an st  cut  are also called saturated  if no m ore flow is possible between the source and the sink  

through these (xiges.

Figure 3.1, shows two exain]>le st  gra|)hs for com puting the optim al m oves for the 

|78, 16| and the V'' 118, 17| P o tts  m odels. T hese graphs are created for a single neighbourhood  

(F igure 3.1a) and for a single higher order clique (Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.1a, shows two 

neighbouring pixels p  and q w ith the source s  and the sink t term inals. Four w eighted f- 

links connect ]> and q w ith the source s  and the sink t term inals where f-links w eights Dj,{s) ,  

Dp{t ) ,  Dq{s)  and Dq{t.) are th(' unary costs for tussigning the labels o f th e sourcc' and the  

sink term inals to tl\e p ixels p and q respect,ively. P ixe ls p  and q are also connected  w ith  

each other using a weighted n-link. In figure 3.1b, a higher order clicjue is created using pixels  

{ P 1 , P 2  ■ • P n } -  Two additional vertexes A /, and il/j are added to  covert all pairwise projections  

of th e higher order clicjue into subm odular fim ctions. P ixels { p i , p 2  ■ ■ - P n }  are connected  w ith  

Ms  and Mf  using weighted i-links. T he m inim isation process of these graphs are detailed  in 

sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.2 .2  M inim ising pairw ise poten tia l using a-expansion

Boykov et al. |16| illustrated that an energy function con sistin g of unary and pairwise clique  

p otentia ls can be m inim ised using the a-exp ansion , if the pairwise clique potentia l takes the  

form o f P o tts  m odel. P otts m odel Vp  ̂ can be w ritten  as:

where, both 71 and 72 are non negative. If 7*. =  0, th is function becom es a m etric function  

and hence can be m inim ised using r>-expansion algorithm . Unary potentia l is a function of

and Alt in tbe st  graph Q to represent a higher order clique (Figure 3.1b). M oreover, these

An st  cut  partitions the nodes V of a st  graph into two disjoint su bsets S  and T . N odes

71 i f  X p  ^ X q

72 el se
(3.2)
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one variable and is always m etric  (Eciuation 2.7). Therefore it does not retiuire any specific 

model for m inim isation.

T he a-expansion  algorithm  is an iterative algorithm  where in each 7/to»;(;/iteration it allows 

any set of pix(-ls to  I'itlu 'r re ta in  the ir curren t labels or be assigned a lab('l fv £ £  where' C is 

the  set of learned labels. T he labelling returned  after any such move tp can be rejiresented as;

,  IXy, =  i  (3.3)
y Cl i f  t p  =  I

At each ite ra tion , for each q  G £ , there are m any possible moven (change in labelling of 

pixels). Boykov et al. (16] showed th a t, an optim al labelling x ,  i.e., x  = a rg m in  i?(a’')  can  be 

com puted  using a-expansion  if is of form of Vp g. A fter ft-exj)ansion jiairw ise po ten tia l 

can be exj>ressed as:

I f  3*7) ^
{ (3..1)

0 else

where, 7 is non negative.

Xp =  Xq =  a Xp = Xq =  a X p ^ X q

a

Dpq — 0 Dpq — 0 Dpq V

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Figm e 3.2: st  graph  and pairw ise po ten tia ls after rt-expansion. Rc'd lines represc'nt the- st- 
rnincut and black lines are graj)li edges.

Any pairwise po ten tia l function can be converted into m etric form with the  help of P o tts
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m odel and hcncc can be m inim ised using a-expansion. In order to show this, we have consid

ered three eases (Figure 3.2):

•  Cases 1 and 2: In both cases, the sam e label is assigned to nodes p  and q. Therefore, 

the s t-m incu t  does not cut the edge connecting nodes p  and q. According to equation  

3.4, the cost o f the pairwise potential Vpq will be equal to zero.

•  Case 3; In this case, different labels are assigned to nodes p  and q. Therefore, the 

s t-m in cu t  cuts the edge connecting nodes p  and q. According to equation 3.4, the cost 

of the pairwise potential T>p,j will be equal to 7 .

3.2.3 M inim ising higher order clique potentials

Kohli et al. (17| introduced the "P" P otts m odel fam ily for the higher order clique potentials. 

T hey proposed that the higher order clique potential can be m inim ised using a-expansion  

algorithm , if it takes the form of P otts m odel. Their "P" P otts m odel defined for a clique 

c o f size n is a generalisation of pairwise P otts m odel family:

i f  G C
Vc{xc)  =  <! (3.5)

' I m a x  G-lfiC

where, >  0 and ')rnax >  G ■C.

T he higher order clique potential function that takes the form of P "  P otts m odel can be 

given as:

T > c { X c )  =  <

')n i f  Xp =  a ' i p  & c

7q i f  Xp =  a ' i p  & c. (3.G)

I m a x  o th e rw ise  

where, 'rmax >  l a  and -ymax >  7a-

Figure 3.1b shows the graph constructed corresponding to the values of the above potential 

for a single clique. Two auxiliary nodes M s  and A/( are added into the graph to create the 

projections of higher order clique potential on two variables. Moreover, the w eights of the  

edges are positive and given by =  7q  - I -  k and We =  l a  +  k. Kohli et al. |17] used the  

following three cases to show that the graph constructed in figure 3.1b corresponds to the  

clique potential plus a constant in equation 3.6:
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Xp = a, VpGc Xp = a, VpGc X p ^ a o r a ,  VpGc

a  a  “

U)d W d ^

/ r \  / \  \ / / \
(jJd W d (jJd W d U)d lO d U ) d N f ) d  U)d

/ \  / \  \  ^
P i P2 •  •  P„ Pi P2 •  •  P„ P i P2 •  5"

\  \ /  \  \ /  \  \ V
0)e (JJe (l)e >^e l*Je U)e \

\ /  H ./_  H . / ^ ,
(jJe fJJe -----

* — —a a a

D c -  Y a  D c  =  Y a  D q =  Ymax

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Figure 3.3: st graph and higher order clique potentials after ^-expansion. H<'d lines represent 
the st-rnincut and black lines are graph edges (a) both pixels got label fv (b) both  j)ixels got 
label P (c) both  i>ixels got different labels |17|.

•  Case 1: Label of the source term inal a  is assigned to all the  pixels belonging to  the 

cliejuo. Therefore, the st-m incut corresponds to the edge connecting Mg to the source 

which has a cost Wd =  7q +  k. (case 1 in figure 3.3).

•  Case 2: Labels of the  pixels rem ain unchanged. Therefore, the st-rrnncut corresponds 

to  the  edge connecting A/( to the  source which has a cost We =  7q +  A: (case 2 in figure 

3.3).

• Case 3: For all rem aining cases, the  st-m.inai.t corresponds to  the  edges connecting Mg 

to  the source and A/( to  the sink term inal. The cost of the  cu t is 'jmax +  k  where 

Imax = + Wg + k  (case 3 in figure 3.3).

3.3 Spatio tem poral displacem ent constraint

In practise, each label in label propagation represents a class of physical objects like sky, car, 

grass, road, boat and sheep. VVe call this type of label propagation  a physical class based 

label propagation. In the physical class based label propagation m ethods, each label class
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has uniqtie properties, e.g., colour and texture, and represents a class of physical objects. 

Therefore, segments of a video sequence represent physical objects and in any frame, multiple 

instances (e.g., presence of many cows) of the same object class gets the same label. If different 

labels are usc'd to r('pres('nt nniltiple instances of a physical class, tlu'n it may bo referred to 

a.s non class based label jiropagation. The label projiagation |)rocess should know or learn 

unique properties of each label in advance. Every pixel of a frame gets a label I of the most 

similar class present in the learned label set £ . For example, there are two label classes cow 

and grass present in figure 3.4 and any physical class based label propagation which knows 

the properties (colour and texture distributions) of both cow and grass classes can be used 

for segmentation.

Figure 3.4: Physical class l)ased segmentation, figure from |23|. Labels are jjropagated con
sidering three conditions; colour distance between pixel and class, spatial coherence among 
pixels and higher order co-occurrence statistics.

time t after comparing it with each label I of learned label set £(_i jjresent at time t — I. In 

our approach, segments may represent instances of same physical classes so it is possible to 

have multiple labels with similar properties {non class based label propagation). Therefore, 

we should not compare each i>ixel with each label present in the label set. Any pixel p  of 

If should only b(' compared with a subset of labels I G ^ t - \  where C £ ;_ i based on

physical jiroximity.

In a video sequence, if there is no sudden camera movement, any object present in frame 

I t - i  can only move by a small distance in the next frame If- We refer this constraint as the 

spatio temporal displacement constraint and use it to determine the label subset to be 

considered for each ]>ixel p. In figure 3.5a, there are three instances of a class ball present 

in a frame I f ,  and by our method, segmentation result (labc'l nuisk) of frame I f  should have

COW

Physical class based segmentation methods assign a label to any ])ixel p  of frame If at
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Tem poral neighbourhood of pixel p  holds only a small suliset of labels =  
{1,2} for drnax- (&) Location of pixel p  is shown as in Ii. (b) placing a m ask of \(2dmax +  
1) X {2d„,ax + 1)1 dim ension around p  in the  segm entation results of fram e I t - \ -

different labels for all th ree instances. Any physical class based label proi)agation m ethods 

will assign sam e label to  all th ree balls. In our label p ropagation  m ethod , each pixel p  of 

If will be com pared w ith a subset of label where has only labels of th e  segments 

present w ithin d,nax pixel distance from p  in the  segm entation ma.sk of fram e If_ i. dmax is’ the 

m axim um  displacem ent (in pixels) jjossible between any two successive fram es 1; and  I«_i. 

For any pixel p (px,py) ,  window of {2dmax +  1) x {2dmax +  f) dim ension is placed a t th(' 

coordinates {px,Py)  in the  label m ask of the  fram e I(_i (Figure 3.5b). Labels ])resent in window 

becom e a m em ber of the  subset. In figure, 3.5b, a subset of segm ents =  {1,2} is 

pre^sent in the  spatio  tem poral neighbourhood of p.

(a) Label nia.sk o f  I t - i  (b) W ith o u t sp atio  tem poral d is- (c) W itli sp a tio  tem p oral d isp lace-  
placem ent con stra in t m ent con stra in t

Figure 3.6: st  g raph  construction  for fram e It of size 5 x 5. In b o th  cases, graphs are only 
showing f-links w ith  unary  po ten tia ls  (d a ta  term ) as weights. Two add itional vertexes added 
to  incorporate  higher order clique po ten tia ls are also not shown in th e  figure.
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In a-cxpansioii based laljel propagation m ethods, any label a  G C can be assigned to 

any i)ixel p  of /(. Hence all pixels of It arc required to  be connected w ith bo th  term inals of 

st-graj)h through edges called f-links. In our algorithm , a label a  € £  can be assigned only 

to  a small num ber of pixels of I(. Therefore, only pixels p  where a  £ are required to be 

connected with the source (a ) term inal. This condition reduces the num ber of M inks in st 

g raph  significantly. In the o ther words, using our algorithm  any label a  can be propagated  

w ith  significantly fewer pixel to  label com parisons. For exam ple, figure 3.6 shows st  graphs 

created  for propagation of a label, a  for a 5 x 5 frame w ith and w ithout spatio-tem poral 

displacem ent constrain t. Only t links are shown in st  graphs. Figure 3.6a shows label mask 

of the previous fram e where labels q , /3 and 7 arc assigned to different pixels. Figure 3.6b 

shows the  st graph created for propagating label a  in the current fram e using a-expansion 

based m ethods. In cv-expansion based m ethods, any label a, P, 7  can be assigned to  the pixels 

of the current frame. Therefore, all pixels are connected w ith the source (a )  and the sink (a) 

nodes. In our m ethod, label a  can only be assigned to pixels for which a  is present in the 

spatio-tem poral neighbourhood, these pixels arc highlighted w ith brown colour in figure 3.6c. 

As a result, source (a ) node is only comiected w ith pixels highlighted w ith brown colour in 

the st  graph. In th is illustration, we used dmax =  1-

Spatio-tem poral displacem ent constrain t is one of the m ain contributions of th is thesis. It 

allows (i-ex])ansion m ethod to achieve lalielling w ith lesser num ber of com parisons between 

pixels and labels during each iteration . We have used m eta  d a ta , e.g., size of objects present 

in ground tru th  and frame per second to select the optim al value of dmax- For exam ple, dmax 

value for videos w ith higher fram e ra te  will be smaller th an  dmax value for videos w ith lower 

fram e ra te . Pixels will be misclassified if any object moves by more th an  dmax d istance in the 

sequential frames.

3.4 Energy potentials w ith spatio tem poral displacem ent con

straint

In th is section, we discuss m ethods for com puting the unary  (Section 3.4.1), the  pairwise 

(Section 3.4.2) and the higher order clique (Section 3.4.3) jjotcntials. In each section, we also 

present our m ethod for com puting the energy potentials w ith the spatio tem poral displacem ent 

constra in t.
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3.4.1 U nary potential

For label propagation in frame It, for each pixel p of the current frame It, the unary potential 

should be able to cajjture the disagreement between a pixel and any of the label classcs and 

it should encourage assignment of label of the most similar label class to the pixel. Generally, 

colour features have been used to define the unary term [11|. However, colour alone is not 

very deterministic and hence in this research texture features arc used with colour features to 

define the unary potential. Using both colour and texture the unary potential can be defined 

as:

T>p(xp) = * {6coi * v ; ° \x p )  +  Ote, * V f  '{xp)) (3.7)

and

{ 1 i f  Xp — I mid I G 

oo otherwise

where, 9coi and 6tex are weighting parameters for colour potential V^^{xp) (Section 3.4.1.1) 

and texture potentials T>^p^{xp) (Section 3.4.1.2) respectively. These weights arc selected 

empirically ([0,1]) depending on the nature of undertaken videos. For example, value of Otex 

will be higher than the value of Ocoi for texture rich videos. In section 3.3, we argued that 

during the label propagation any pixel p  of the current frame should only be compared with 

the labels present in a small subset O’ rather than every label present in the learned label set 

C where CP C C. hi order to enforce this spatio temporal displacement constraint, our unary 

potential is computed by multiplying the unary potential in equation 3.7 with a function 6. 

This is similar to applying a local pillar box filter to a function.

In equation 3.7, cost of assigning any label I — Xp to a pixel p  which is not present in the 

spatio temporal neighbourhood of p is infinity. Therefore, move algorithms will avoid such 

assignments. For each iteration of the a-expansion, on the st graph, an edge betw'ccn a pixel 

and a terminal is only created if the edge weight is not infinity.

In equation 3.7, weighted sum of colour and texture potentials is used as unary potential. 

In an alternative approach, this potential could be computed in a joint feature space created 

by adding both features. For example, for each pixel the colour feature vector of length 3 and 

texture feature vector of length 17 could have been merged to create a joint colour-texture
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vector of length 20. However, adding cue potential separately gives equation more flexibility. 

\\'eights can be assigned to cues depending on the video. For example, in segmentation process 

a video with rich texture information texture cue should play the im portant role. Thus, more 

weight should be assigned to the texture cue.

3.4 .1 .1  C olour poten tia l

The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a common choice to model the colour information 

|49, 79| of labels where Expectation Maximisation (EM) is used to learn the parameters of 

m ixture model from training data. For a pixel p  of the current frame It, our colour potential 

is computed as the negative log likelihood of the probability Pg of assigning a label I = Xp to 

p  as:

=  -logPg{It[p)\xp\&coi)
Kn

Pg{It{p)\xp = l;Ocoi) =  ^ w i k A f { I t { p ) ; m , ' ^ )  (3.8)
/c=l Ik

where, M/A- and are the weight, the mean and the covariance parameters (0co/) of 

component of GMM, i.e., k — 1, . . .  K„. Pg{It{p)\xp\ ^col) measures the similarity between 

the colour of a pixel p and the colour of a segment I. A higher value is expected when pixel 

colour is similar to the colour of segment. Equation 3.1 should be minimised for achieving 

the best labelling. For this purpose, negative logarithmic of Pg is taken as unary cost 2?™  ̂

—log{Pg) assigns a smaller value to for the best colour match. Thus, encouraging the 

minimisation algorithm for assigning the label of the segment with the best colour match to 

the j)ixel.

Learning parameters of any parametric model, e.g., Gaussian Mixture Model, requires 

training. Therefore many authors prefer non-parametric models to compute colour potentials. 

Histograms [14| and kernel density estimation |80] are two examples of the non parametric 

methods. For the approaches described in this thesis, video frames are represented in CIE Lab 

colour space. International Commission on Illumination specify CIE Lab is the most complete 

colour space. This colour space describes all the colours visible to human eyes and distance 

between any two colours is directly proportional to the difference between the two colours as 

])erceived by human eyes. The L  channel of CIE Lab represents lightness of colour on scale
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of 0 and 100 where 0 represents black and 100 represents white. The A  channel represents 

colour value between pure green and pure red where value of pure green is represented by 

— 127 and value of pure red is represented by +127. The B  channel represents the colour 

value between pure blue and pure yellow where —127 represents value of pure blue and +127 

represents value of pure yellow |81]. We have also tested the RGB colour space but better 

segmentation results are achieved in the CIE Lab colour spacc.

3 .4 .1 .2  T e x tu re  p o te n tia l

In an image, variations of properties such as intensities, colours and shapes which form a 

repeated pattern is called visual texture. Generally, computer vision methods dcterniinc 

texture cues in two steps. In the first step, methods extract the underlying tc'xture information 

from images and in the next step texture cues are defined using the extracted information. 

Tuceryan and Jain (82| divided the methods of texture analysis into four categories: statistical, 

geometrical, model based and signal processing methods.

S ta tis t ic a l  m e th o d s  describe texture using statistical measures. Grey level co-occurrence 

m atrix (GLCM) introduced by Haralick [83| is one of the most well known and commonly 

used statistical method for determining texture information. These matrices store frequencies 

of grey level pairs of pixels at a certain distance d. If image has G grey levels, size of GLCM 

m atrix will be G x G .  Any entry GLC  in GLCM is the number of occurrcnce of the pair of 

grey levels i and j  which are a distance d apart in the image. Finally, the statistical properties, 

e.g., entropy, correlation, homogeneity, etc., extracted from the co-occurrence matrix arc used 

as texture features. Quality of texture features highly depends on the distance d. However, 

there is a lack of robust methods for the selection of the optimal d.

G e o m e tr ic a l m e th o d s  assume that textures is produced by placing of texture primitives 

like Voronoi polygons |84| and blobs |85, 86] according to a certain placement rule. Generally, 

these methods determine underlying texture primitives by applying a set of filters like Lapla- 

cian of Gaussian (LoG) to the image. The placement rule is further defined with the help of 

graphs. This class of methods can only deal with the regular textures due to requirement of 

a placement rule for defining the texture.

M o d e l b ased  m e th o d s  infer the texture information by representing the image using 

models like Markov random field (MRF) [87, 88| and Fractals [89]. Markov random fields 

capture the local information by assuming tha t properties such as intensity and colour of
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each pixel in the image depend only on the j)roperties of the neighbouring pixels. MRF based 

models define texture ])roperties of an image by estim ating the param eters of underlying 

model.

In natural surface's textur(> may present at different scales. Markov random fields arc 

only able to capture the local information. Therefore, models like fractals which can measure 

texture at different scales are used. A fractal is defined using the concept of self-similarity. 

A bounded set A  in Euclidean of n-space is said to self similar when A  is the union of N  

non-overlapping and distinct cojjies of a scaled down (by factor r) version of itself. Properties 

of fractal like its dimension (90| and lacunarity [91| are ftirther used to define image texture.

S igna l p ro c ess in g  m e th o d s  represent texture using frequency of image properties such 

as nimiber of edges ]iresent in |ier unit area. A sliding window provide a direct apjiroach to 

capture image properties. In sliding window approach, texture cues for each pixel (central 

pixel) are generated by sliding a window across the image. This approach assumes tha t 

a window centred around a pixel can cai)ture its texture using properties of pixels present 

inside window |17, 92|. However, this assmnption is very sensitive to noise and can fail near 

the object boundaries. Filters in spatial and frecjuency domains provide a robust way of 

capt.uring image properties (93. 18]. Similar to geometrical m ethods a set of filters are ai)i)lied 

to the image to capture texture properties. The resulting texture information is robust to 

noise and to any geometrical transform ation, such a.s rotation and scaling. Therefore, we have 

ado{)ted this aj)proach for capturing the texture information.

The filter bank us(’d in our method was proposed by Winn et al [94]. This filter bank 

consists of 17 filters namely three Gaussian (with a = 1, 2, 4), four Laplacian of Gaussian 

(with fT — 1, 2,  4. 8), two first order derivative of Gaussians in X dimension (with cr — 2, 

4) and two first order derivative of Gaussians in Y dimension (with a - 2, 4) filters. The 

three Gavissian filters (with n  1, 2, 4) are applied to each channel of CIE LAB image, the 

Laplacian of Gaussian (with a  1, 2, 4, 8) and the first order derivative of Gatissians filters 

(with (T — 2, 4) are apj)li(!d to only L  channel. Convolution of the frames with the filter bank, 

transforms each image pixel into a nmlti-dimensional feature vector. These resulting filter 

responses are highly redundant. Therefore, clustering approaches are applied to sejiarate the 

dominant responses. These dominant filter responses are called textons and associated filter 

response vectors are called appearance vectors [95].

The K-means algorithm is used to cluster these filter responses. Generally, K-means re-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Texture m ap (a) Original image (b) initial clusters using K-means (k — 10) (c) 
cluster merging using Malialanobis distance.

()uires ]>rior infonnation about the iiuinber of clusters. Final results also depends on starting 

cluster origins. Therefore, K-means is applied in two steps. In the first step, K-means algo

rithm  is initialised with the a large number of clusters (1000 in our case). This step is repeated 

nuiltiple times (maxinunn 100 iterations in our case) with different starting points and the 

solution where sum of the distances between points and their clust(>r centres is minimum, 

gets selected for the next step. In the second step, iiuml)er of K-mean cluster reduced by 

combining statistically similar initial clusters |96|. In our case, the Mahalnnobis distance is 

used to measure statistical similarity between any two clusters i and j:

Dis t { i , j )  = -  n j f  +  ^ ]  ’ -  ftj) (3.9)

where, are the mean vectors and are the covariances of the feature vectors

of regions i and j .  Malialanobis distance is preferred over Euclidean distance because it takes 

covariances into account, leading to more accurate cluster boundaries. Textons returned by 

K-means represent the dominant local textures present in the training image. Figure 3.7 

shows generated texture maps T  for different images using the described method.

Finally, a normalised histogram of textons % of pixels of each segment  is used to define 

texture of the segments. H  is created for each segment using the manually specified segmen

tation for the first processed frame. For a pixel p  of current frame It, the texture potential is
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coinpiited as the iie^gative log likelihooci of tlie probability P g  of assigning a label I to p:

= - lo g P g {T t{ i ) \x j , - ,G t , , )

Pg(Tt i l ) \x„ =  l - G te . )  = (3.10)

In equation 3.10, P g  is computed using the normalized texton histogram 'H } learned from

Texton maps are similar to the image representation in the S-CIE Lab colour space. S-CIE 

Lab is a spatial extension of the CIE Lab colour space with a spatial filtering pre-processing 

step. The filtering is performed in an opponent colour space, containing one luminance and 

two chrominancc! channels. 0])ponent colour space is a linear transform ation of CIE 1931 XYZ 

or LMS colour spaces. Generally, two dimensional Gaussian filters are used a.s s|)atial filters 

and a weighted sum function is used to add all the filter responses for each pixel position. 

The sj)atial filters in S-CIE Lab colour space approximates the contrast sensitivity functions 

of the human vision system |97|. In S-CIE Lab colour space, each pixel position is a three 

dimensional vec tor  of filtered colours. However, each appearance vector in texton map ha.s 

several dimensions (17 in our case) capturing different features lik(̂  number of edges j)cr unit 

area of the image.

3.4.2 Pairw ise potential

The spatial smoothness term encourages continuity of segment labelling £ / in frame I( . Seg

ment boundaries will suffer if the label propagation m ethod tries to enforce smoothness every

where during label propagation. Therefore, spatial smoothness term s should be discontinuity 

respecting. Spatial smoothness can be inter])reted a.s a discontinuity penalty between neigh

bouring pixels, q G A f ,  where J \ f  is a set of pairs of 4-connected neighbouring pixels and 

value of spatial smoothness depends on intensity or colour values of both p  and q. For similar 

neighbouring pixels, this value should be smaller in comparison to the dissimilar neighbouring 

pixels. Spatial smoothness term is chosen as in:

the texton map T '  of label I in the first (training) frame.

e (3.11)
{p,qeM}

and.
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where, I(p) and I(q) are intensity values of pixel p  and q and a  is variance |57]. Using 

Potts model { S)  discontinuity between any pair of labels is j)enalised equally.

(a) image (b) segm entation without pair- (c) segm entation with pairwise
wise potential potential

'jii-srm

(d) imago with Gaussian noise (c) .segmentation without pair- (f) segm entation witli pairwise

Figure 3.8 illustrates the influence of pairwise potential on segmentation results. It is clear 

from the figure that segm en ts  boundaries are smooth with pairwise potentials. Furthermore, 

segmentation results improved significantly for the noisj' images.

3.4.3 Higher order clique potential

A higher order clique potential is an energy term created using three or more neighbouring 

pixels. This potential favours all pixels belonging to a cliciue taking the same label. Methods 

for assigning labels to a clique can be categorised into two groups. The first category of 

approaches are influenced by a ha7'd constraint that assumes that all pixels of a particular 

clique belong to the same physical object and therefore a single label should be assigned to 

them |98, 99, 100]. This is not always true, especially near the object boundaries where cliques 

may have pixels belonging to the different objects. In the second cate'gory of approaches, a soft 

constraint allows label propagation methods to assign different labels to the pixels belonging

[ ,1  =  0 , a  =  0.01) wise potontial potontial

Figure 3.8: Influence of the pairwise potential on segmentation.



to the cliquc |101, 102, 58, 103, I].

In general, label propagation methods |104, 58, 49, 99, 1| create higher order cliques 

using unsupervised segmentation algorithms, e.g., the Pb edge detector |34| and the mean 

shift algorithm [105]. To enforce the soft constraint, higher order cliques are created by 

combining multiple segmentation results of the same image. These multiple segmentations can 

be created either by multiple unsupervised segmentation methods or by a single unsupervised 

segmentation method with different param eter settings, hi another type of approach, Kohli 

et al. 117] defined higher order cliques using 5 x 5  overlapping blocks of pixels of the input 

image.

We have created the higher order cliques by dividing the image into overlapping windows of 

71 X n  pixels as method proposed by Kohli et al. |17]. Their method is selected because cliques 

created using the inner pixels of the segments can easily be removed from the minimisation 

process using the spatio-temporal displacement constraint (Equation 3.14). Thus, reducing 

the overall computation cost. Pixels of any clique can belong to different objects therefore, 

higher order cliijuc potentials Dc{xc) are implemented as soft constraint similar to the robust 

T’" Potts model as:

V c { x c )  =  < ^  (3.12)
I  I m a x  otherwise

where, Ni{xc) denotes the number of variables in the clique c not taking the dominant label, 

i.e., Ni{xc) = r>ihik{\c\ — nk{xc)) and Jmax = |c|®“ (^p +  9yG{c))\ Q =  .1 x c is the truncation 

parameter which controls the rigidity of the higher order clique potential. Q = A x c means 

only 10% of pixels can have different labels in the clique c; |c| is cardinality of clique c; Uk{xc) 

denotes the number of pixels taking dominant label k in c; G(c) is a measure to the quality 

of clique and; 6*̂ , 0^ and 0^ are weighting parameters [58]. The quality of a clique G(c) is 

measured as a response of unary feature (in our case colour and texture) of all constituent 

pixels of a cliquc c as:

r .,  ̂ , mII ^ i e c ( / ( 0  -  ,0 10^G(c) =  exp(- f fA-----s—  --------------) (3.13)
|c|

where n  =  ^ function evaluated on all constituent pixels if the clique c and

9^ is a weighting parameter.
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U nder the spatio  tem poral displacem ent constrain t (Scction 3.3), for each clicjue c label 

propagation  should favour common labels which are present in the label subset of each pixel 

of c. It should not assign a label to  ])ixel p  of c th a t is not present in the  label subset D ’ of 

p. To enforce this spatio  tem poral displacem ent constrain t, the higher order clique poten tia l 

is com puted by nm ltiplying the robust "P" P o tts  model (E quation 3.12) w ith the a function 6 

as:

Vc{Xc) =  5{c,xc] * T^c^Xc) (3.14)

and

^{c,Xc]
1 i f  Xp e  CFi_i Vp e  

oo o therw ise

For each iteration  of the  «-cxpansion in our algorithm , a higher order clique is only created  

if m ore than  one label, including the label a,  is present in spatio  tem poral neighbourhood of 

all constitu ting  pixels. Therefore, no higher order clique is added in the  region where only 

one label can be assigned to  the pixels. This condition reduces the m m iber of higher order 

cliq\ies and hence rechices the com putation expense. However, the com p\itation cost of the 

label propagation  m ethods w ith higher order clique, unary and pairw’ise potentials will be 

more th an  the com putation  cost of the label propagation m ethods w ith only the unary and 

the pairwise potentials.

3.5 Results

O ur label propagation  s ta rts  w'ith the learning of colour (GMM) and tex tu re  (norm alised 

tex ton  histogram ) models for each segment present in the  m anually specified segm entation 

of the  first processed frame. Figures 3.9 and 3.11 are exam ples of the  m aim ally specified 

segm entation images created  using the first processed fram e from the f lower and garden and 

the boy sequences, respectively. We processed 50 frames of the f lower and garden and  191 

fram es of the boy video sequences, hi all our label propagation exj)crim ents we use follow'ing 

param eter setting: d„iax — 10 , Scol =  0.5, 6tex = 0.5 6a = 0.8, 6p = 0.4 and 6y =  0.5. A 

cross-validation m ethod is used for selecting param eters values. P aram eters values are chosen 

from the range given in the  tab le  3.1 and values giving the best segm entation results are
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selected.

N o. E q u a tio n V ariab le R ange P u rp o se
1. 3.7 ^̂ col (0,1) weight to set ])riority of t,lie colour cues in 

unary energy potential.
2. 3.7 ^̂ tcx [0 , 1] & 1 -  e,oi weight to set j)riority of the texture cues in 

unary energy potential.
3. 3.12 C (3, number of 

pixels in a video 
frame]

variable to represents the size of liigher of 
clique. Size must be greater than 2. In the 
case of less than 2 pixels, higher order clique 
is same as a pixel pair.

4. 3.12 Q n X  c i.e. 0 < 
n < 1

variable to represents the ninnber of pixels in 
higher order clique which can have labels dif
ferent from the dominant label. This variable 
controls rigidity of the clique.

5. 3.12 0'̂ [0,1] weigfit to set the imj)ortajice of c:li(]ue c|uality 
function G(c) in the higher order clique poten
tial.

6 . 3.12 O'; [0, oo] variable to adjust the clique quality function 
G(c) according to the values of unary and pair
wise potentials. A high value means giving 
more importance to the higher order clique 
])Oteiitials in com))arisoii of the unary and the 
pairwise potentials during the label jiropaga- 
tion.

•7 3.12 Qh [0,1] variable to adjust the clique quality function 
G(c) according to the values of unary and pari- 
wise potentials. A high value means giving 
more importance to the higher order clicjue 
potentials in comparison of the unary and the 
pairwise potentials during the label propaga
tion.

8 . 3.13 [0, oo] variable to set weight to the variance sensitive 
function composed of unary cost.

Tal)le 3.1: User defined variables, their ranges and purposes.

VVe have minimized energy function (Equation 3.1) using a-expausion [16, 17| as dis

cussed in the previous section to obtain labelling of other frames of the sequence. C + f  and 

M ATLAB® implementation provided by Kohli et. al [58] is used for this purpose. Figures 

3.10 and 3.12 show five frames of flower and garden', and boy video sequences with label prop

agation results of a-ex))ansion method proposed by Boykov et al. [IG), Wang and Collomosse’s 

m ethod |1| and our method in first, second, third and fourth rows respectively. Row five of 

figure 3.12 shows our label propagation results with handling appearance of new objects. In 

each figure, segmentation results shown in row 3 are taken from tiie video material published 

in (1| w'ith the authors jjermission. Both a-expansion and our segmentation m ethods start 

with the manual segnienlation of the first processed frame of the sequence.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segmenta
tion

Figure 3.9; The first processed frame of the flower and garden sequence and the corresponding 
manually specified segmentation. In the manually specified segmentation, the first frame is 
divided into eight segments and each segment is highlighted in different colour.

(a) Frames

(b) Label propagation results using the o-expansion m ethod |16j.

(c) Label propagation results using Wang and Collomosse’s m ethod |1

(d) Our label propagation results.

(e) Our label propagation results with handling appearance of new objects. Methods for handling 
appearance of new objects are detailed in section 3.G.

Figure 3.10; Label proijagation results for five frames of the flower and garden sequence. 
Frames are selected at regular interval of 5 frames.
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The first processed frame of the flower and garden video is divided into eight segments (Figure 

3.9). a-expansion (Figure 3.10h) and our (Figure 3.10d) segmentation m ethod use this ground 

tru th  for learning proj>erties, e.g., colour and texture, of segments (learned label set). It is 

observed th a t two of these segments', the flower bed to the left hand side of tree and the 

flower bed to the rigiit hand side of the tree; have similar colour and texture properties. 

In a-expansion algorithm based methods, each label present in the learned label set should 

have unique properties (colour and texture in our case). If there are two segments with 

similar properties, then these algorithms will assign the label of one of the segments to the 

pixels belonging to both segm,ents. Therefore, a single label is assigned to both the segments 

representing the flower Ix'd in next frames. However, with the help of the Hjjatio tem poral 

displacement cons! raint our label propagation algorithm is able to |iro|iagate the labels ])resent 

in the learned label set including labels of the similar segments.

In the video sequence, a portion of the sky started  appearing in between the to]> right 

branches of the tree. Our label prorogation method misclassified these i)ixels (row 4). Label 

of segment representing the tree is assigned to these ])ixels because only label of the tree is 

present in their spatio-tc-mporal neighbourhoods. L;ist row shows results aftc'r jjrocessing the 

frame with our melliods for handling the a]ipearance of new objects in the video sequence. 

A new label is assigned to the misclassified pixels belonging to the sky. Our m ethods for 

handling appearance of new objects are detailed in section 3.6. However, if the colour and 

the texture properties of pixels belonging to two neighbouring segments are similar, our label 

propagation method will misclassify some or all pixels from these segments.

The first jjrocessed frame of the bay video sequence is divided into eleven segments (Figure 

3.11). a-expansion (F'igure 3.12b) and our (Figure 3.12d) segmentation methods s ta rt label 

propagation with the learned label set of eleven labels. In Wang and Colloniosse’s results, 

similar colours are used to represent different segments making it hard to see the segments 

clearly (Figure 3.12d). Therefore, we have used different colours to represent the segments in 

both a-expansion |16| results and our results.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segm enta
tion

Figure 3.11: T he first [jrocessed frauies of tlie boy sequence in the forward direction and the  
corresi)onding m anually  specified segm entation. In the m anually  specified segm entation , th e  
first is d iv ided into twelve segm ents and each segm ent is highlighted in difl'erent colour.

(a) Frames

(b) Lal>el propagation results using the o-expansion m ethod |16|.

(c) Label propagation results using Wang and Collom osse’s m ethod |1|.

(d) Our label propagation results

Figure 3.12; Label p ropagation  results for five fram es of the  boy video sequence. Fram es are 
selected a t regular interval of 40 frames.

It is observed from figures th a t our developed m ethod and W ang and Collom osse’s m ethod , 

perform ed b e tte r  in term s of accuracy and  tem poral consistency of the segm entation  resu lts 

when com pared  to  cv-expansion m ethod. O ur results are com parable w ith  W ang and  Collo- 

niosse’s resu lts  even though we do not use m otion inform ation and our higher order clique
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are crea ted  using overlajjping windows ra th e r  th an  unsupervised  segm entation m ethods. O b

jective analysis detailed  in chai)ter 7 also supports  th is subjective analysis. In chap ter 7, our 

final label p ropagation  results are com pared w ith  th e  a-expansion  results in term s of tem poral 

consistency. Evaluation metric:s require segm entation resu lts in form of label m asks. W ang 

anfl Collom osse’s results are not available in the  required form at (available a.s video) therefore, 

canno t be used for the  objective analysis.

3,6 Incorporating new objects in label propagation

Label propagation based m ethods create a  label set C by learning j>roperties of the  ob jects 

in advance using tra in ing  either on test videos or on ground tru th  d a ta  of a  few (1 or 2) 

previous fram es. D uring label jiropagation, pixels of the  curren t fram e can only got labels 

present in C. in  a video sequence, new objects (w'hich were no t present in th e  previous frame) 

m ay appear over tim e. A new object appeared  in the  curren t fram e could be an  instance 

of e ither a learned label class or an unknown class (not present in tra in ing  d a ta ). Physical 

class based label propagation  can a-ssign any label from the  learned label set to  any pixel of 

the  cu rren t frame. Therefore, these m ethods can handle api>earance of new instance of any 

learned label class in the  curren t frame. In our approach (section 3.3), each pixel of the  cu rren t 

fram e is com pared only w ith a small m nnber of labels which are jjresent in its  spatio -tem poral 

neighbourhood. T lu 'refore, incorrect label m ay be sissigned to  pixels bc'longing to  the  new 

ob jec t if label of the  cla.ss is not in present in the  sijatio-teniporal neighbourhood of pixels. 

In th e  second case b o th  physical class based and our m ethod  will assign incorrect labels to  

th e  pixels belonging to  the  new objects because each pixel p  of It can get label only from the  

existing set of labels £ .

F igure 3.13 shows an exam ple of label p ropagation  results of our m ethod  (Section 3.1) 

using a video sc'cjuc-ncc from P E T S  2001 d a ta  set |106| . O ur label p ropagation  m ethod  learns 

the  projjerties, i.e., colour and tex tu re , of the  objects present in the video using the m anually 

an n o ta ted  ground tru th  d a ta  of the first processed fram e. G round tru th  d a ta  has divided the  

first fram e into seven segm ents. As a result our label p ropagation  s ta r ts  w ith seven labels in 

label set C. D uring the  label propagation  labels from £  is assigned to  each pixel of the  curren t 

fram e. In second fram e, a new object (car) s ta r ts  to  appearing  from the  right side (Figure 

3.13a). O ur label pro])agation can only assign labels from £  therefore, label representing the
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road is assigned to the pixels belonging to the car (Figures 3.13b and 3.13c).

(a) Frames 1 —5

(b) Label propagation results usiug our m ethod proposed in section 3.1

(c) Image masks of the segm ent representing the road and the car in segm entation results.

(d) FVames 6 — 10

(e) Label propagation results usiug our m ethod proposed in section 3.1.

(f) Image masks o f the segm ent representing the road and the car in segm entation results.

Figure 3.13: Label propagation method presented in section 3.1 can not handle appearance of 
new objects. A new object, car s tarts to appear in the second frame. Our label propagation 
m ethod assigns label of the segment representing the road to the pixels belonging to the car.

In this section, we present a novel approach to deal with new objects in label propagation. 

Our approach has following steps:
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Algorithm  1 Handling appcarancc of new objects

1: Add a new label called void label into the label set £ ' =  {C,void}  (Section 3.6.1).

2: Update da ta  term for existing labels Va £ C (Section 3.6.2).

3 : Detect pixels belonging to new objects (Section 3.6.3).

4 : Create labels for new objects and update the label set £  =  {£, newLahels} (Scction 3.6.4). 

5 ; Rerun the label propagation from I t - i  to It with updated label set C (Section 3.6.5).

Algorithm 1 is a pre-processing step for handling the appearance of new object over time. 

This step adds an additional computation cost to our label propagation method. To reduce 

the com putation cost of this step only colour cues (texture cues ignored) are used as unary 

potential. New object is detected only when the colour properties of pixels belonging to the 

new objects arc statistically different from the colour properties of learned label set.

3.6 .1  V oid label

In label propagation, to deal with the new objects, we add a new label called void label in 

the label subset of all pixels p G V.  Pixels belonging to new objects should be assigned 

void label in label propagation. D ata cost for assigning void label, Xp = void to any pixel p 

can be given as;

Vp{xp) =  7 (3.15)

where, ') non negative.

3 .6 .2  U p d a tin g  ex istin g  d ata  term

The data  term of the energy equation encourages pixels to be assigned labels of similar 

coloured objects. We have used Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to capture the colour 

distributions of each label where each mode of GMM is a two dimensional (one for each 

colour channel) Gaussian distribution, bi statistics, the three sigma rule states th a t for a 

normal distribution about 68.27%, 95.45% and 99.73% of all values lies within 1, 2, and 3 

standard deviation of the mean, respectively. Using three sigma rule we argue that, if a pixel 

belongs to a label, the pixel’s colour should lie within n = I or 2or 3 standard deviations 

away from the mean of atleast one mode of the label’s colour GMM. Otherwise, pixel does 

not belong to the label. We have used Mahalanbois distance to measure the distance of the



pixel’s colour value from the m ean. Based on this argum ent, we updated  the d a ta  term  of 

existing labels as follow's:

T^pi^p) =  Sp{xp) * T>p{xp) (3.16)

where,

_ ,  ̂ ( 1 * /  3(MxA:, ^ x k )  ■■ J{ I { p )  -  t i x k V ^ ~ l { I { p )  -  f l x k )  <  n Vk
d p { X p )  =  ' '

00 else

where, n equals to  1 or 2or 3; m ean and covariancc param eters of com ponent of GMM 

of label Xp are represented by /ixfc and E quation 3.16 enforces the condition th a t a label 

can ’t be assigned to  a pixel unless its colour value is w ithin n s tan d ard  deviations from atleast 

one m ode of label’s colour GMM.

3.6.3 D etecting  pixels belonging to  new objects

In the  previous section, we argued th a t a pixel p  can only belong to  a new object if colour 

of p  is not w ithin n  standard  deviations from atlcast one m ode of colour GM M  of any label 

present in its spatio  tem poral neighbourhood. Therefore, label propagation from /(_ i to  It 

w'ith the u pda ted  label set C  =  { C ,v o i d}  should m ark all pixels belonging to  new objects as 

void.

In figure 3.14, to  construct the st graph for label Xp = a,  a ^-link betw'cen pixel p  and 

source term inal will only be created if T>p{xp) /  oo. In label propagation, a pixel p  wdll not 

connect to any sourcc term inals until s =  void  because for all o ther labels value of d a ta  cost 

is 00, i.e., T>p{a) =  oo, Va G C. In case of s =  void, p  will connect only the  sourcc because 

Sp{xp) is not oo. Hence, in label propagation  only void  label can be assigned to  the pixel p.
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s s s

p p p

t t t

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Figure 3.14: st graph showing only one pixel p  for label propagation, (a) For a normal pixel p: 
T^pi^p) oo so p is connected with both source s and sink t terminals and label of source or 
sink terminal can be assigned to p. (b) For pixel p belonging to the new object: Vp{xp) = oo 
, Va e  C and when label of source s ^  void, p  is not connected to source terminal. Label 
of .s cannot be assigned to p; (c) source s = void, so p connected to source so label of source 
,s =  I’oid will be assigned to p.

3.6.4 Creating labels for new objects

The label propagation algorithm will mark all the pixels belonging to the new objects with 

the void label. These' pixels nuiy belong to different new objects. Therefore, to deal with 

apiiearance of multi])le new objects (voids) at the same time, the Mean-Shift algorithm in 

space-colour domain is used for clustering the marked pixels. To avoid segmentation errors, 

only clusters bigger than a minimum area are treated as new objects. Value of this minimum, 

area depends on average size of the segments. For clusters bigger than  the minimum area, 

our algorithm learns colour and texture cues and creates new labels in the label set. These 

new labels are also added in the label subset of each pixel p of the respective clusters.
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(a) FVames 1 — 5

(b) Label propagation results

(c) Image, masks of' the segment representing the road in segm entation results.

(d) Image masks of the segment representing the car in segm entation results.

(e) Frames 6 —10

(f) Label propagation results

(g) Image masks of the segment representing the road in segm entation results.
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(h) Image masks of the segm ent representing the car in segm entation results.

Figure 3.13: Label propagation with the ability of handling the appearance of new objects 
during the video seciuence. W ith the approach developed in the current section, our lai)el 
propagation algoritiuii is able to detect the appearance of the car and conseciuently assigned a 
new label to the pixels belonging to the car. This is a clear improvement over the segmentation 
results shown in figure 3.13. In this example, frame size is 240 x 352. Our algorithm assigned 
a new’ label to cluster when its area is bigger than 50 pixels.

3.6.5 R erunning the label propagation w ith  updated  label set

After creating n('w lab('ls for new objects and learning their j)roj)erties, i.e., colour and texture, 

our algorithm rerun the label propagation from I t - i  to It with updated label set. In the label 

propagation, the colour, the texture and the brightness properties of all segments are used 

for assigning the best labelling to the video frames. New labels are already detected in the 

jm'vious iteration of label proj>agation hence the updated label set does not have void label. 

In this iteration of lai)e] |)ropagation, the da ta  term is com])uted a.s mentioned in section 

(3.1.2). Figure 3.13. shows the results after the label propagation is run following label set 

u])date. Our algorithm successfully handled appearance of the car in the second frame. A 

new label is a-ssigned to pixels belonging to the car (Figures 3.15d and 3.14h). This is a clear 

improvement over the segmentation results shown in figure 3.13.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have described one of our m ajor contributions, spatio temporal disi)lacement 

constraint and handling new objects during label propagation. Our algorithm learned the 

colour and the texture properties of the segments using the maiuial segmentation of the 

first processed frame. The best labelling was achieved by minimising an energy equation 

with unary, pairwise and higher order clique potentials using a-expansion for each frame 

of the video. Segmentation results achieved by our method are tem porally consistent and 

comparable with two state of the art methods: a-expansion m ethod [16| and tiie method 

proposed by Wang and Collomosse |1], even though motion cue is not used during the label 

propagation.

In a video sec|uence, new objects can appear over time. New objects can be an instance



of a learned label class or a unknown class (not present in training data), a-expansion |16] 

can assign any label from the learned label set to any pixel of the current frame. Therefore, 

it can handle appearance of new instance of any learned label class in the current frame. 

However, a-expansion will also assign the same label to all instance of a physical obj(!ct even 

though unique labels are assigned to different instances of the physical object in the manually 

specified segmentation of the first processed frame. If new object belongs to a unknown class, 

the fi-expansion [16| will assign incorrect labels to the pixels belonging to the new objects. In 

our approach, each pixel of the current frame is compared only with a small number of labels 

which are present in its spatio-tem poral neighbourhood. As a result, developed m ethod is 

able to assign imi(j)ie labels to all instances of a physical objc'ct. However, a pre-processing 

step is required to handle a|)pearance of new objects of both known and unknown classes. 

This pre-processing step adds additional com putational cost in our approach.

Our algorithm used only the brightness, the colour and the texture cues of the segments 

during the label propagation. It performed substantially better when the colour and the 

texture cues of pixels belonging to the neighbouring segments were different. Otherwise, it 

may misclassify some of the pixels belonging to neighbouring segments. This situation can 

he handled by using more cues, for example shai>e and motion, dining the laViel propagation. 

In the next chapter, we present an algorithm first to learn such cues sjjecifically shape and 

motion, and another to use these cues for improving the label proi)agation results for rigid 

objects.
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Chapter 4

Improving label propagation results 

for rigid objects

111 the previous chapter, our label propagation method uses brightness, colour and texture 

cues to assign labels to cach pixel of the current frame. Nornially, a single label is assigned 

to spatially connected homogeneous pixels. A group of such pixels is called a segment. A 

segment should represent a complete physical object or a part of a physical object but it 

should not have pixels belonging to more than one physical object. If the colour and texture 

of pixels belonging to two neighbouring segments arc similar, label propagation methods such 

as a-expansion |16|, Wang et al. |1| and our methods on the previous chapter may misclassify 

some or all of the pixels from these segments. There are two cases when this can happen. In 

the first case, different parts of the same object which were separated by other (foreground) 

objects until time t — I are now spatially connected in the currcnt frame due to the relative 

changes in the positions of the object and other (foreground) objects. In this case the segments 

representing spatially disconnected parts of the object should be merged to create one segment 

(Section 4.4). In the second case, segments with similar colour and texture properties which 

become (or are) neighbours should not be merged if they represent different physical objects 

(Section 4.2).

Figures 4.-1 illustrates a limitation of our label propagation method which was presented 

in chapter 3 using ten frames of the carl video sequence of the Berkeley motion segmentation 

dataset |107|. In this video sequence, a moving car is captured by a moving camcra. It can 

be seen in the figure that both the colour and texture properties of several pixels near the 

front of the car and the road arc similar. Therefore, during label propagation our method can
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assign either label to such pixels. The label of the segment representing the road is assigned 

to a few pixels belonging to front of the car and the label of the segment representing the car 

is assigned to a few pixels belonging to the road at the back of the car (Figures 4.1c, 4 .Id). 

However, pixels belonging to the segment representing the trees in background are labelled 

correctly because their colour and texture properties are very different from the remaining 

two segments (Figure 4.1c).

The initial label propagation results achieved using our label propagation method may be 

incorrect but these problems can be addressed using new cues like the motion and the shape 

of the segments. These cues can be used to improve initial label propagation results and 

therefore, can help to improve the accuracy and the temporal consistency of the segmentation 

results. In this chapter, we present algorithms to improve label propagation results for rigid 

objects using motion and shape cues. Our motion and shape cues rely equally on both the 

spatial and the temporal information present in video. We assume that all the pixels of each 

segment have same rigid 2D apparent motion. Our developed method will not work for non 

rigid motion and multiple motions within a segment.

C h a p te r  o u tlin e : Section 4.1 present a review of methods th a t can be used for learning 

motion cues of the segment. Our algorithm for improving the label pro])agation results is 

presented in section 4.2. Once the label propagation results are fixed, a method for learning 

shape cues is presented in section 4.3. Section 4.4, presents a post processing step to merge 

the segments using shape, colour, texture and motion features and finally results arc presented 

in section 4.5.

4.1 Learning m otion of segments  betw een consecutive frames

Apparent motion information of segments or pixels or feature points provides cue for the 

temporal direction. Using motion, label propagation methods can predict the locations of 

the segments in the next frame. This predicted locational information has been used along 

with other spatial cues (i.e., colour and texture) to improve the temporal consistency of the 

segmentation results (49, 1|. To improve our label propagation results for the current frame we 

learn motion information for each segment present in the current frame. In a video sequence, 

shape of the segments may change due to both motion (e.g., rotation, scaling) and non 

motion (e.g., lens distortion) effects. A lens distortion may deform the segments by sketching
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or shrinking their boundaries. Effects of lens distortion can be removed satisfactorily from 

video frames if intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera are known.

(a) Frames 1 —5

(b) Label propagation results using our m ethod proposed in chapter 3.

(c) Image masks for the segment representing the car in the segm entation result of the first frame.

(d) Image m.asks for the segment roproscnting the road in the segm entation result of the first frame.

(e) Image masks for the segment representing the trees in the segm entation result of the first frame.

(g) Label propagation results using our m ethod proposed in chapter 3.
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(h) Image masks for the segm ent representing the car in the segm entation result of the first frame.

(i) Image masks for the segm ent representing the road in the segm entation result of the first frame.

(j) Image masks for the segm ent representing the trees in the segm entation result of the first frame.

Figure 4.-1: Example of inaccurate segments merging (partially). Ten frames of the carl 
video sequence of Berkeley motion segmentation dataset [107] are used in this exani])le. Our 
label propagation algorithm has divided each frame in 3 segments-, (c) - (e) and (h) - (j) show 
image masks of eac:h of the segment. The image mask of a segment has the colour values of 
the pixels belonging to the segment in a particular frame.

For the approached described in this thesis, any method (optical How covered in section

4.1.1 or geometrical transfornuition covered in section 4.1.2 or freciuency transform covercd 

in section 4.1.3) can he used to determine apparent motion information of the segments. We 

have used imregister^ function of MATLAB® to estim ate 2D  affine motion param eters for 

all the segments of the current frame.

4.1.1 O ptical flow

In the simplest form, motion information of pixels present in the frames of a video can be

described by optical flow. In 2D space, optical flow of any pixel or point represents the

projected displacement [u, v) of th a t pixel or point between two frames where a and v represent

the displacements in the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. In reality, the vector held

{u, v) does not always correspond to real motion of pixels or points, as it may be afi^ected by

instability in illumination [109].

 ̂im register function is paxt of the Image Processing Toolbox of M ATLAB® and its im plem entation is 
based on the work of Styner et al. |108].



4.1.2 G eom etric transform ation

This approach to motion estimation uses the underlying geometrical deformation of a seg- 

rnent between two frames to estimate its motion. Translation is the simplest geometrical 

deformation and in the translation motion model, segments move without any change in their 

orientations with respect to a fixed point. AfBne (six parameters) and perspective (eight pa

rameters) models tackle higher order transformations. We have used affine transformation to 

model motion information. The standard affine transformation model in 2D  space uses six 

param eters, corresponding to scaling, rotation, shear and translation to model transformation 

of a segment between frames at time t and t + 1:

X X
T =  A

y y

where A  and u represent the linear part and the translational part of the transformation, 

resj)ectively.

Param eter estimation for an affine transformation is an optimisation problem. The op

timisation process starts with an initial set of parameters. Similarity metric results of the 

previous iteration are used to estimate a new set of parameters in such a way tha t this new 

set of paramet(TS improves the similarity score. The metric used to measure similarity is 

called the similarity metric. Euclidean distance |110| or correlation [108| or normalised cross 

correlation |11, 111] between the segment and the transformed segment in feature space can 

be used as the similarity metric.

Optimisation of the similarity metric is guided either by considering all pixels or just by 

considering feature points of the segment. Pixel by pixel comparison is time/resource con

suming but it can provide a good approximation of the transformation param eters for both 

textured or non textured segments. One way to reduce the computation time is to use a hier

archical model where, pixel by pixel comparisons at lower resolutions guide the optimisation 

process at the higher resolutions. Feature point based methods reduce the number of points 

for comparisons by using small numbers of unique features like, corners, boundary points 

[110, 112], points [113, 114[ and edges |115[. In practice, these methods can only produce 

robust transformation parameters for feature rich segments.
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4.1.3 Frequency domain

Other approaches to motion parameter estimation methods rcducc the prol>lcm of estimating 

2D  transformation parameters to the estimation of 1Z3 transformation parameters by using 

properties of the segments in frequency domain. These methods use transforms, such as the 

Fourier transform |116, 1171, Hough transform, Radon transform |118] and Trace transform 

1119] to transform the segments. For example, in the Fourier domain simple translation 

param eters (2 parameters) are estimated regardless of translation, rotation, scaling or shear 

changes.

4.2 Im proving label propagation results

Our label propagation method presented in chaptcr 3 cannot handle situations where neigh

bouring segments have pixels with similar colour and texture properties near their shared 

boundaries, and as a result, incorrect labels may be assigned to such pixels. In this section, 

we present a novel method to improve these label propagation results. Our method uses the 

shape and the motion information of the segments to fix the label propagation errors. In 

the first step, a mask, is created at time t by applying the determined motion to

the previous label mask of each segment. The label mask of any segment represents shape 

information of the segment at any particular time t. fj supports multiple labels at any

pixel position. Multiple labels at any pixel position indicate that current j>osition is claimed 

by more than one segment and objective of our method is to find out the correct labels for 

such positions. For example, pixels belonging to an occluded region will have labels of the 

foreground and the background segments. In the sccond step, pixel positions with the same 

set of labels are grouped to create clusters. In the last step, using energy minimisation our 

algorithm assigns a label to each pixel of each cluster. The final label masks support only a 

single label for each pixel position. Our three stage algorithm is:
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A lg o r i th m  2 Refine labelling

1: C reate  a  label m ask, 0{;_i (} supporting  nniltijile labels a t each pixel position using seg

m entation  results of the previous and the curren t fram es (Section 4.2.1).

2: C luster pixels of ĵ having the  sam e set of labels together to  create a c luster m ap C 

i.e., each cluster centre represents a unique set of labels (Section 4.2.2)

3: Using energy m inim isation, assign labels to  the  pixels of each cluster of C i .e l  & ci (Section 

4.2.3)

4.2.1 Label mask supporting m ultiple labels

lat)el m ask. supporting 
multiple labels at each  pixel 
position C lusters are highlighted 
using different colours

current label m ask

+  Ui

+ U2

+  U '

lat)el m ask s of segm en ts 
of the previous fram e

Figure 4.0: C reation of a label m ask sup]iorting  m ultip le labels using the  cu rren t label mask, 
label masks of the  j)revious fram es and m otion param eters.

A fter learning the  m otion of each segm ent in section 4.1 using label m asks of the  segm ents 

present in the curren t fram e and the previous fram e, algorithm  3 applies m otion to  th e  label 

m ask  of each segm ent of the previous fram e to  create  w arped label m asks, F u rther

a  mask, if’ created  using these w arped label m asks w here supp o rts  nuiltiple

labels for each pixel j>osition. It has more th an  one labels for the  pixel positions w here the 

w arped label m asks of more th an  one segm ent overlaji. If created  only using the

segm entation  results of the  previous fram e, inform ation of deoccluded i>arts of th e  segm ents 

which are visible for the first tim e in the  current fram e It would be missing from it. To deal 

w ith  th is issue algorithm  u pdates using the  label m ask Alt of th e  cu rren t fram e as

determ ined in chap ter 3. For any pixel position p, the  label present a t p  in M i is added to  

if ^ h{ p)  ^  9^f_i j j {p) .  F igure 4.0, shows creation  of using the currc'nt label

m ask, label nia.sks of the previous fram es and m otion param eters.
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A lg o rith m  3 Create a label mask supporting multiple labels at each pixel i)osition
1: fo r each seymant I of the current frame do

2: get the lahe.l mask, A//_i of I from the segmentation results of the ])revious frame. The

label mask of a segment only haii shape information of the segment present in a particular 

frame

3: determine afKne motion model param eters W{(_i jj) to*’ segment I between the

previous and the current frames (Section 4.1)

create warped label mask, by applying motion to4:

5: u pd ate label m ask, supports nm ltip le labels at each pixel position:

6; e n d  for

7: u p d ate to incorporate d('occlusion using the segm entation  result Mf  at tim e t:

, , , i f  Mt(p) i  -!,,}(;>)

do iiothing otherwise

4 .2 .2  C reation o f clusters

The mask created in the previous section supports nmltiple labels at each pixel position

and our final goal is to assign a single label to each pixel of this mask. In this section, a cluster 

m ap C is created by clustering pixels of 9^i_i having the same set of labels. The set of labels, 

associated with each d u ster c represents possible labels th a t may l)c assigned to the pixels 

belonging to c. Therefore, similar to the spatio temporal displacement constraint (Section 

3.3), our algorithm compares pixels of any cluster c only with the set of labels, associated 

with the cluster where C £ , where £  represents the set of learned labels. Figure 4.1, 

shows an example cluster from the cluster map C created for a frame of carl video sequence. 

The manual segmentation of the first processed frame of the carl video sequence has three 

segments', road, car and background (Figure 7.13). Each pixel of our example cluster supports
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two labels, label of ])ixels belonging to  the  car {11) and label of pixels belonging to  the  road {12).

Figure 4.1: An exam ple cluster from the  cluster m ap C. Two labels, label of the  pixels 
belonging to  the  car and  lal)el of the  pixels belonging to  the  road in the  m anual segm entation 
of the  first processed fram e are assigned to each j>ixel of th is cluster.

A lgorithm s to  assign a single label to  all pixels belonging to  any cluster using energy 

m in im isation  are detailed in the  next section.

4 .2 .3  A ssigning labels to the p ixels o f cluster map using energy m inim isa

tion

We define our energy fun<’tion sam e as function defined earlier in equation  2.1:

where, Efiat„.{^) nieasures the disagreem ent betw een labelling x  and the  observed d a ta ; and  

Esmooth m easures the  ex ten t to  which x  is not piecewise sm ooth  (spatially). VVe have use 

a-expansion  [16] to  m inim ize th is energy fim ction.

B oth  Efiata{x) and E/fmoothi^) (’an be defined by the  unary  and  pairw ise term s of the  Gibb.‘i 

energy function . Hence, E^aia ciin be w ritten  as the sum  of d a ta  costs of all clusters

T herefore, label subset of the  cluster has only two m em ber 11 and 12. Label representing  

th e  road  (/3) in the  m anual segm entation of the  first processed fram e is not a p a rt of the 

F inal goal is to  assign a single label from to  each pixel of th e  cluster.

(a) Label mask i_,( (b) An exam ple cluster.

E{ x)  — Ei{aia{x) +  Egjnoothi^)

(4.4)
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where 'Dc(xc) is a function defined on observed data  tliat measures the cost of assigning 

labelhng Xc to any cluster c.

In term s of the Gibbs energy, Esmoothi'x) can be written as the sum of pairwise potential 

functions

^sinoothi )̂ 'y  ̂ (4-5)
{p,q67V}

where M  defines the neighbourhood of clusters and T>p^q{xp, Xq) measures the cost of assigning 

labelling Xp,Xg to clusters p  and q. In section 4.2.3.1, we jiresent our algorithm for learning 

the d ata  cost. The method for learning the pairwise potential is j)resented in section 4.2.3.2.

4 .2 .3 .1  D ata  cost

Every cluster c in the cluster map is actually a part of an object represented by one of the 

se.(jme.jits of the label set C^. Pixels belonging to cluster c in the current frame anti to one 

of the segments I, I c  in the previous frame rej)resent the same part of a i)hysical object 

a t two different times. We define the da ta  cost to assign any label I to a cluster c as the 

negative log likelihood of the normalised cross correlation between j>ixcls belonging to cluster 

c in the current frame and pixels belonging to c represented l>y the segiiiejit I in the previous 

frame. Normalised cross correlation makes the likelihood estimation robust to lighting changes 

|1 1, 120]. Moreover, filtering the video frames using filter like diffusion filter before taking the 

normalised cross correlation can improve the normalized cross correlation scores by reducing 

the noise level.

We have developed a novel algorithm 4 to compute the data  cost for each cluster of the 

cluster map. For any cluster c, the colour values of the pixels belonging to this cluster in 

the current frame are presented as It{c). The pixels belonging to each segment of in 

the previous frame can be determined using the respective label masks at time t — 1. The 

position and the shape of any segment can change in frames due to the relativ'e motion 

between the segment and the camera. To compare any part of the segment present in the 

current frame with the same part of the segment in the previous frame, both parts should 

be aligned. Hence, a warped image mask (} is created using the segment’s motion 

param eters t}^ between frames I t - i  and It- Pixels belonging to cluster c in

the warped image mask can be represented as The alignment problem cannot be

solved completely because the segment’s affine motion param eter estim ated in section 4.1 may
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have minor errors. To deal with this issue a new label mask, It{c') of pixels belonging to c and

its neighbouring pixels (within a n  pixel radius) is used to compute the data  cost between

cluster and any label I where I G

Any cluster c can belongs to deoccluded parts of a segment. Deocclusion means that a 

new part of the object starts appearing in the current frame. As this part of the object was 

not visible in the previous frame, we cannot use pixels of the previous frame to compute the 

data cost. In this case, our algorithm uses negative log likelihood of a constant value 7corr as 

the data  cost for c. The label of pixels belonging to any deoccluded region will only change 

if for any other segment the similarity score is higher than 7corr- A high value of 7corr will 

ensures that label of c only changes if c and any other segment are very similar.

A lg o rith m  4 Computing data  cost
1: for cach cluster c of cluster map do

2: for each label I of do

3: create image mask for segment I using and the previous image frame /(_i

as;

0 otherwise

4: determine affine motion model parameters (j) for segment I between

frames and It

5: create warped image mask, by applying affine motion model param eters of

segment I to as:

* 4-1 +

6: dilate cluster c to create c'

7: compute data  cost:

—log{T{It{c'), n (c))) i f  I is not deoccluded label 
T>c(.Xc) =  {  ̂ ’

—log{'^corr) otherwise

where r() refers function for normalised cross correlation.

8: end for

9: end for
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4.2 .3 .2  Pairw ise p oten tia l

T he spatial snioothness term  encourages continuity of segments  labelling £  in fram e I/. How

ever, segment  boundaries will suffer if the  label propagation m ethod tries to  enforce sm ooth

ness everywhere during label propagation. Therefore, spatial sm oothness term s should be 

discontinuity  respecting. Spatial sm oothness Vp^q can be in terpreted  as an average discon

tinu ity  penalty  between neighbouring pixels of clusters p  and q 111]. The value of spatial 

sm oothness depends on the gradients between the neighbouring pixels of p  and q. For sim ilar 

neighbouring pixels this value should be higher in com parison to  the dissim ilar neighbouring 

pixels. Spatial sm oothness term  is chosen as:

=  exp{^V{It {p) , I t {<l ) ) )  * (-4-8)

and.

1 i f  X p ^  Xq

0 else

where ^ V (/^ (p ),/({(;)) is the average of the gradients of the neighbouring pixels of clusters 

p  and q\ It{p) and It{q) refers the  colour values of pixels of clusters p  and q in C IE  Lab colour 

space and a  is variance |57|. Using P o tts  model {6) d iscontinuity between any pair of labels 

is penalised equally.

4.3 Learning shape masks

Shape inform ation of objects present in the video sequence can work as a cue in the segmen

ta tio n  process. M any video segm entation m ethods learn shape inform ation through train ing  

videos and then use th is in the  segm entation process along w ith o ther cues like colour, tex tu re  

etc (93|.
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A lg o r ith m  5 Learning shape masks
1: In the first frame at time t = 1, initialise the shape masks using the label masks of

segments. The label mask of a segment only has the segment’s shape information present

in a particular frame. For each label I of 7i

S[ =  M i (4.9)

2: for t =  2 —> total number of frames in the video sequence do

3: for each segment I of It do

4: if  I is present in I t - i  th e n

5: determine motion parameters t)  ̂ between frames /(_ i to It

6: create a warped shape mask, by applying the motion parameters to 5 |_ i

(4.10)

1 create shape mask of I in current frame as:

(4.11)

8: en d  if

9: en d  for

10; en d  for

In this scction, wc present a novel algorithm 5 to learn the shapes of the segments. We 

assume th a t all pixels of the segments have similar motion. At time t, the shape mask for 

each segment has the shape information of the segment in all frames from time t = I till 

current time. The shape mask of a segment is a 2D  mask of the same size as the video frame, 

and at i =  1 it is initialised with the label mask of the segment. The label mask of a segment 

only has shape information of the segment present in a particular frame. The shape masks 

and the label masks are created with the same size as the video frame because it is easier to 

operate if masks and frames arc of the same size. After the label propagation described in 

section 4.2.3, our algorithm updates the shape masks of the segments using the current label 

7nasks. Any new shape information revealed in the current label masks should be added to 

the shape masks of the respective segments. Segments can change their positions in video
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fram es due to relative m otion between the segments and the camera. Therefore, bo th  the 

shape, mask and the label mask of the segment m ust be ahgned before updating  the shape 

mask. M otion param eters {A[_^ of segment I between frames /(_ i and It are used

to crcate a w arped shape mask, jj. The shape mask, S[ of segment I a t tim e i is a union 

of (j Mid the label mask, A lj of segment a t tim e t. has the shape inform ation of

the segment I present in all frames from time t = 1 till the previous frame and Alj has shape 

inform ation of the segment present in the current frame. Therefore, the shape m ask S[ will 

have shape inform ation (including occluded parts) of the segment present in all fram es from 

tim e t = I till the current time.

T he purpose of learning the shape masks is to refine the labelling of \ ideo frames. The 

shape masks have a central role in the merging of segments (Section 4.4) and in learning both  

the physical explanations behind changes in the shape masks of segments and the occlusion 

boundaries (C hapter 5).

4.4 Region merging

In our label propagation m ethod, we have restricted label displacem ent to a niiiximum possible 

displacem ent (Section 3.3) depending on the average size of the  segments and fram e rate. 

This assum ption may fail in the case of region merging. In this section, we present a post 

processing m ethod to update  label propagation results in case of region merging (A lgorithm  

6). O ur m ethod merges segments if their properties, i.e, colour, texture- and m otion, are 

sim ilar and their shape masks are overlapping.

O verlap between shape masks is preferred over checking the sim ilarity between the neigh

bouring segments because shape masks allow merging of segments which arc not spatially 

connected in the current frame (Figure 4.2). Shape masks are created using fram e to  frame 

m otion inform ation of the segments. Motion param eter estim ation is not always noise free. 

E rror present in the  m otion param eters of segments can lead to  inaccuratc shape masks, which 

can fu rther lead to false overlaps. Therefore, two measures are taken to deal w ith inaccuracies 

present in shape masks. Firstly, for each shape mask pixels close to boundaries (depending on 

area of shape mask) arc removed using erosion. Secondly, merging of segments is only possible 

if the overlap area between the shape masks (after removing points close to their boundaries) 

is more than  a m inim um  area. Value of this minimum area depends on properties such as
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(a) FVames 1 —6

(b) Shape masks of the segm ent 6 (labelled as 6) for each frame.

(c) Shape masks o f the anof.hor sc.gm,ent 3 (labollod as 3) for each frame. Velvet colour shows the overlap 
between the shape masks of the segm ents 6 and 3.

(d) Frame 7 (e) Segm ents 3 and 6 get merged and resulting
shape mask o f the segm ent labeled as 6.

Figure 4.2: Example of merging of two segments of similar j)roperties, i.e, colour, texture and 
motion, using our segmentation results for the flower and garden video sequence. Segments 
merge when overlapping area between their shape masks is more than 5% the area of tiie 
smaller of segments.

area and relative motions of the segments.

In case of segments being merged, the label of the bigger segm.ent is assigned to the pixels 

belonging to the smaller segment and the shape mask is updated. In coming sections 4.4.1, 

4.4.2 and 4.4.3, we present the metrics used to measure similarities between the colour, texture 

and motion features of two segments.

Figure 4.2 illustrates an instance of merging two similar (based on colour, texture and 

motion) segments using our method for the floiuer and garden video sequence. The first 

processed frame of the flower and garden video is divided into eight segments (Figure 3.9). 

It is observed tha t two of these segments', the flower bed to the left hand side of tree and 

the flower bed to the right hand side of the tree; have similar colour and texture properties. 

In chapter 3, we showed tha t a-expansion algorithm assigned a single label to both the
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segm ents representing  the flower bed in next frames. However, w ith the  help of the spatio- 

tem poral displacem ent constra in t our label p ropagation  algorithm  was able to  p ropagate  the 

labels present in the  learned label set including labels of the sirmlar segm ents (F igure 3.10). 

We called th is type of segm entation non-class based video si^gmcntation. Using the  spatio- 

tem poral disjilacem ent constra in t our algorithm  is able to handle tiie non-class based video 

segm entation . However, Q-expansion m ethod  is not able handle the  non-class based video 

segm entation.

F igures 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c show 6 consecutive fram es of the  flow er and garden  video 

sequence from tim e < =  19 —)• 24 and the  shape m asks of two segments, respectively. T he 

occluded p a rts  are highlighted in pink in the  shape masks. Different labc'ls (3 and 6) are 

assigned to the pixels belonging to  the two spatially  separa te  segm ents from fram e num ber 

1 to  24. In the fram e a t tim e t =  21, the  shape m asks of bo th  segmeTits  s ta r t overlapping 

(highlighted w ith velvet in figure 4.2c). It is also observed th a t relative m otion of b o th  the 

segm ents is sam e from s ta rt {t = 1) to  the  curren t tim e {t =  21). If two neighbouring segm ents  

of sam e properties, e.g, colour and  tex tu re , are moving together in the  video th an  it can be 

referred th a t bo th  the segm ents are p a rt of a  sam e physical object. Therefore, a single label 

should be assigned to  b o th  the  se g m e n t .  O ur algorithm  m erges b o th  s e g m e n ts  when the  size 

of the  overlap area  betw een the  shape m asks becomes bigger th an  5% tim es the  area of the  

sm aller segm ent (earlier labelled as 3) and label of the  bigger segment (in th is case label 6) 

is assigned to  the  pixels of the  sm aller se g m e n t  (Figure 4.2e). Value of m inim um  overlapping 

area  is selected as 5% due to  properties such as area  and relative m otions of the  segments.

4.4.1 colour sim ilarity

In our label p ropagation  m ethod , the colour properties of the  pixels of each segm ent are 

m odelled using the  G aussian  M ixture M odel (GM M ) (Section 3.4.1). T he two m ost com m on 

m etrics for m easuring d istance between two probability  density  functions (P D F ) are  Kullback- 

Liebler (KL) divergence [121, 122] and the  L 2 d istance [110|. For two G aussian  d istribu tions 

the  KL divergence has a closed formed expression w'hereas for two GM M s no sucli closed 

form  expression exists [123, 122]. A closed form expression exists for the L-y d istance betw een 

two GM M s 1110] therefore we choose L 2 d istance to  m easure th e  sim ilarity  betw^een colour 

d istribu tions of two segments. T he  L 2 d istance between colour d is tribu tions of tw'o segm ents 

p  and q can be given as:
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A lg o r i th m  6 Segm ent merge

1: fo r  each segment I of /(  d o

2: get the shape mask, Sj  of the segment I and remove points close to its  boundary using

erosion. S[ is built up from segm en t’s shape inform ation present in all frames from tim e

t =  1 till current tim e

3: fo r  each segment i of It except I d o

4: get shape mask, SI of the segment i

5; o ve r la p  =  true', if  number of overlapping pixels in S[,  after rem oving points close

to  its boundary and are greater than a fixed percentage of the area of the sm aller of

segments

6: check merge  conditions between segments I and i if:

tru e  i f  {over lap  =  similarityf-oiour  =

m e r  y e S e g m e n ts  — < sim ilaritytexture -  similaritymoHon =  tru e)

f a l s e  o th e rw ise<

where s i m i l a r i t y  colour, siniilaritytexture  and s im i la r  ity,notion refer to the colour (Section

4.4 .1), texture (Section 4.4.2) and m otion (Section 4.4.3) sim ilarities between segments.

7: if  m e r g e S e g m e n ts = =  tru e  th e n

8: change label o f the pixels belonging to the sm aller segment  w ith  the label o f the

bigger segment  in the segm entation mask, M( and update the shape mask  o f the bigger

segm ent

9: e n d  if

10: e n d  for

11: e n d  for

d i s t c o i o u T  ^  ' ^ { g n i n i i x p )  -  g m n i { x g ) ) ' ^  (4.12)

where g m m ( X p )  and g n nn { xq )  refer to the Gaussian M ixture density functions constructed  

from the colour of p ixels labelled as Xp and Xq in previous frames, colour of two s egmen t s  

can said to  be sim ilar if L2 d istance between their colour distribution is less than a constant

'y colour-



siTnilavityf^QlQiif —  true i f  dist(>oiQur ~  ^colour ( 4 . 13)

4.4.2 Texture sim ilarity

In scctioii 3.4.1.2, texture information of the segments is gathered by applying a filter bank to

each pixel of the segments. Texture information of any segment is represented as a normalised 

histogram of its textons. The ehi-squarc significance test is used to provide a measure of 

the similarity between two texton histograms (h i and h2) |95]. A null hypothesis, Hq\ The 

tw'O histograms arc from same model, is accepted or rejected using this test. The chi-square 

distance between h \  and h,2 is given by:

and a refers a predetermined significance level, which is empirically set to 0.05 in our case. 

An accepted H q means tha t both segments have similar texture properties.

4.4.3 M otion sim ilarity

1124]. The first way is to compare the motion parameters in param etric space. Motion pa

ram eters are said to be same if the distances between the same param eters arc small (merging 

predicate). How'cvcr, this approach is very sensitive to both the accuracy of the motion param 

eters and the merging predicate. The second way is to compare tw'o sets of motion parameters 

in their residual distribution forms. The residual distribution form for a set of motion param 

eters {A,w} can be represented using an error histogram generated by measuring the distance 

betw'ecn the image mask of the segment at time t and the w'arped image mask of the segment 

crcatcd by applying { A ,u }  to the image mask of the segment at time t — I.

To measure the motion similarity betw'cen two segments p and q a null hypothesis, Ho,

num ber o f  bins {hi{n) -  h 2 {r i) f  
h\{n) -I- h 2 {n)

(4.14)
n = l

The chi-square significance test rejccts or accepts the null hypothesis Hq if:

s im ilarity  texture
accept Ho i f P{x^ \ v )  < a 

reject Ho otherwise

where P (x ^ |i’) is the probability function, v  refers degree of freedom {nvmher o f  bins — 1)

There are tw'o ways of measuring the similarity between motion param eters of tw'o segments
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tha t p moves in the same ways as q is tested. Motion of both the segments is said to be same 

if Ho is accepted. In our motion similarity test, we have used two residual histograms (/),! and 

Ii2). The first histogram is created by computing the Euclidean distance between the image 

mask of one segment, say p a t time t and the w^arped image mask created by ai)plying the 

motion of p  to its image mask at time t — The second histogram is created by coni]iuting 

the Euclidean distance between the image mask of p  a t time t and the warped image mask 

created by applying the motion of the other segment q to the image mask of p a t time t — 1. 

Now similar to the texture similarity measure (Section 4.4.2), the chi-square significance test 

is used to reject or accept the mill hypothesis Hq:

{ accept Hq i f P i x ^ \ v )  < a 

rejec t Hq else

where is the j)robability function, v is the degree of freedom {number o f  bins — 1)

and a is a [jredetermined significance level, which is empirically set to 0.05 in our case. An 

accejited H q means th a t the motion param eters of both the segments are the same between 

time f — 1 and t.

4.5 Results

In the carl video sequence shown in figure 4.2, a (left to right) moving car is captured by a 

(right to left) moving (-aniera. Our label propagation m ethod has divided each frame into three 

segments. It can he seen in the figure 4.3a th a t both the colour and the texture properties of 

several pixels near the boundary of the car and the road are similar. Our label propagation 

method, developed in chapter 3, only uses the colour and texture properties of the pixels for 

assigning labels. The colour and texture of the front part of the car is more similar to the 

neighbouring j)art of the road than the neighbouring parts of the car. Therefore, the label of 

the segment representing the road is assigned to a few pixels belonging to the front part of 

the car (Figure 4.1c). Similarly, the label of the segment representing the car is assigned to a 

few pixels belonging to the road and the background (Figure 4 .Id).

Figure 4.2 shows the label ])ro{)agation results of m ethods presented in this chapter. It is 

observed from the figure tha t accuracy and teni])oral consistency of results has significantly 

improved from the results shown in figure 4.-I. Our algorithms developed in the chapter
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are  able to  assign correct labels to  pixels belonging to  the  car and th e  road, evtm though 

the  colour and  the  tex tu re  properties of several pixels near the ir coninion boundaries are 

sam e. O ur algorithm  learns the  shape and the  m otion cues of the  segments  using the  previous 

ite ra tio n  of the  label p ropagation . These cues helped our algorithm  to archive; im proved 

results.

(a) tVames 1 —5

(b) Label propagation results using our m ethod proposed in the current chapter.

(c) Image masks of the segm ent representing the car in segm entation results of the first frame.

(d) Image masks of the segm ent representing the road in segm entation results of the first frame.

(e) Image masks of the segm ent representing the trees in segm entation results o f the first frame.

(f) Frames 6 — 10
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(g) Label propagation results using our method proposed in the current chapter.

(h) Im age masks of the segm ent representing the car in segm entation results o f the first frame.

(i) Image mn.sfcs of tho segm ent representing the road in segm entation results of the first frame.

(j) linage inasLs of the segm ent representing the trees in segm entation results of the first frame.

Figure 4.2: Iiiii>rovc'(l lahc'l ])n)i)agatiou for ten frames of the carl video sc(iueiic:e of Berkeley 
motion segmentation dataset llOT). It can be seen th a t label misclassification errors present 
in the label ])ropagation results in figure 4.-1 are rectified.

4.6 C onclusion

This chapter describes our contribution for improving the label j)ropagation results for vitleos 

consisting of the rigid objects. Our algorithm learned cues, i.e. motion and shape masks, of 

the segments using the previous label propagation results. A label mask supporting multiple 

labels for each [)ixel was generated for the current frame. Using the energy minimisation, 

final labelling (single label ])er pixel) was achieved. The results show th a t the developed 

algorithm was able to produce accurate and temporally consistent segmentation results for 

the video sequences even though the colour and texture cues of the pixels belonging to the 

neighbouring segm.ents were similar. Our algorithm was also able to assign the same label to 

spatially separated segm.ents if their colour, texture and motion were similar.

In a video seciuence, shape of segmxnts can change due to relative motion between the 

segments and the canu'ra. Learning the reasoning behind changes in shape of the segments 

can help in understanding the scene structure. In the next chapter, we present our algorithms
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to learn changes in the shape, masks of the segments in terms of occlusion and deocclusion.
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Chapter 5

Learning the physical explanations 

behind changes and occlusion 

boundaries

Objects presenl in a video Kefiuence iiiay exhibit relative motion. Sucli relat ive mol ion between 

ob jects can cause occlusion or deocclusion of other objects resulting in changes in the perceived 

shape of tliese objcicts for an observer. Occlusion is an event where, in the view of an observer, 

objects disappear (completely or partially) behind other objects. Deocclusion is an event 

where new parts of the objects s tart appearing from behind the other objects. Occlusion 

and deocclusion changc' the visible shape of objects in the view of an observer. Figure 5.1 

dem onstrates occlusion, deocclusion and the consequent change in the sha|)e of two fsecjments 

in the flower and garden video sequence. In addition to occlusion and deocclusion other 

physical phenomenons such as magnification change and appearance of new objects can also 

change the visible shaj)e of the objects.

In this cha])ter, we describe our model for categorising changes in the shape of segments 

only tus occlusion or deocclusion. We refer to it as learning the physical e.xplanatum. Along 

with this, we have develo])ed a novel algorithm for detecting occlusion boundaries jiresent 

in any frame. Occlusion boundaries are boundaries of occluding segments. Both physical 

explanations and occlusion boundaries can be useful in understanding a scene structure. We 

present our algorithm for learning physical explanations in section 5.1 and another algorithm 

for detecting occlusion boundaries in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Occlusion and cleocclusion in the flower and garden secjuence. In this video 
sequence, the se.gment representing the tree is moving in the foreground from right to left, 
thus hiding parts of background objects in the direction (left) of its motion (occlusion) and 
revealing new parts of background objects on the right side (deocclusion). The first column 
shows frames from the video sequence and the second colunm shows our segmentation results. 
Our segmentation has divided the scene into eight segments. Colunms three, four and five 
are showing the label masks of three segments which physically rej)resent the tree, the flower 
bed to the left hand side of tree and the flower bed to the right hand side of the tree. As the 
segment representing the tree is moving from right to left, the size of the segment (flower bed 
of left side) in the fourth column is decreasing because the tree is hiding parts of this segment 
(occlusion). The size of the segment in the fifth colunm is growing because new parts of this 
segment are emerging both from right and left directions due the motion of segment and due 
the deocclusion by the segment representing tree.
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5.1 Learning physical explanations

Any video sequence can have several moving and non-m oving segments. These moving seg

m ents  can occlude/deocclude other segments causing changes in their shape in the  view plane 

of an observer. W hen a segment is not occluded or deoccluded by other segments, changes 

in its shape can only be explained by its own m otion. In case of a occluding or deoccluding 

segment, changes in its shape may be explained by its own m otion and the m otion of o ther 

segments. We have developed a novel algorithm  7 to  model changes in the  shape of segments 

as occlusion or deocclusion.

O ur approach for learning physical explanation  and detecting occlusion boundaries (sec

tion 5.2) is sim ilar to  the  layered m odels |125, 126, 127, 128|. Layer m odels in terp ret video 

sequences as layers of foreground and  background segments. Top layers contain  foreground 

segments and  lower layers accom m odate background segments. In order to divide the video 

sequence in layers, these m odels learn shape m ask  and  dep th  ordering of each segments using 

the initial segm entation  results. F inal segm entation result of each fram e is created  by placing 

the shape m asks of the  segments on top  of each o ther in order of their depths. Shape m asks 

of the  t 0 ]j layers m ay occlude partia lly  or com pletely shape masks of the segments present 

in the bo ttom  layers. Com paring the visible p arts  of shape masks of any segment present at 

two different tim es can be used for determ ining occluded and deoccluded p a rts  of the  seg

ment. M oreover, occlusion boundaries can also be m arked where the shape masks of segments 

belonging to the different layers meet.

O ur algorithm  uses the current shape mask and also curren t and previous label m asks of 

the segment to  explain any changes. The shape mask, Sj of any segment I present in the 

current fram e If contains shape inform ation of I from the  first fram e until the  current frame. 

The label mask, A l\ of segment I a t tim e t ju s t only contains the shape inform ation of I present 

at tim e t. Changes in the  shape of the  segment a t tim e t will be m easured w ith respect to 

the shape of the segm ent present in a selected previous fram e. We can call th is selected fram e 

reference fram e Iref- reference fram e could be any fram e from the first fram e of the  video 

sequence to  tim e t — 1.
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A lgorithm  7 Learning physical explanations behind change
1: sclect the refcrcnce frame Iref

2: for each segment I of the current frame at time t do

3: get shape mask Sj of I. is built up from shape information of I present in all frames

from time t -  1 till currcnt time

4: get label masks of I from the reference frame A fre/ from the current frame A //.The

label mask of a segment only has the segment’s shape information present in a particular 

frame

5: determine affine motion model parameters for segment I between refer

ence and current frames (section 4.1).

6: create warped label mask, A7re/ 1  ^ P P ly ^ ig  motion to

7: mark positions in S\ as:

occhided 

deoccluded

8. end for

Comparison of the shape mask of I, Sf with the label mask from the reference frame 

can identify parts tha t are new (deocclusion) and comparison with the label mask from 

the current frame A // can identify the parts of S[ that arc not present in A // (occlusion). 

Segments can changc their positions due to relative motion between segments and the camera. 

Therefore, to compare Sj with A/^^y the position of both masks must be aligned. Hence, 

instead of a warped mask is used. This warped mask is created using the

param eters (^{re/,f}’^ r e / 1}) affine motion model of the segment between frames Iref

and It -

Any part of shape mask S ‘ which is not present in the warped label m;isk repre

sents a part of the segment I revealed since the reference frame. Our algorithm marks these 

parts as deocclusion in Sf. A ny  part of shape mask S[ which is not present in the label mask 

M[ represents a part of the segment I hidden in the current frame.

Figure 5.2 shows the learned physical explanations for three segments of the flower and
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e lse if  Sf{x) = 1 mid A/j^^y^j(a;) =  0
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gnrde.n video S(!cjuence.

(a) Piame 7

(b) FYame 11

Figure 5.2: Learning physical explanations. Row 1 shows the 7̂ * frame of the flower and 
garden sequence, segmentation result and the shape masks of its three (out of eight) segments. 
Row 2 shows t he 11*̂  fra,me of the video sequence, segmentation result and the shape masks 
of the same segments wit h the learned physical explanations. Our algorithm explains changes 
in the shape of segments of the 11*̂ ‘ frame with resj)ect to the shape of segrrmits present in 
the 7'^ frame. In the learned shape masks, red colour indicates occluded parts and green 
colour indic-ates tleoccludetl ])art,s.

5.2 Occlusion boundaries

Occlusion occurs when, in t he view of any obser\'er, a segment (foreground) passes in front, 

of another segment (bac'kground). Due to this foregrountl segment, background segments 

are particilly oi' completely obscaired. Boundaries present between a pair of foregi'oimd iind 

background segmenU are called occhision boinidaries.

Tnforniat ion about, occlusion boundaries can jirovide useful information about scene struc

ture and thus can function as a strong cue for temporally consistent video segmentation. 

Occlusion boundary' detection methods (for example |2|) mostly rely only on motion informa

tion. However, for more accurate results occlusion boundary detection methods should also 

use other cues such as sliape information. We have developed a novel method which uses 

motion, shape, and edge distancte information of neighbouring segments to detert occhision 

i)Oundarics in video frames. Our three stage algorithm is:
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A lg o rith m  8 Occhision l)oniidaiy
1; Occlusion of any segment means that some parts of that segment are behind other seg

ments in the current fi’ame at time I and thus labels of the for(?ground segments are 

assigned to the pixels which would othenvise belong to the ocx'luded parts. The shape 

mask of any segment represents segment’s shape information accnimulated from the first 

frame imtil the current frame and the label mask has the segTiient’s shape information 

present only in the current frame. If some parts of a segment I get occluded in the current 

frame, these occluded pixtils will not be jjresent in its label mask M[. These pixels will 

be present in the label masks of the foreground segments. Howev('r, occlutled pix(;ls will 

still be present in the shape mask S[ of the segment. 0 \'erlap between S ‘ and the lahel 

masks of the other segments present at time t can be used to distinguish betw(!cn the 

foreground and the background segments. Bourularies between I iuid foreground segments 

are occlusion boundaries and should be associated with the foregTOund segments (Section 

5.2.1).

2: At t ime t any deoccluded parts of segment / will only be prt'sent in its label mask M[. 

Therefore, no overlap will be detected between S[ and the label inasks of the other segments 

present a t time t. In this ca.se, the first step of our algorithm won’t be able to detect any 

occlusion boundaries. Deoccluded parts added to Sj at time t represents jj^u-ts wlii(‘h 

were occludeti by other segments in previous framtis. 0^'erlap betwc'en warped shape 

mask with the label masks of the segments from j)revious frames is used to ck;tect

occlusion boundaries in the case of deocclusion (Section 5.2.2).

3: Due to the noise present in the motion jw am eters our algorithm sometimes determine 

incorrect overla}) scores and therefore, c:an identify false occlusion boundaries. In t he last 

step, our algorithm uses the temporal consistency metric to identify and to remove any 

temporally inconsistent occhision boundai'ies (Section 5.2.3).

5.2.1 Detecting occlusion boundaries using segmentation result o f the cur

rent frame

In section 5.1, we presented a method to learning the n^asons behind a  change in the shape of 

segment and categorising sucli changes as occlusion or deocchision. Although changes in label 

mask and shape mask for a given segment allows us to determine occlusion ;md deocclusion, 

it not directly provide information about which neighbouring segment has occluded and de-
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occluded the curreiit segme.nt. Without knowledge of fiegniejits t.hat are in the foreground it is 

not possil)le t,o detect, oc’clusion boundaries. In tliis section, we have developeil an algorithm 

to learn foreground segments for the occluded part.s present in each shape mask. Infonnation 

about foreground segments is further used to determine the occlusion boundaries present in 

the video sequence.

A lgorithm  9 Overlap with segments of current frame 
1: for each segmt^nt I of current frame It do
2; get shape ma.sk, S[ of segment I and remove points close to its boundarv’ using erosion. 

Shape ma«k is built up from segment’s shape information present in cill frames from 
t.ime t=- 1 till current- time 

3: for (!ach segment i of current frame except I do
4; get label ma.sk of segment i, M}. Label mask of segment i hâ i segment’s shape 

information present at time t 
5; if  (number of overlajiping pixels in S[, after removing points closer to the boundary

and Ml are great,er than a fixed percentage of the area of the smaller of segment't) th en  
6: t here must, be an occlusion boundarv’ ])resent between segments I and i; and it

should belongs l,o segment i 
7; en d  if
8: en d  for
9: en d  for

In the current frame, our algoritlim 9 checks for the overlap between the shape mask of each 

segment and the label masks of the other segments present in the current frame to determine 

the foreground segment,. If t he label mask of any segment, i overlaj^s with the shape. m.a.sk of 

segment, I, it, means that segment i is occluding segment I. Therefore, the boimtliir}’ between 

I and i is an occlusion boundary' and it belongs to i. The pixels marked as occluded in the 

shape masks of segments indicate that another segment is occupying these pixel positions in 

the <iUTent frame. Overlap (highlighted in velvet) among the shape masks, and label masks of 

the remaining segments in the cirrrent frame is used to identify foreground segments (Figures 

5..3(e, g and i)). The pixels marked as deocclusion (highlighted in green colour) in the shape 

mask of segment indicate that other segments were occupying these pixel positions in the 

previous frames. At time t, deoccluded parts of any segment will only be present in its own 

label mask. Therefore, no overlap (Figures 5.3(k,m,o and q)) and thus no occlusion boundar>- 

(Figureij 5..3(1, n, p and r)) can be detected between its .nhape inask and the label ymisks of 

the remaining segments. Figure -5.3(b) shows detected occlusion boundaries for the given 

frame. However, boundaries belonging to the deoccluded parts are not, marked as occlusion 

boundaries. We have developed an extension for our algorithm to detect occlusion boundaries 

in case of deocclnsion (Section 5.2.2).
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We know tlia t (Section 4.3) shape masks are created using frame to  fram e motion informa

tion of segments. M otion paramet.er estim ation is not always noise free. E rror present in the 

m otion param eters of segments can lead t o inaccurate shape masks, which can further lead to  

false overlaps and thus false occlusion boundaries. In our algorithm , we use two measures to 

deal wit.h inaccuracies in shape masks. First ly, for each shape; ma*sk we use erosion to  remove 

points close to  its boundary. Secondly, an occlusion boundary will only be present, if the 

overlapj)ing area between the shape mask (after removing points close to  its boundary) and 

th e  label mask of another segment is more than  a minimum area. Value of this minimum area 

depends on [)roperties such as cirea iind relative motion of the .‘legments.

(a) (b) (0 ) (cl) (e) ( 0

(g) (10 (i) U) (k) (1)

(m ) (ii) (o) (p) (q) (r)

Figure 5.3: Finding occlusion boundary using label mask an<l shape masks a t tim e t: (a) 
segm entation result of fram e a t tim e t. tVame is divided in eight segments; (b) occlusion 
boundary result of algorithm  9; (c, e, g, i, k, m, o anti q) overlap between the shape mask of 
ea<-h segment w ith tlie label masks of remaining segments. Overlapf)ing area is highlighted 
wit h velvet colour; (d, f, h, j, 1, n, p and r) detected occlusion boundaries in each case.

In a  video sequence, if the relative m otion between two neighbouring segments is small 

then  the  overlapping area between the ,‘ihape ma.sk of one segment iind t he label nui.'ik of ot her 

segment will be very small. O ur algorithm  trea ts  small overlapping areas as noise imd hence, 

the boundary' between overlapj)ing segments will not be mai'keti as an occlusion boim dary in 

the  current frame. T he shape masks accnutmlate shape inform ation of the segments present in 

ail frames from tlie first frame till t he current frame. Therefore, the size of t.he overlap bet ween 

the  .shape mask of the background segment and the label mask of the foregroimd segment will 

increase over tim e and eventually our algorithm will dete;ct an occlusion boundary between
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both segments.

A lgorith m  10 Overlap with segments of the reference frame
1: for each scyment I of current frame It do

2: get shape mask, S[ of I. is built up from segment’s shape information present in ail

frames from time t=  1 till current time

3: if ( / is present in frame Ire/) then

4: determine affine motion model parameters ref) from frame It to Iref  for I

(Section 4.1)

5: create warped shape mask, by applying motion to 5j

^ { t , r e f }  — +  “ { t ,r e /}  (^ -3 )

6: In remove j)oints close to its boundary using erosion

7: for each segment i of frame Ij-ej except I do

8: get label mask of segment i, The label mask of any segment has shape

information of segment present at any particular time

9: if (number of overlapping pixels in the deoccluded parts of S'jj ^e/}’ removing

points close to the boundary and greater than  a fixed percentage of the area of

the smaller of segments) then  

10: for each frame between the reference and the current frame, if segments I and i

are neighbours there must be an occlusion boundary present between them; and it should 

belongs to segment i 

11: end if

12: end for

13: end if

14: end for

5.2.2 D etecting  occlusion boundaries using segm entation  results o f the  

previous frame

In the previous section, we have shown that the identity of the foreground segment can not 

be determined for deoccluded parts using the shape masks and the label masks of segments 

present at time t. Algorithm 9, docs not mark boundaries between background segments
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w ith dcoccludod p arts  and foreground segments as occhision boundaries. However, these 

l)0undarics arc also occlusion boundaries. In th is section, we present a novel algorithm  to 

detect occlusion boundaries in the  case of deocclusion. O ur algorithm  10, has been developed 

on the  fact th a t deocchided p a rts  present in the  shape m ask  of any segment a t tim e t were 

hiding behind foreground segments in previous frames. Consecutively, overlap between the 

deoccluded p a rts  present in the shape mask of any segment a t tim e t w ith  the  label masks of 

segments from previous fram es can be used to  determ ine these occlusion boundaries.

B oth  background and foreground segments can change their positions due to m otion. 

Therefore, the  position of bo th  masks, the shape mask of the  foreground segment and the 

label m ask  of the  background segment m ust be aligned before com parison. Hence, instead of 

the shape mask a w arped shape m ask is used. This w arped shape m ask is created  using the 

fitted  param eters of the  affine m otion model of the foreground segment between the current 

fram e and a previous frame. An occlusion boundary is considered to  be present when the 

num ber of overlajjping pixels between deoccluded p arts  of the w arped shape m ask (after 

rem oving points close to the  boundary) and the label m ask of any segment of the previous 

fram e is more th an  a m inim um  area. \'a lu e  of th is m inim um  area depends on properties such 

as area and relative m otion of the segments.

In a video sequence, if the relative m otion between two neighbouring segments is small 

then  the  overlapping area between the deoccluded p arts  of the w arped shape m ask of one 

segment and the label m ask  of another segment will be very small. O ur algorithm  trea ts  small 

overlapping area as noise and hence, the boundary between overlapping segments will not be 

m arked as an occlusion boundary. In order to  deal w ith th is issue, our algorithm  com pares the 

shape masks of segments a t tim e t  w ith the label masks of rem aining segments of a selected 

previous frame. We call th is selected fram e the  reference fram e Iref- The reference fram e 

could be any fram e from the  first fram e of the  video sequence to tim e  ̂ -  1. Selection of the 

reference fram e Ij-ef depends on the relative m otion between the segments. Figure 5.4 shows 

our results by using fram e present a t tim e t — 2 as the reference fram e. Once an occlusion 

boundary  is detected  using the  shape mask of segments a t tim e t and the  label m asks of 

segments of the  reference fram e, our algorithm  updates th is inform ation in all fram es from 

the  reference fram e till the  current frame.

W hen the overlapping area between the deoccluded p a rts  of the w arped shape m ask of 

one segment and the  label m ask  of another segment of the reference fram e is still very small.
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Our algoril hin will again treat it as noise and hence, boundary between overlapping seginents 

will not, be marked as an occlusion boundary. This can be resolved by selec’i.ing tlie reference 

frame from the further ba<-k in the video.

Figure 5.4: Finding occlusion boundary using shape masks prese;nt at current time t and the 
label, rnasks of remaining spxjmeji.fs of the reference frame: (a) segmentation result of frame 
at time t. Frame is dii'ided into eight segmentr, (b) occlusion boundary result of algorithm 
10; (c, e, g and i) overlap between t he shape mask of each segment of time t wit h t.he label 
masks of remainiiig segments of t.he reference frame. ()verla])piTig area is highlighted in velvet 
colour; (d, f, h and j) occlusion boundaries detected in eac:h case.

5.2.3 Updating occlusion boundaries using temporal consistency metric

In the pre\'ious sections, our algorithm detected the jjresence of occlusion boundarie^i by- 

checking the overlaps among segment,s’ shape masks and label masks present, both in the 

current frame and in the previous frame.

A boiuidary marked as an occlusion boundary should remain an occlusion boundary for 

at least a number of frames. In this step, we compute temporal consistency score for the 

occlusion boundaries of each frame using our temporal consistency metric (Section 6..3). We 

have used a block of five frames to compute the temporal consistency. Boundaries for which 

the temporal consistency score is zero (only present in 1 or 2 frames) are removed from the 

occlusion boundary masks of those frames. However, a false occlusion boiuidary cannot be 

ident,ified if it is tcnnporally consistent (present in number of frames more than the number 

of frames in block).

Figure 5.5 shows removal of mi occlusion boundary due to a poor temporal consistency' 

score. /\ boundary between the segments representing road and sky is det.ermined as an 

occlusion boundary in two frames, 16 and 17. This boundary is not mtirked as occlusion

(a) (h) (c) (d) (e)
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(a) Frames 15 - 17

(b) Segmentation results

(c) OcchLsion boundai ies

(d) Occlusion botindaries after remov’ing temporally inconsistent occlusion boundaries.

Figure 5.5: Removing temporally inconsistent occlusion boiuularies {cnrl video sec[uence of 
Berkeley Motion segmentation dataset |107|).

boundary in any other frame. Our temporal consistency metric assign zeros consistency score 

for all pixels belonging to this boundar>'. Therefore, this boundaiy is removed from final 

occlusion bountlciry masks.

5.3 Results

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show segmentation results, the leai'ned physical c.:vplanations and the 

occlusion boundaries for 10 frames from the flotuer (md qarden vitleo sequence and the carl 

video sequence from Berkeley motion segmentation dataset |107|.

The flower and garden video sequence showm in figure 5.6 is cajit.un'd by a  moving camera 

and tlierefore, tlie relative positions of the objects also changed between video frames. Our 

label propagation methods starts with the manual segmentation of the first processes frame 

where scene is divided into eight segments (rows 2 and 6). Due to camera motion the segment 

representing the tree moves in the foreground from right to left, thus liiding parts of the 

segments in the direction (left) of its motion (occlusion) cind revealing new j)arts of the
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segments on the right side (dcocclusion). Our algorithm 7 is able to detect these changes 

successfully (rows 3 and 7) for all the segments cxcept one which is present at the top left 

position in the manual segmentation of the first frame. In each frame, occluded and deoccluded 

parts of the background segments arc highlighted in red and green colours respectively. New 

parts appearing from right side of the frames due to the relative motion between background 

segments and camera are also marked as dcocclusion. Rows 4 and 8 show detected occlusion 

boundaries.

Accuracy of both the learned physical explanations and the occlusion boundaries depends 

on the accuracy of the fitted motion param eters of segments. In figure 5.6, the segment present 

in the top left position in the segmentation results is under segmented. A single label is 

assigned to the pixels belonging to the sky and branches of the tree. For this segment, relative 

motion between tree branches and camera is the dominating motion and hence, gets selected 

as the motion of the segment. Incorrect motion information leads to a false deoccluded area 

(with the small segment below it), and consequently a false occlusion boundary is detected 

between the toj) left segment and the segment (highlighted in pink) below it. Moreover, for 

the same reason a small occluded area is detected between the segment at the top left and 

other segment present at the bottom  left. However, the boundary between these segments is 

not marked as occlusion boundary because overlapping area is smaller than a fixed percentage 

(0.05%) of the area of the smaller of segments.

In the carl video sequence shown in figure 5.7, a moving (left to right) car is captured 

by a moving (right to left) camera. Our segmentation method has divided each frame into 

three segments. The segment representing the car is moving in the foreground from right 

to left, thus hiding parts of the segments in the direction (left) of its motion (occlusion) 

and revealing new parts of the segments on the right side (deocclusion). Due to rich colour 

and texture properties, the motion detection method (Section 4.1) is able to estim ate the 

correct motion parameters for the segments representing the car and trees. Therefore, our 

algorithm successfully detected occluded and deoccluded parts of these segments. For the 

segment representing the road, the accuracy of the learned physical explanations suffers due 

to the poor motion param eter estimation (rows 3 and 7). Due to the camcra motion, new 

parts of the road appears from the left side and our algorithm fails to recognise these parts.

Occlusion boundaries are detected only using the segmentation results of video frames. 

In the case of incorrect segmentation, where boundaries of any segment do not represent
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real physical boundaries, our algorithm may mark false occlusion boundaries. In figure 5.7, 

segmentation assigns a single label to the pixels belonging to the car and the shadow of the 

car (rows 2 and 6). Our occlusion boundary detection algorithms detect occlusion between 

the segment representing car and shadow; and the segment representing road (rows 4 and 8). 

Therefore, the boundary present between the segments arc marked as an occlusion boundary. 

In reality, the shadow part belongs to the road and hcnce, the marked boundary is not an 

occlusion boundary.

Our algorithms for learning the physical explanations and occlusion boundaries use shape 

and motion cues of the segments. These cucs arc learnt using the segmentation results of the 

video frames. Accuracy of the learned physical explanations and occlusion boundaries depends 

on the accuracy of shape and motion cucs. Consequently, depends on the accuracy and the 

temporal consistency of the segmentation results. Results presented in figurc^s 5.6 and 5.7 show 

that algorithm is able to learn the physical explanations and occlusion boundaries correctly 

if motion and shape cues are correct. Our algorithms for learning the phy sical explanations 

and occlusion boundaries do not require label propagation algorithms presented in chapters 

3 and 4. Only segmentation result is required as an input. Input segmentation result can 

be achieved using any state of the art method, e.g, Q-expansion [16| and methods proposed 

by Wang and Collomosse |1|. In the other words, algorithms proposed in this chapter can 

be applied to the segmentation results achieved from any state of the art video segmentation 

method.

5.4 Conclusion

This chapter describes our contribution for learning the physical explanations behind changes 

and occlusion boundaries. The developed algorithms used the shape masks and motion cues 

learned in the previous chapter to model any change in the shape of a segment in the current 

frame as occlusion or dcocclusion. Any part of the segment in the current frame which was 

not present in previous frames is a new part and marked as dcocclusion. Any part of the 

segment that is not present in the current frame but was present in the previous frame is 

marked as occlusion. Learning these physical explanation behind changes was further used 

by our algorithm for identifying the occlusion boundaries.

After segmenting frames of the video sequence, segmentation methods should measure
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the perfonnance of segmentation quantitatively. In next chapter, we present our developed 

m etrics to measure the accuracy and the tem poral consistency of segmentation results.

Figure 5.6: The learned i^hysical explanations (rows 3 and 7) and occlusion boundaries (rows 
4 and 8) for ten frames (rows 1 and 5) of the flower and garden video sequence. For each 
frame any change in sha])e of its segments is detected using the shape of segments present in 
the first frame. The label musks of frames are shown in rows 2 and 6.
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Figure 5.7; The learned physical explanations (rows 3 and 7) and occlusion boundaries (rows 
4 and 8) for ten frames (rows 1 and 5) of the carl video sequence of Berkele^y Motion seguien- 
tation dataset [107|. For each frame any change in shape of its segments is detected using the 
shape of segments present in the first frame. The label masks of frames are shown in rows 2 
and 6.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation metrices

We have developed three iiietrirs: spatial consistency, size consistency and temporal consis

tency m etrics to niea.sure the accuracy and temporal consistency of the segmentation results. 

In this research, we use human annotated ground tru th  da ta  to measure the accuracy of 

our fram e/im age .segmentation results hut do not recjuire any ground tru th  to assess video 

teni])oral consisteTU'V- As we have stated earlier (Chapter 1), segmentation is an ill posed 

})robleni where segmentation of an im age/fram e depends on the am iotator’s knowledge about 

the scene. Human annotators tise very high levels of information for segmentation. This level 

of segm entation is tremendously difficult to achieve for any of the segmentation algorithms, 

as it requires objc'ct U'vel knowh'dge and understanding. Therefore, a single region (object) 

j>resent in the ground (ruth normally gets segmented as several regions by the segmentation 

algorithm (over-segni(;ntation). Figure 6.1 shows an image, its ground tru th  image and its 

segmentation result. It can be seen tha t the human annotator segments the hat as one re

gion. However, the segmentation m ethod creates two segments for the hat. This kind of 

segmentation is called over-segmentation. Segmentation accuracy metric should not penalise 

segmentation for over-segmentation. However, it must consider the numbers and sizes of 

tlie over segmented regions to measure the segmentation results accurately. We have devel

oped two metrics spatial consistency and size consistency detailed in sections 6.1 and 6.2 for 

evaluation of the accuracy of fram e/im age segmentation.

Segmentation of an object is said to be tem porally consistent if each part/p ixel of the 

object gets the same label over the whole video sequence. Ground tru th  with pixel to pixel 

correspondence information would be required to meaijure the tem poral consistency of the 

segmentation. However, creating such detailed ground tru th  is a very difficult and labour
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(a) Original imago (b) Ground truth image from (c) Soginontod imago using NCut
Berkeley Databaj3e|4|. |26|.

Figure 6.1: G round tru th  an d  over-segm ented results, Spatia l Consistency:- 0.65, Size
C onsistency:- 0.43

intensive task . We have developed a  novel m etric th a t can m easure th e  tem poral consistency 

of th e  segm entation  resu lts w ithou t using detailed  ground tru th . This is detailed  in section 

0.3. O ur m ethod  m easures th e  tem poral consistency of segm entation  results of the  c iu ren t 

fram es using only the boundary  pixels of past and fu tu re  .segmentation results. C urrently , no 

robust approach  for m easuring the  tem poral consistency w ith out ground tru th  is present in 

the research lite ra tu re .

6.1 Spatial consistency metric

The sp a tia l consistency m etric  m easures the  accuracy of the  segm entation  against the  ground 

tru th . G round tru th  segm entation  is a high level (object based) segm entation  and com para

tively over-segm entation is expected as th e  result. Therefore, over-segm ented regions should 

be clustered  together before th e  com parison w ith objects in the  grovmd tru th . In the  first 

step, our m ethod  cluster segme.nts having m axim um  spatia l overlap w ith the sam e ground 

tru th  object. Each such cluster is called an evaluation set. An evaluation set, E i holds any 

segm ent w hich has m axinm m  spa tia l overlap w ith the ground tru th  object, Gi.

In the  second step , false positives and  false negatives are used to  com pute spatia l accuracy. 

A false negative refers to  th e  case when a pixel p  of G, is no t present in E i. A false positive 

refers to  th e  case when a pixel p  of Ei is not present in Gj. Spatial consistency score for 

segments of E i can be exj)ressed as:
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Spatial consistency score o f  =

 ̂ /  total muiitier of/a/.se ne(/ah?;es
to tal miinber of ])ixels in Gj

+  (1 -  w )  X
total number o( false positives

to tal number of j)ixels in Ei

where, w is weight param eters with value always less than  or equal to one {w < 1). Finally 

spatial consistc'ncy score for a frame can be given as weighted sum of spatial consistency scores 

of evaluation sets:

Spatia l consistency score o f  a fr a m e  =

total number of pixels in frame

where, n  is total munber f)f evahiation sets present in the frame. The ratio of the mimtier 

of pixels ])resent in an evaluation set over total number of pixels allows biggc'r evaluation, sets 

to contribute mor(' to the spatial consistency score of the frame.

tives values. These false positive and false negative values are computed after clustering the 

segments. The spatial consistency metric does not consider total nmiiber and individual area 

of the segments of Ei. In a specific case, lets assume a segmentation algorithm divities an 

image by assigning a uni(iue label to each pixel. As a result, each segment is of size 1 pixel. 

Our sjiatial consistency metric, will cluster the segm.ents to create evaluation sets w ithout con

sidering their sizes and numbers. Using equation 6.2 this segmentation will get score 1 for the 

spatial consistency. Therefore, the spatial consistency m etric is not enough to measure the 

segmentation cjuality. Hence, we introduce another m etric called size consistency to penalise 

the segmentation quality based on the number and size of segments present in each cluster.

number of pixels in Ei x Spatial consistency score of Ei

6.2 Size consistency metric

The spatial consistency metric depends only on the number of false positives and false nega-
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(a) G round tru th  image (b) Spatial = 1 ; Size  = 0.85

(c) Spatial = 0.9043 ; Size  = 1 (d) Spatial = 0.9887 ; S ize  =
0.9841

Figure G.2: Exani])les of sjiatial and size consistency scores iising different synthetic data. 
Vahie of w is set to 0.5 in tlie spatial consistency metric com putation.

Score of our size consistency metric for segments of Ei can l>e given as:

S ize  consistency score o f  Ei — <
1 — i  X weigli.ti x  sizeP ena ltyi otherw ise

(6.3)

where, n is the to tal number of segments present in ev'aluation set Ei. For each segment I of 

Ei, values of s izeP en a lty  and w eight can be calculated as;

sizeP ena lty i =
to tal number of pixels in Gi — total number of pixels in I 
total number of j)ixels in Gi +  total number of pixels in I

(6.4)

and,

weighti
total number of pixels in I

(6.5)
total number of pixels in Ei

where, Gi is object in the ground tru th . Variable weight ensures tha t m etric penalise each 

evaluation set Ei according to the relative size and numbers of its member segments. Finally, 

size consistency for segmentation results of a frame can be expressed as:

S ize  consistency score o f  a fr a m e  =
Size consistency score of Ei

( 6 .6 )



where, n  is total number of evaluation sets present in the frame.

Figure (6.2) displays the spatial and the size consistency scores for different scenarios using 

synthetic data.

6.3 Tem poral consistency m etric

As defined earlier, temporal consistency requires th a t pixels belonging to each object should 

get the same label over the entire video sequence. Any change in the labelling of pixels 

belonging to an object should be considered as a breakdown of the temporal consistency 

associated the object. Generally in a video, objects change their shapes and positions due to 

relative motion between the camera and the objects. As a result, shapes and positions of the 

respective segments should change in the segmentation results. We have developed a novel 

algorithm to measure the temporal consistency score of any segment by analysing how the 

segment is changing its shape and position over the time. If the change in shape or position 

of any segment is consistent over a period of time we infer tha t the segment is temporally 

consistent.

In our developed method, temporal consistency of segments of the current label mask is 

computed using the segmentation results of the past and the future frames. For this purpose 

a block is constructed using equal numbers of the peist and the future segmentation results 

with segmentation results of the current frame at the centre. Only boundary pixels are used 

to measure the temporal consistency of segments. Temporal consistency score of a segment is 

the average of temporal consistency scores of its boundary pixels:

tem poral consistency score o f  segment I

temporal consistency score o f  boundary pixel b 
m

where m  is the total number of boundary pixels present in segment I.

Temporal consistency score for the boundary pixels of the current label mask is computed 

using the segmentation results of the past and the future frames (Section 6.3.1). A video 

frame is consists of segments so its temporal consistency score can be computed as weighted
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sum of temporal consistency scores of its segments-.

temporal consistency score o f  a fra m e
I ( 6 -8 )

Yli'-i ^ temporal consistency score o f  segm ent I 
^  N

where Mi represents total number of pixels in segment I, L  is the total number of segments, 

and N  is total number of pixels present in the frame.

6.3.1 Temporal consistency score o f boundary pixels

The temporal consistency score for the boundary pixels of the current label mask is computed 

using a block of n  label masks from time {t — [^J) {t + [^J) with the current label mask 

at the centre. A block is consists of odd number of frames therefore the floor function ([ J ) 

is used to get the number of frames present in the forward and the backward directions. A 

boundary pixel is said to be temporally consistent if and only if labels of all 7i corresponding 

pixels arc same. Otherwise such pixel is saitl not be temporally consistent.

If we knew the ground tru th  with pixel to pixel correspondence, measuring the temporal 

consistency would be an easier task. Correspondence of pixel over the block can give infor

mation about pixel at n different time instances. However, getting such ground tru th  is a 

non trivial task. In our developed method (Algorithm 11), collection of such highly detailed 

ground tru th  is not required. We have developed a method to estimate the correspondence 

for the boundary pixels (Section 6.3.2). For each boundary pixel of the current label mask 

our method returns several possible sets of corresponding pixels from each label mask of the 

block. Any set of such possible corresponding pixels, one from cach label mask is called a 

path. The temporal consistency score of cach path score is computed as described in section 

6.3.3. A path with the maximum consistency score can be considered as the path having the 

best set of corresponding pixels thus its score is used as temporal consistency scorc of the 

pixel in the block.
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Algorithm  11 Temporal consistency score of boundary pixels
1: for each boundary pixel b of segment I of the central frame do

2: create paths from possible corresponding pixels present in the frames of the block (al

gorithm 12)

3: if path exists th en

4: for each path compute the temporal consistency score (algorithm 13) and update

temporal consistency scores for all the boundary pixels present in the path  if boundary 

pixels are not marked (line 12) and the new score is greater than the existing scores

5: else

6: set temporal consistency score of b to 0, the minimum possible consistency score, if

no score is assigned to b.

7: end if

8: end for

9: for each segment I of the current frame, which is not present in the previous frames (new 

segment) or in the next frames {segment is disappearing in the next frames) of the block 

do.

10: update score of each boundary pixel:

1 i f  widthi < 2 * dmax + 1 or heighti < 2 * d„iax +  1 

zero otherwise

where dmax is the spatio temporal displacement constraint and, widthi and heighti 

are the width and the height of the smallest bounding box holding the segment I.

11: if scorc of boundary pixels is not updated in the previous step then

12: mark all boundary pixels belonging to I to avoid any change in their scores in future

13: end if

14: end for

A path with higher temporal consistency score can set scores of corresponding boundary 

pixels in both the past and the future segmentation masks. This property is very useful 

in case of dealing with occlusion and deocclusion because in both cases the occluding or 

the deoccluding boundary pixels have consistent motions in at least one direction. In our 

algorithm, the temporal consistency score of the boundary pixels of the central frame of the
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currcnt block will keep changing initil the current central frame becomes the first frame of a 

future block.

For a boundary pixel of the central frame our algorithm creates no path if there are no 

corresponding pixels present in the previous or in the next frames of the block. In such eases, 

the minimum temporal consistency score of zero will be assigned to the boundary pixel (line 6). 

In a video sequence, new objects can appear over the period of the time. For boundary pixels 

of the segments representing these objects our algorithm will not create any path because of 

missing correspondence in the backward direction. Consequently, the minimum score will bo 

assigned to these boundary pixels as well.

To allow appcarancc of new object a post processing step is added in the algorithm (lines 

9 -14). In the first step, our algorithm detects the segments for which no correspondence is 

present in cither of the directions (line 9). These segments can belong to new objccts (no cor

responding pixel present in the backward direction) or disappeared objects (no corresponding 

pixel present in the forward direction). Our algorithm treats appearance and disappearance 

of any segment temporally consistent if size of the segment in the central frame of the block is 

within the allowed limit. Using spatial temporal displacement constraint dmax we know that 

the distance by which the segment can move between frames is limited. Therefore, width or 

height of the new segment or the disappeared segment should not be more than 2 *d„,ax -I- 1- 

In the next step, our algorithm updates the score of boundary j)ixcls of detected segments, 

if their heights or widths arc less than 2 * dmax +  1- Otherwise, the segment is treated as 

temporally inconsistent and score of its boundary pixels will not be updated in future.

6.3.2 Creation o f paths

A path includes one possible corresponding pixel from each label mask of the block. As a 

result, length of a path (number of pixels in the path) should be equal to the number of masks 

in the block.

Using spatio-temporal displacement constraint (Section 3.3) we already know tha t any 

segment present in the currcnt frame can move by a maxinmm dmax pixels in the next frame. 

The same constraint applies for the boundary pixels as well. Therefore, boundary pixel p  of 

segment I present in {x, y)  position in the current frame must be present within the dmax 

radial distance from (x, y) position in both the previous and next frames. In next frames, the 

same pixel must be present within 2 * dmax distance in any direction (Figure 6.3).
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Figure G.3: Spatio-temporal neighbourhoods of pixel (*) in backward and forward directions 
at times f — 2, 1,^ +  1 and t + 2. Spatio-temporal neighbourhood is highlighted in green
and arrows show their lengths.

In our m ethod, knowledge of accurate pixel correspondence is not required. Several paths 

are created for the current boundary pixels taking pixels present in their sj)atio temporal 

neighbourhoods one by one (Algorithm 12). The number of j)aths depends on the number of 

frames in the block and the number of boundarj^ pixels present in spatio temporal neighbour

hoods. For a block of n  frames, if M  is the maximum number of boundary j)ixels that may be 

present in the spatio tem\)oral neighbourhood of a boundary pixel h in the next frame, 

is the maximum number of paths that can be created for b.

Figure 6.4 shows a few paths created for a boundary pixel b, shown as ★ in the figure, in 

the forward direction. Lets assume that A/ is the number of boundary pixels present in spatio 

temporal neighbourhood of b at time f -t- 1. A maximum of M  paths may pass through b at 

time t in the forward direction. For each boundary pixel bf^i  present in the spatio temporal 

neighbourhood of b at time t + 1, there are M  boundary pixels present in its spatio temporal 

neighbourhood at time t + 2. Again, M  is the maximum number of paths that may pass 

through bt+i at tim e ^  - I -  1 in the forward direction. For each of the M  paths, exist between 

time t and  ̂ -I- 1, maxinnnn M  paths may exist between tim e < - I -  1 and t + 2, consequently 

maximum M  x M  paths may exist between time t and t + 2. In the generalised form, there 

may be maxinnnn paths exist in forward direction for a block of frames of length n.

Similarly, there may be maximum paths exist in the backward direction. For each path

of the backward direction there may be maximum A/I-2 J j>aths exist in the forward direction. 

Therefore, = (Vl/LfJ x A/LfJ) may the maximum number of paths exist for a boundary

pixel of the central frame in the l)lock of n  frames.
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A lg o rith m  12 Create paths 
1: for each botiiulary pixel p of segment I present in the central frame It, path is a set of ?i

corresponding boimdary j^ixels, one from each of the frames jiresent in the block:

2; path  =  { boundary pixel pi o f segment I in frame li : pi is present within spatio temporal

displacement distance from p ’s position in the central frame, i = t — ^  . t  — ^ }

t t +1  t + 2

Figure 6.4: Paths for pixel (*) in the forward direction at times  ̂ + 1 and t + 2. Spatio 
temj)oral neighbourhood is highligfited in green and arrows show corresponding pixels in 
spatial temporal neighbourhoods.

6.3.3 Tem poral consistency score o f a path

hi the previous section, we have created several paths for each boundary pixel of the current 

frame. A path holds the boundary pixel’s positions in the previous and the future frames. In 

this section, we have developed a novel method to measure the temporal inconsistency score 

for each path.
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A lgorithm  13 Compute path score
1: fit curves separately in X  and Y  data  points with respect to the time t. 

2: compute residual at timei = {t — {t + hi X  direction:

r 'l  =  X, -  X, (6 .9)

and in Y  direction

ri =  y i - y i  ( 6 .10)

where Xi and yi are the actual position of the point at time i and Xj and jji are the 

values of the curves at time i.

3: conijjare residuals with the residual threshold r^:

r f  i f  > r r  

0 otherw ise

and,

i f  r \  >  tt  

0 otherw ise

4: inconsistency score of path is normalised sum of the residuals at each point;

(+L"/2j / /  x \ 2  |_ ! V \ 2^  Vi r fY  + (rf )̂
( 6 . 11)

where maximum possible distance (spatio temporal displacement constraint) that

any boundary pixel of the central frame is allow'cd to move in frame /*.

5:

temporal consistency score o f  path  =  1 — temporal inconsistency score o f  path  (6.12)

In a video, segments can change their shapes and positions either due to the relative 

motions between segments and camera or due to the segmentation errors. If the change is 

only due to the relative motions, trajectories of the boundary pixels should follow any standard 

curve, e.g., parabolic or sinusoidal. Therefore, to check temjjoral consistency of the segments
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it is wise to fit the trajectories of boundary points (path) of the segments with standard curves. 

A smooth fit wih imply temporally consistent trajectory whereas residuals can be treated as 

temporal inconsistencies.

M number of temporally inconsistent pixels per frame
f H  6 0 0  
0)

G  3 0 0

• H  2 0 0

O

0)

^  / \  /  \
3  5 10  15  2 0  2 5  30  35  4 0  45  50
^ frames

(a) Number of inconsistent pixels

framewise temporal inconsistency score

5 1 0  15 2 0  25  30  3 5  4 0  45  50frames

(b) Temporal consistency

Figure 6.5: Temporal consistency scores for 50 frames of the boy video sequence. For mea
suring the temporal inconsistency scores we have used block of five frames; quadratic curves 
with residual thresholds 0 and 0.5; and value of spatio-temporal displacement constraint is 
set to 10.

Our developed algorithm 13 fits curves to the data points present in the path. A path holds 

2D positions (X, Y )  of a boundary pixels at different times. Therefore, curve fitting has to be 

done in l iD { X Y  + time).  For simplicity we have broken down the problem into 2D by checking 

how' trajectories of the boundary pixel are changing in X  and Y  dimensions separately. Our 

algorithm fits two separate curves one each to X  and Y  values, respectively. The curves must
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pass tlirough the central boundary point o f the path . A fter fittin g  the curves, residuals are 

m easured at each point to m easure the divergence of th e point from  the ideal path . Finally, 

tem poral incon sisten cy  score o f the path  is given by th e norm alised sum  o f squared residuals 

of b oth  th e curves. Spatio tem poral d isplacem ent constraint is used for norm alising bccause  

spatio  teni|)oral d is|)lacem ent constraint is the m axim um  possib le d istan ce any pixel can move 

in the n ext fram e and therefore, value o f residual cannot be m ore than  th is  constraint.

In our algorithm , we have used a threshold called  Tesidual threshold ( r r )  to  n eglect the  

segm entation  error (residual) up to a fixed value. F igure 6.5 show s fram e w ise tem poral 

inconsistency score and num ber o f inconsistent p ixels for our segm entation  result o f th e boy 

video sc'quence. To m easure th e tem poral in con sisten cy scorc w'c have used block o f five 

frames, (juadratic curves with residual thresholds (t t ) 0 and 0.5 and value of sp atio  tem poral 

displacem ent constraint is set to  10. N um ber of inconsistent p ixels drops sign ificantly  w ith  

higher value of the residtial threshold. It is also clear from the figure that for r x  =  0 .5  value 

o f tem poral in con sisten cy is close to zero for m ost o f th e frames.

6.4 Results

In th is section , we evaluate the W'orking of our sp atia l, size and tem poral con sisten cy  m etrics 

w ith the help of our segm entation  resu lts and the resu lts obtained  from  the a -exp an sion  

m ethod  proposed by Boykov et al. [16]. T he result d em onstrates that our m etrics are able 

to d etect and ])enalize spatial inaccuracy and tem poral in con sisten cy present in the video  

segm entation  re\sults.

To m easure the spatial inaccuracies our spatial and size con sisten cy  m etrics com pare  

th e segm entation  results w ith the ground truth. F igure 6.6 show s ground truth  d a ta  of  

five key fram es of the boy sequence and segm entation  results. B o th  ground truth  d ata  and 

v id (!0  sequence are parts o f v ideo d a ta  presented by W ang et al. (1|. It can b e seen  that 

in com parison to the ground truth, several sm all segm ents  are present in the segm entation  

results of th e a-ex])ansion  m ethod. Our spatial con sistency  m etric m erges th e segm,ents before 

com paring them  w ith  the ground truth . Therefore, appearance o f new segm ents  and region  

m ergin g /si)littin g  do not have a significant im pact on th e  sp atia l con sisten cy  score. However, 

our size con sistency  m etric is able to handle these cases. Table 6.1 show's th e scores of our 

spatial and size' consistc'ucy nu'trics. Our segm entation  resu lts are not over-segm ented. A s a
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(a) Five key frames

(b) Ground tru th

frames of the boy sequence. Both a-expansion and our label propagation method s ta rt with

shows the spatial and the size consistency scores of segmentation results of both the metliods 
for these frames. In comparison with the ground tru th , a-expansion method has changed 
labels of many pixels completely. For example, the same label is assigned to most of the 
pixels belonging to the trees. Tlie spatial consistency metric combines the seynients before 
comparison with the ground tru th . Therefore, label change of the segments does not change 
the score of spatial consistency metric significantly. Size consistency score of a-expansion 
m ethod suffers due to the presence of several small segments in the results. Spatial consistency 
of our results suffer due to incorrect labelling of few pixels along the border of the segment 
rejH'esenting the ground and the segments representing the house and tli(' trees and the bush. 
Few pixels belonging to the ground segment, near the feet of the boy, are also incorrectly 
labelled as the segment representing the trouser and the gloves. Size consistency score for our 
segmentation results is 1 due to absence of over-segmentation for all five frames.

(c) Label propagation results using the Q-expansion |16|.

(d) Our label propagation results 

Figure 6.6: Ground tru th  and segmentation results of a-expansion and our m ethod for five

the same manually segmented results of the first processed frame (Figure 3.11). Table 6.1



result, size consistency metric assigns the best possible score of 1 to segmentation results of 

all the five frames.

1 2
frames

3 4 5
Spatial 1 «-('X[)arision 
consistency score our method

0.8173
0.8895

0.8170
0.8999

0.8190
0.8995

0.7732
0.8724

0.7954
0.8903

Size consistency a-expansion 
score our method

0.8064
1

0.7697
1

0.8110
1

0.8238
1

0.7853
1

Table 6.1: Spatial and size consistency scores for frames shown in figure 6.6. Value of variable 
w  is set to 0.5 in the spatial consistency m etric com putation (Equation 6.1).

Our temporal consistency metric does not require ground tru th  for evaluating changes 

in the segmentation results over time. This metric should penalise segmentation results for 

any inconsistent change, such as sudden appearance and disappearance of segments. Also it 

should not penalise any consistent change, such as occlusion and deocclusion. Figure 6.7 shows 

tem poral consistency scores for 50 frames of the boy video sequence. To measure the tem poral 

consistency of each frame, a block of five frames is created and (juadratic curves are us(’d to 

find out the best corres])onding pixels. The residual score of the best-fit curve (|iath) is used 

as teni])oral inconsistency score. The segmentation results of a-expansion m ethod changes 

substantially due to sudden appearance and disappearance of segments. We observed tha t 

the tem poral consistency metric has penalised the segmentation results of the a-expansion 

m ethod more than  our segmentation results.

Figure 6.8 shows segmentation results for 5 sequential frames (17 - 21) of the boy sequence. 

In the segmentation result of a-expansion method for frame 19, the label assigned to pixels 

belonging to the left hand (gloves) of the boy has changed suddenly. Temporal consistency 

m etric should penalise segmentation results for this change. In our segmentation results, 

label of pixels !)elonging to the left hand (gloves) of the boy remains same. Figure 6.9 shows 

the tem poral consistency score for the segment representing the trouser. It is clear th a t for 

segmentation results of the n-expansion m ethod, the mininmm tem poral consistency score is 

assigned to this se.gm,ent a t frame 19.

We have created synthetic videos to test our tem poral consistency m etric for presence of 

different scenarios in the segmentation results, such as occlusion, deocclusion, region splitting 

and region merging. Each row in figures 6.10 and 6.11 shows five frames from our synthetic 

video set. Our tem poral consistency metric gives the best possible score of 1 the segments if
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framewise temporal inconsistency score (r^ = 0)
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Mo
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CO

 our method
 alpha expnasion

0

frames

Figure 6.7: Tem poral consistency scores for segm entation results of 50 fram es of the  boy video 
sequence using a-expansion  m ethod  proposed by Boykov et al. |1G] and our m ethod. It is 
clear from the graph  th a t tem poral consistency of our segm entation  resu lts is considerably 
higher th an  the  o ther m ethod . For m easuring the  tem poral inconsistency scores we have used 
block of five fram es, (juadratic  curves w ith residual threshold e(iual to  0 and  value of spatio  
tem poral displacem ent constrain t is set to  10. Two residual thresholds are selected to  check 
the difference in the tem poral consistency scores w ith (r^ =  0.5) or w ithou t {r't =  0) im age 
quan tisa tion  errors. Spatio  tem poral displacem ent constra in t is set to  10 depending on the  
average segment size.

(a) Frames 17 — 21

(b) Label propagation results using the Q-expansion m ethod [16|. In segm entation result of central 
frame, label o f pixel belonging to the left hand (left glove) of the boy is different from the previous 
frame. Label o f segm ent representing the trouser is assigned to those pixels. Temporal consistency  
metric penalize the segm entation for this change (Figure 6.9).

(c) Our label propagation results. In segm entation results, label of pixels belonging to the left hand 
(left glove) of the boy remains same as previous frame.

Figure 6.8: Exam ple of label change during  label propagation  using se'gm entation resu lts of 
five sequential fram es (fram e num bers 17 — 21) of boy sequence.
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fra m es

Figure 6.9: Temporal consistency score for segment representing the trouser in the boy video 
sequence. In segmentation results of a-expansiou method, temporal consistency score is lowest 
a t frame number 19. For measuring the tem poral inconsistency scores we have used block of 
five frames, cjuadratic curve's with residual threshold equal to 0 and value of sj>atio tem poral 
displacement constraint is set to 10. In the vicinity of frame 19, a drop is observed in the 
o-expansion scores because the label assigned to pixels belonging to the left hand (gloves) 
of the l)oy has changed suddenly (Figure 6.8b). In our segmentation results, label of i>ixels 
belonging to the left hand (gloves) of the boy remains same.

any change in the shai>e and the position of seyrnentft is consistent over the whole block of 

frames. Changes which are not consistent over a block of frames are penalised. Figure 6.11 

shows scenarios when changes in shape and position of segment are not consistent over the 

block of frames. Table 6.2 shows computed tem poral consistency scores for these segments 

and frames.

All three of our metrics return scores in range of [0,1] where 0 is the worst and 1 is the 

best score. Scores of s])atial accuiracy metrics: spatial consistency and size consistency metrics 

indicate accuracy of the segmentation results with resjiect to the ground tru th  data. On the 

hand, scores of temporal consistency indicate changes in the segmentation results over the 

time. To evaluate se'gmentation results of a frame all three metrics are required. Higher scores 

from all three means higher accuracy and higher tem poral consistency.
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M M  M M
(a) No change

■Jl
(b) Occhision

B3
(c) Appearance and disappearaiice of objects

(d) Motion

(e) Region merge

(f) Region split

Figure 6.10: Temporal consistency metric examples with maxinmm consistency scores. In 
cases, when segments are (a) static (b) or occluding (c) or appearing and disappearing (d) 
or changing position (e) or merging (f) or splitting due to the consistent motion, tem poral 
consistency score of segments and frames using our metric is 1. In these examples, block 
size is set to five frames per block, spatio temporal displacement constraint to 8 pixels and 
quadratic curves with residual threshold equal to 0 are used to fit points in path.
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(a) Doformation

(b) Label change

(c) Label change

(d) Inconsistent motion

(e) Region merge and disappearance

(f) Region split and disappearance

Figure G .ll: Tem poral inconsistency m etric  exam ples when tem poral consistency of segm ents 
suffer due to  inconsistent changes. In these exam ples, block size is set to  five fram es per 
block, spatio  tem poral displacem ent constra in t to  8 pixels and  q u ad ra tic  curves w ith  residual 
th resho ld  equal to  0 are used to  fit points in path. Table 6.2 shows tem poral consistency score 
of these segm ents and frames.
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w

fr
am

e

M w
se g m e n i ,s s c o r e

■ ■ 1
fr a m e
s c o r e

1 1 1 1
2 1 1 I

1 3 0.9979 0.9979 0.9979
4 1 1 1
5 1 1 1

1 1 0 0.7588
2 1 0 0.7588

2 3 1 0 0.7588
4 1 0 0.7588
5 1 0 0.7588

1 1 0 0.7588
2 1 0 0.7588

3 3 1 0 0.7588
4 1 0 0.7588
5 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1

4 3 0.9989 1 0.9966 1 0.9989
4 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 0 1 0.9640

5 3 1 1 0 1 0.9640
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 I 1

1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1

6 3 1 1 0 0.9640
4 1 1 0 0.9640
5 1 1 1 1

Table 6.2: Temporal consistency scores of segments and frames shown in figure 6.11.
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6.5 C onclusion

This chaptcr describes one of our m ajor contributions, temporal consistency metric with two 

other metrics: spatial and size consistency metric. These mctrics were able to detect and 

penalise spatial inaccuracies and temporal inconsistencies present in the segmentation results. 

Our spatial and size consistency metrics required ground tru th  for measuring the spatial 

accuracy of the video sequences. Temporal consistency metric did not require ground tru th  

but successfully measures the consistency of the segmentation results over a block of frames.

In the next chapter, we present the results of our thesis and comparison of our results 

with state  of the art methods.
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Chapter 7

Results

The developed label propagation m ethods have been tested on eight video sequences (sec 

Table 7.1). The frame size in each video was reduced to 240px x 352px. We compare oui 

segmentation results with the a-expansion proposed by Boykov et al. |16| both subjectivel^ 

and objectively. Spatial, size and temporal consistency metrics arc used to compare the 

accuracy and the temporal consistency of the segmentation results.

For an objective analysis, evaluation metrics require segmentation results in the form o:' 

labelled masks. Wang and Collomosse’s [1] results are excluded from the evaluation (objec

tive) becausc their results are not available in a labelled form, but are instead available as 

video. Our label propagation reduces the number of comparisons between labels and pixels b̂  

limiting the search scope using the spatio-tem poral displacement constraint (see section 3.3) 

Therefore, segmentation results may drift away from the original segmentation results ovei 

the time. To test the presence of drift, we compared the results of segmentation achieved b} 

processing the video in the forward direction with those achieved by procc'ssing the video ii 

the (temporally) reverse direction. In the latter, label propagation starts from the segmenta 

tion results of the frame which is processed last in the forward segmentation. Spatial and siz( 

consistency metrics are used to evaluate any change in the segmentation results achieved ii 

both directions. It may be noted th a t the results achieved from forward processing arc usee 

as ground truth.

Our spatial, size and temporal mctrics evaluate accuracy and temporal consistency of the 

segmentation results. To check any bias in the developed metrics, metric scores are comparec 

with two state of the art evaluation metrics: scores of the spatial metric are compared witl 

the Probabilistic Rand Index |129| and those of the temporal metric arc compared with the
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tqm  m etric |63|.

(a) P'inst jjrocessed frame (b) Manually specified segmenta
tion

(c) Last processed frame (d) Segmentation result

Figure 7.1: The first and last processed frames of the flower and garden secjnence in the 
forward (Hrection and the corresponding segm entation results. In the manually specified 
segmentation, the first frame is divided into eight segments. The segmentation of the last 
processed frame produces six segments. Each segment is highlighted in a different colour.

Label propagation sta rts  with the learning of colovir and lcxt\ire models for eac h segment 

present in the manually specified segmentation of the first processed frame. A Gaussian 

M ixture Model is used for colour modelling and a Normalised Texton Histogram is used for 

texture modelling. Figure 7.1, shows the first and last processed frames of the flower and 

garden sequence in the forward direction and the corresponding segmentation results. In 

manually specified segmentation, the first frame is divided into eight segments. Segmentation 

result of the last processed frame produces five segments. F igun ' 7.2 shows label propagation 

results of o'-expa.nsion (rows 2 and 6), results in the forward (rows 3 and 7) and reverse (rows 

4 and 8) directions. It is observed th a t two of these segments, the flower bed to the left of the 

tree and bed to the right of the tree, have similar colour and texture properties. Consequently, 

the a-expansion m ethod assigns a single label to both the segments representing the flower 

bed in following frames. However, with the spatio-tem poral displacement constraint, our 

label [jropagation algorithm is able to propagate the labels present in the learned label set, 

including labels of the aforementioned similar segments in both directions.

In the reverse direction, after occluding bushes (between the houses and the tree) s ta rt 

appearing to the left of the tree, the label of the tree is assigned to a few j)ixels belonging
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to the bushes to the left of the tree because colour and texture properties of the tree are 

similar to those of the bushes. If the colour and texture properties of pixels belonging to two 

neighbouring segments are similar, our label proj)agation m ethod may misclassify some or all 

pixels from these segments. Except for this instance, segmentation results achieved in both 

directions by our method are very similar.

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show spatial, size and temporal consistency scores for the segmentation 

results using the developed spatial, size tem poral consistency metrics. We compare these with 

Probabilistic Rand Index [129] and tqm  [63] metrics respectively. Spatial and size consistency 

metrics are used to measure the drift between our segmentation results achieved in the for

ward and the reverse direction. Our spatial consistency metric is similar to the Probabilistic 

Rand Index. However, it penalises any dissimilarities more strongly (Figure 7.3) than does 

Probabilistic Rand Index. Temporal consistency scores from our temporal consistency and 

tqrn follow same trend. Both metrics give higher score to our label propagation results in 

comparison to the n-expansion m ethod (Figure 7.4). It is observed from the figures th a t the 

developed m ethod performed better in term s of accuracy and tem poral consistency of the 

segmentation results when compared to  a-expansion m ethod and our segmentation results 

are similar in both  directions.

In a-expansion method, any label from the learned label set can be assigned to any pixel. 

There is no influence of the segmentation results of the previous frame on the segmentation 

of the current frame. In other words, segmentation results of two consecutive frames could be 

very dissimilar. The temporal consistency metric penalises drastic changes in segmentation 

between consecutive frames. This can be observed in the graphs of temjjoral consistency 

metric scores of all test video seciuences in figures 7.4, 7.8, 7.16, 7.12, 7.20, 7.24, 7.28 and 

7.32. It is observ^ed th a t the tem poral consistency scores of the a-expansion has a higher 

variance as compared to results from the developed methods.
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(a) Frames

(b) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod [16] in the forward direction.

(c) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction

(e) Frames

(f) Label propagation results using the o-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(g) Our label propagation results in the forward direction

(h) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.2: Lal^el i)roi>agation results for ten frames of the flower and garden sequence. Frames 
are selected at a re^gular interval of five frames.
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framewise spatial consistency score

0  0 . 9 8

C  0 . 9 6

C  0 . 9 4

—— Spatial Consiatency Hetrie

frames

(a) Measuring drift in segm entation results of the forward and the reverse directions using our spatial con
sistency m etric and Probabilistic Rand Index 1129|. In the vicinity of frame liO, a drop is observed because 
in the reverse direction, a portion of flower bed s ta rts  appearing from the left hand side of the tree (third 
frame in Figure 7.2h). Pixels belonging to the flower bed are misclassified the tree because the area of the 
now region is less than the error threshold. The score improves after a new label is a-ssigned to  the pixels 
belonging to  this region.

framewise size consistency score

0)
oo
CO

> 1oc:
0)
4->
(0

•H
Wcoo

Site Consistency Metric

(b) Size consistency metric. A higher score is indicative of the fact th a t shapes of the segments remain similar 
in both directions.

Figure 7.3: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 40 I'ranies of t he jlow er and garden 
sequence. Note that the segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground 
truth.
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framewise temporal consistency score

•H

C  0 . 9 8

f reunes

(a) Temporal consistency metric

framewise tqm score

C  0 .9 B

frames

(b) tqm

Figure 7.4: Trinporal consistency measure using the developed tem poral consistency metric 
and using tqm |63| for segmentation results of a-expansion |16| and the developed label prop
agation m ethod in both the forward and the reverse directions for 40 frames of the flower 
and garden secjuence. In o'-expansion, labels of pixels belonging to the physical objects are 
not consistent. For instance, the label assigned to pixels belonging to the sky changes ran
domly over the time (figure 7.2b). As a result, both, the tem poral consistency m etric and 
tqm j)enalise a-expansion m on' when compared to our results. For measuring the temporal 
consistency score our metric \ises a block of five frames. It may be noted th a t we use quadratic 
curves with a residual threshold equal of zero and a spatio-tem poral displacement constraint 
of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) M anually spiH:ified segmeuta-
tiou

(c) Liist processed frame (d) Segm entation result

Figure 7.5: T he first and last processed fram es of the boy se(}uence in the forw ard direction  
and the corresponding segm entation results. In m anually s|)ecified segm entation , th e  first and 
last fram es produce twelve and eleven segm ents  respectively. Eacli segm ent is m arked in a 
different colour.

F'igurc 7.5 shows the  first and  last processed fram es of the  boy s('(iucnce |1| in th e  forward 

d irection and the corresponding segm entation  results. F igure 7.C shows label propagation  

results of Q-expansion (rows 2 and  6) and  ou r resu lts in th e  forw ard (rows 3 and 7) an d  reverse 

(rows 4 and  8) directions. As in the  previous case, the developed m ethod  perform ed b e tte r  

in term s of accuracy and tem poral consistency of the segm entation  results when com pared 

to  the rt-expansion m ethod , and segm entation  resu lts are sim ilar in bo th  directions (forward 

and reverse) (see F igures 7.7 and 7.8).

It may be noted in figure 7.5, th a t th e  colour and tex tu re  p roperties of the  segment 

rej)resenting the  wall, the bushes and  th e  trees are sim ilar. Consequently, a-expansion  changes 

the  labels assigned to  pixels belonging to  these segments frecjuently over the  tim e. O ur 

label p ropagation  also misclassifies pixels belonging to  one of these segm ents in a few fram es 

(highlighted in orange colour figure 7.5b) in bo th  directions.
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(a) FVames

^  ^ ^
(b) Labol propagation  results using the  Q-expansion m ethod |16] in the  forward direction.

(f) Our label propagation results in th e  forward direction.

(d) O ur lat)(‘i propagation resu lts in the  reverse direction.

(e) Fram es

^
(f) Label propagation results using the  a-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation resu lts in th e  forward direction.

'■'I -)r ^  41
(h) Oiir label propagation results in the  reverse direction.

Figure 7.6: Label propagation results for ten frames of the b o y  video sequence [1|. Frames 
are selected at a regular interval of twenty frames.
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framewise spatial consistency score

0  0 - 5 8

C  0 . 9 6

C  0 . 9 4

 Spatial Consistency H«tric

frames

(a) Measuring drift between segnientalion results of the forward and reverse directions using the developed 
spatial consistency metric and Probabilistic R and Index 1129|

framewise size consistency score

0)uooto
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frames

-Size Consistency Metric

(b) Size consistency metric

Figure 7.7: Spatia l and size consistency m etrics scores for fifty fram es of the  boy video se
quence. Segm entation resu lts in th e  forw ard d irection  are used as ground tru th .
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1.02
framewise temporal consistency score
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C  0 . 9 8

 a l p h a  e x p n a s i '
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(a) Temporal consistency metric

framewise tqm score

C 0 . 9 8

frames

(b) tqm

Figure 7.8: Tem poral cousisl ency m easure using th e  develo])ed m etric  and  tqm  [G3| for segm en
ta tio n  resu lts  of a-expansion  [16] and our m ethod  in b o th  th e  forw ard and reverse directions 
for fifty fram es of th e  boy se'quence. Inconsistencies in a-expansion  resu lts are due to  fre(iuent 
change in pixels labelled as the  wall, bushes and trees in th e  video secjuence. For m easur
ing the  tem poral consistency score our m etric uses a block of five fram es. It m ay be no ted  
th a t  we use q u ad ra tic  ciu’ves w ith a residual th reshold  equal of zero and a  sim tio-tem poral 
displacem ent constra in t of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segnieuta-
tioii

(c) Last processed frame (d) Segmentation result

Figure 7.9: The first and last processed frames of the P E T S  2001 video secjuence in the 
forward direction and the corresponding segmentation results. In the specified segmentation 
results, the first and last frames produce seven and eight styme.nts res|)eclively. Each segment 
is highlighted in a different colour.

Figure 7.9 shows the first and last processed frames of a P E T S  2001 vid(H) seciuence in 

the forward direction and the corresponding segmentation re^sults. Figure 7.10 shows label 

propagation results of a-expansion (rows 2 and 6), our results in the forward (rows 3 and 7) 

and reverse (rows 4 and 8) directions for subjective analysis. In the vid(!o sequence, a new 

object, car ajjpears after few frames, car is missing from the manually specihed segm entation 

of the hrst frame. Consequently, a-expansion assigns label of the most similar label class to 

the pixels belonging to the car. However, a new label is assigned to pixels belonging to the 

car in our segm entation results.

It can be seen in figures 7.11 and 7.12 th a t the developed m ethod performed better in term s 

of accuracy and tem poral consistency of the segmentation results as compared to a-expansion 

m ethod and our segm entation results are similar in both directions. In a-expansion, labels 

iissigned to pixels belonging to physical objects are not consistent. For instance, some pixc'ls 

belonging to the buildings often get mis-classified as parked cars (Figiu'es 7.10b and 7.10f). 

As a result, the tem poral consistency m etric and tqm, jx'ualise a-expansion results more in 

comparison to our results.
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(a) Frames

(b) Lal)pl propagation results <ising the a-expansioii m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(r) O ur lal)rl propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) O ur label propagation results in the reverse direction.

(e) Frames

(f) Label propagation resiilts using the o-expansion m ethod |16) in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(Ii) O ur lab(d propagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.10: Lal)('l propagation results for tea frames of the P E T S  21)01 video sequence. 
FraiiieK are selectfnl at a regular interval of two frames.
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framewise spatial consistency score
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(a) Moasiiring drift in botwooii soginont.ation results of tho forward and the rovprso directions using our 
spatial consistency metric and Probabilistic Rand Index |129|. A higher score is indicative of the fact tha t 
seginentatiou results are similar in both directions. In other words, the drift in segm entation results is 
negligible.
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(b) Size consistency metric. A higher score is indicative of the fact th a t shapes of the segments rem ain similar 
in both directions.

Figure 7.11: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 15 frames of a P E T S 2001  video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground truth.
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framewise temporal consistency score
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(a) Temporal consistency metric

framewise tqm score
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(b) tqm

Figure 7.12: Temporal consistency measure using the developed m etric and tqrn [63| for 
segmentation results of a'-exjjansion [16] and the developed m ethod in both the forward and 
reverse directions for 15 frames of a P E T S  2001 video sequence. In a-expansion, labels of 
pixels assigned to physical objects are not consistent. For instance, some pixels belonging to 
the buildings often get mis-classified as parked cars (figures 7.10b and 7.10f). Consequently, 
the tem poral consistency metric and tqm penalise a-expansion results more in comparison 
to our results. For measuring the temporal consistency score our metric uses a block of five 
frames. It may be noted th a t vve use quadratic curves with a residual threshold equal of zero 
and a spatio-t('niporal displacemc'nt constraint of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Mauually specified segineiita-
tiuii

(c) La-st. processed frame (<1) Segmentation result

Figure 7.13: The first and last processed frames of tlie carl sequence in the forward direction 
and the ( orresj)onding segm entation results. In the S])ecified segm entation n 'sults, the  first and 
last frames are divided into three and fotir segments respectively. Each segment is highlighted 
in a different colour.

Figure 7.f3 shows the first and hist processed frames of the carl seciueuce in the forward 

direction and the corresponding segm entation results. In the cart video sequence a (left to 

right) moving car is captured by a (right to left) moving cam era. Figure 7.14 shows label 

propagation results of a-expansion (rows 2 and 6), our results in the forw'ard (rows 3 and 7) 

and reverse (rows 4 and 8) directions for subjective analysis, fn the video sequence a new 

object, sky appears after few frames, sky is missing from the m anually sjjecified segm entation 

of the first frame therefore, «-expansion assigns label of the most sim ilar segment (car) to 

the  pixels belonging to the skij. However, a new label is assigned to the ])ixels belonging to 

the sky in our segm entation results.

It is observed bo th  from subjective and objective (Figures 7.15 and 7.16) evaluation our 

developed m ethod perform ed b etter in term s of accuracy and tem poral consistency of the 

segm entation results w'hen com pared to a-expansion m ethod. O ur segm entation results are 

sim ilar in both directions therefore, no drift is meiisured.
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(a) Frames

(b) Label pro])agation results using the ft-expansion m ethod |16| in tlie forward direction.

(c) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) O ur label propagation results in the reverse direction.

(e) FVames

(f) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod (16| in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction

(h) O ur label propagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.14: Labt'l propagation resiilts for ten frames of the carl sequence. Frames are 
selecteci at regular interval of two frames.
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framewise spatial consistency score
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(a) M easuring  d rift in betw een seg m en ta tio n  resu lts  of th e  forw ard an d  th e  reverse (hrections using our 
sp a tia l  consistency  m etric  and  P ro b ab ilis tic  R a n d  Index  |129|. O u r seg m en tatio n  resu lts  a re  sim ila r in b o th  
d irec tions: d rift is no t significant enough to  be observable.
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(b) Size consistency  m etric . A h igher score is ind ica tive  of th e  fact th a t  shapes o f th e  segments  rem ain  sim ila r 
in b o th  d irections.

Figure 7.15: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 19 frames of tlie carl  video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground truth.
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(a) Temporal consistency metric

framewise tqm score
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Figure 7.16: Temporal consistency measure using the developed m etric and tqrn |63| for 
segm entation results of n-expansion |16| and the developed m ethod in both  the forward and 
the reverse directions for nineteen frames of the carl serjuence. It can he seen in the figure 
7.13 th a t the colour and texture properties of several pixels near the front of the car and 
the road are similar. Consefiuently, during label propagation o'-expausion assigns either label 
to stK'h pixels (figures 7.14b and 7.14e). The developed label propagation m ethod is able to 
handle this issue with the help of shape and motion cues. A higher tem poral consistency 
score is assigned to our segm entation results. For measuring the tem poral consistency score 
our m etric uses a block of five frames. It may be noted th a t we use quadratic curves with a 
residual threshold ('(|ua.l of zero anrl a spatio-teni|)oral disi)lacemeiit constraint of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segmenta
tion

■i
(c) La-st processed frame (d) Segmentation result

Figure 7.17: The first and the last processed frames of the yunakirn seciueiice in the forward 
direction and the corresi)on<hng segmentation results. In the specifietl segmentation results, 
the first and tlie last frames are divided into nine and seven segments respectively. Each 
segment is higlilighted in a different colour.

Figure 7.17 shows the first and last processed frames of the yunakirn secjueiice |1| in the 

forward direction and the corresponding segmentation results. In the yunakirn video sequence 

a moving ice skater is captured by a moving camera. Figure 7.18 shows label propagation 

results of a-expansion (rows 2 and G), our results in the forward (rows .'i and 7) and in the 

reverse (rows 4 and 8) directions. In this video sequence, ice skater is rotating respective 

to the camera and her face and hair are occhided and deoccluded several times in the video 

sequence. In the forward direction, the developed method is able to assign correct labels to 

the pixels belonging to the face and hair. The sizes of the segments representing the face and 

hair is lesser than  those of other segments. In the reverse direction, some pixels belonging 

to the face and hair are misclassified after deocclusion. Moreover in the forward direction, 

a single label is assigned to all signboards in the segmentation results of the last frame. In 

the reverse direction, our algorithm learns the segments' properties using the segmentation 

results of the last processed frame. Consequently, a single label is assigned to all signboards 

in the reverse direction in comparison to the forward direction (rows 3 ,4 ,7  and 8). The size 

consistency m etric penalises the segmentation results for this error (figure 7.20).
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(a) Frames
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(b) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(c) Our label propagation results in the forward direction.

•<iiinw.yiiaE

(d) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

(e) Frames

-mi

(f) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

n

(h) Our label propagation results in the rev'crse direction.

Figure 7.18: Label propagation results for ten frames of the yunakim  video sequence [1|. 
Frames are selected at a regular interval of seven frames.
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(a) Measuring drift in between segmentation results of the forward and the reverse directions using the 
developed spatial consistency metric and Probabilistic Rand Index |129|.
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(b) Size consistency metric

Figure 7.19: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 45 frames of the yunakim  video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground tru th . Spatial and 
size consistency scores mainly suffers due to the misclassification of the pixels belonging to the 
small segments, such as segments, representing the face and hair during the label propagation 
in the reverse direction.
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Figure 7.20: Teni])oral consistency measure using the developed metric and tqm  |63| for 
segmentation residts of a-expanaion [16| and the developed method in both the forward and 
reverse directions for 45 frames of the yunakim, sequence. It can be seen in figure 7.17 tha t the 
colour and texture proj)erties of several pixels of the floor and one of the signboard, and pixels 
of the hands aiul legs are similar. As a result, a-expansion assigns either label to such pixels 
(figures 7.18b and 7.18e) during label j)ropagation. Both, the developed temporal consistency 
metric, and tqm  penalise a-expansion results for any change in the labels assigned to pixels 
belonging to these segvients. For measuring the temporal consistency score our m etric uses a 
block of five frames. It may be noted tha t we use quadratic curves with a residual threshold 
equal of zero and a S]>al io-tein|)oral displacement constraint of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually sjiecified segmenta
tion

(c) Last processed frame (d) Segmentation result

Figure 7.21: The first and the last processed frames of the dance, setjuence in the forward 
direction and the corresponding segmentation results. In the specified segmentation results, 
the first and last frames are divided into thirteen and ten seijments respectively. Each se.yint.nt 
is highlighted in a different colour.

Figure 7.21, shows the first and tlie last processed frames of the dance secjuence [1] in the 

forward direction and the corresjionding segmentation results. In this video sequence, a person 

is moving, specifically dancing, with respect to a static camera, and the hands and boots of 

the dancer occluding and deoccluding several times in the video setjuence. In the forward 

direction, our method is able to assign correct labels to the i)ixels l)elonging to the hands and 

boots. However, our method misclassifies some of the pixels belonging to the hands and the 

boots after deoclussion in the reverse direction (figure 7.22). A few pixels of tw'o seyinents, 

tlie terrain to the left of the dancer and the terrain to the right of tli<' dancer, have similar 

colour and texture properties (Figure 7.21). As a result, «-expansion misclassifies some of 

the pixels of belonging to these segments. However, with the spatio-temporal displacement 

constraint, our label propagation method is able to assign correct labels to these pixels in 

both directions.

It is observed both from subjective and objective evaluation, from figures 7.23 and 7.24, 

that accuracy and temporal consistency of results is significantly imi)roved in comparison to 

the a-expansion method and our segmentation results are similar in both directions.
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(a) Frames

(b) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(c) Our label propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) Our label propagation results in the rev'erse direction.

(e) Frames

(f) Label propagation results using the a-expansion m ethod [16| in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(h) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.22: Label propagation results for ten  fram es o f th e dance sequence. Fram es are 
selected  at regular interval o f three frames.
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(a) Measuring drift in between segm entation results of the forward and the reverse directions using our spatial 
consistency metric and Probabilistic Rand Index (129).
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(b) Sizo consistency inotric

Figure 7.23: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 33 frames of the dance video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground truth. Our label 
propagation results are penalised due to misclassification of the pixels belonging to the small 
segments like the hands and the boots in the reverse direction.
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framewise temporal consistency score
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(a) our temporal consistency metric
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Figure 7.24: Tenij)oral coiisisteiicy m easure using the developed m etric  and  tqni |63| for 
segm entation  resu lts  of 0 '-exi)ansion |16| and  the  developed m ethod  in b o th  the  forw ard and 
the  reverse d irections for .33 fram es of the  dance sequence. It can bo soon in the  figure 7.21 th a t 
b o th  the  colour and  tex tu re  properties of several pixels of th e  te rra in  to  the  loft of th e  dancer 
and the  terra in  to  the  right of the  dancer are  sim ilar. Conse<iuontly, f>-oxi)ansion assigns 
e ither label to  such pixels (figures 7.22b and 7.22e) during  the  label p ropagation . B oth  our 
t('m poral consistency m etric  and tqm, are penalising a-expansion  resu lts for any change in the 
labels of pixels belonging to  these segments. For m easuring the  tem poral consistency score 
oiu' m etric  uses a  block of five fram es. It rnaj' bo no ted  th a t  wo use (quadratic curves w ith a 
residual th reshold  ec|ual of zero and a spatio -ten i|jo ra l displacement, constrain t of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segiiieuta-
tioii

(c) Last processed frame (d) Segm entation residt

Figure 7.25: The first and the last processed frames of the hands2 secjuence in the forward 
direction and the corresjjonding segmentation results. In both the specified segm entation 
results, the first and the last frames are divided into eight segments. Pixels belonging to each 
segment arc highlighted in different colours.

Figure 7.25 shows the first and last processed frames of the hands2 seciuence (2] in the 

forward direction and the corresponding segmentation results. In the hands video sequence 

a (left to right) moving hand is captured by a static camera. Figure 7.26 shows label propa

gation results of a-expansion (rows 2 and 6), our results in the forward (rows 3 and 7) and 

reverse (rows 4 and 8) directions for subjective analysis. It is observed both from subjective 

and objective evaluation, from figures 7.27 and 7.28, tha t accuracy and tem poral consistency 

of results is significantly improved in comparison to the a-expansion method and our segmen

tation results are similar in both directions.
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(a) Frames

(b) Label propagation results using the Q-expansion m ethod |16| in the forward direction.

(r) Our label propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

(e) Frames

(f) Label pro])agation results using the a-expansion m ethod [16| in the forward direction.

(g) Our label propagation results in the forward direction.

(h) Our label ])ropagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.26: Label j)ropagatioii results for ten frames of tlie hands2 sequence [2|. Frames are 
selected at a regular interval of three frames.
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(a) Measuring drift between segm entation results of the forward and the reverse (hrections using the developeci 
spatial consistency metric and I^robabihstic Riiud Index |129|.
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(b) Size consistency metric. A higher score is indicative of the fact th a t shapes of the segments rem ain similar 
in both directions.

Figure 7.27: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 25 frames of the hcmdsS video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground truth.
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(a) The developed tem poral consistency metric

framewise tqm score
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Figuro 7.28: Teiiii)oral consistency nioa^suro using tlie  (iovolopod m etric  and  tqrn |63| for 
segm entation  resu lts  of rv-expansion |16| and  th e  developed m ethod  in b o th  the  forw ard and 
tlie reverse d irections for 25 fram es of the  hands2  sequence. For m easuring the  tem poral 
consistency score our m etric  uses a block of five fram es. It m ay be no ted  th a t  we use q u ad ra tic  
curves w ith  a residual th reshold  equal of zero and  a spatio -tem poral displacem ent constra in t 
of ten.
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(a) First processed frame (b) Manually specified segmenta
tion

(c) Last processed frame (d) Segmentation result

Figure 7.29: The first and last processed frames of the hands sequence in the forward direction 
and the corresponding segmentation results. In both the specified segmentation results, the 
first and the last frames are divided into six segme.nts. Each sajme.nt is iiighlightetl in a 
different colour.

Figure 7.29 shows the first and the last processed frames of the hand sequence in the 

forward direction and the corresi)onding segmentation results. In the hajid video secuence 

a (bottom  to top) moving liand is captured bj" a moving camera. Figure 7.30 showf label 

propagation results of a-expansion (rows 2 and 6), our results in the forward (rows 3 and 7) 

and reverse (rows 4 and 8) directions for subjective analysis. A few pixels of three seg'uents, 

representing the hands and fingers, have similar colour and texture properties. Consequently, 

ft-expansion method assigns the same label to pixels belonging to segments representing hands 

in subsequent frames. However, with the spatio-tenii)oral displacement constraint, oui label 

propagation algorithm is able to propagate the labels present in the learned label set inc.uding 

labels of tfie similar segments in both directions. Some of the pixels belonging to the watch 

are also misclassihed in all three results: a-expansion and our results in the forward and 

reverse directions duo to the changes in lighting.

It is observed both from subjective and objective evaluation, from figures 7.31 anc 7.32, 

th a t accuracy and temporal consistency of results is significantly imi>roved in comparison to 

the a-expansion m ethod and our segmentation results are similar in both directions.
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(a) Frames

(b) Label propagation results using the Q-expansion m ethod (16| in the forward direction.

(r) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(d) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

(e) Frames

(f) Label propagation results using the Q-expansion m ethod (IG] in the forward direction.

(g) O ur label propagation results in the forward direction.

(h) Our label propagation results in the reverse direction.

Figure 7.30: Label j)ro])agation results for ten frames of the hands sequence. Frames are 
selected at regular interval of three frames.
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(a) MeaKiiriiig d rift in betw een seg m en tatio n  resu lts  of th e  forw ard and th e  reverse d irections using o iir sp a tia l 
consistency m etric  and  P ro b ab ilistic  K and  Index |129|.
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(b) Size consistency m etric . A higher score is ind icative  of the  fact th a t  shapes of the  segm ents  rem ain  sim ilar 
in b o th  directions.

Figure 7.31: Spatial and size consistency metrics scores for 35 frames of the hands video 
sequence. Segmentation results in the forward direction are used as ground truth.
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Figure 7.32: Tenii>oral con sistency m easure using th e developed  m etric and tqm  [63| for 
segm entation  resu lts o f 0 '-exj)ansion |16| and the developed  m ethod  in b oth  the forward and  
the reverse directions for 35 fram es o f the hands  sequence. It can be seen in figure 7.29 that 
both  the colour and texture properties o f several p ixels o f three segments,  the tw o hands 
and fingers, are sim ilar. C onsequently, o-exp ansion  assigns one o f three label to such p ixels  
(figures 7.30b anti 7.30e) during label propagation. B oth  our tem poral con sistency  m etric  
and tqm  penalise r>-ex])ansion results for any change in the labels o f p ixels belonging to these  
segments.  For m easuring th e tenijjoral con sistency score our m etric uses a block of five fram es. 
It m ay be noted  that we use quadratic curves w ith  a residual threshold equal o f zero and a 
spatio-ten i|)oral disi)lacemeTit constraint of ten.
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N o. V ideo  Sequence N o. o f 
F ram es M e tric o u r m e th o d Q -

ex p an sio rforward reverse
Spatial 0.9735
PRI 0.9909

1. flower and garden 40 Size 0.9845
Temporal 0.9991 0.9992 0.9921
tqrn 0.9979 0.9980 0.9924
tim e /f ra m e 61 sec. 60 sec. 52 sec.
Spatial 0.9971
PRI 0.9992

2. boy |1| 50 Size 0.9G41
Temporal 0.9994 0.9986 0.9945
tqm 0.9966 0.9967 0.9952
tim e /f ra m e 67 sec. 65 sec. 58 sec.
Spatial 0.9955
PRI 0.9997

3. PETS 2001 1106] 15 Size 1
Temporal 0.9996 0.9996 0.9938
tqm 0.9976 0.9976 0.9908
tim e /f ra m e 63 sec. 63 sec. 52 sec.
Spatial 0.9964
PRI 0.9984

4. cal l |107) 19 Size 1
Temporal 0.9998 0.9998 0.9923
tqm 0.9969 0.9969 0.9941
tim e /f ra m e 44 sec. 44 sec. 32 sec.
Spatial 0.9481
PRI 0.9630

5. yunakim |1| 45 Size 0.8367
Temporal 0.9962 0.9961 0.9850
tqm 0.9911 0.9911 0.9862
tim e /f ra m e 69 sec. 66 sec. 57 sec.
Spatial 0.9740
PRI 0.9980

6. dance |1| 33 Size 0.9276
Temporal 0.9980 0.9978 0.9938
tqm 0.9985 0.9986 0.9956
tim e  /  fram e 64 sec. 63 sec. 57 sec.
Spatial 0.9904
PRI 0.9927

7. hand2 [2| 25 Size 1
Temporal 0.9995 0.9995 0.9941
tqm 0.9982 0.9982 0.9958
t im e /f ra m e 66 sec. 66 sec. 58 sec.
Spatial 0.9968
PRI 0.9998

8. hands 35 Size 1
Temporal 0.9996 0.9996 0.9858
tqm 0.9976 0.9976 0.9919
tim e /f ra m e 48 sec. 48 sec. 41 sec.

Table 7.1; Spatial and temporal consistency scores of test video sequences.
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Tabic 7.1 shows scores of spatial consistency, size consistency, temporal consistency, Prob

abilistic Rand Index (PRI), tqm and tim e/fram e (average time per frame in seconds) mctrics 

for results of the a-expansion in the forward direction and results of our label propagation 

m ethod in both the forward and the reverse directions for all the eight test videos.

7.1 Conclusion

This chapter presented our final label propagation results. Developed spatial, size and tem 

poral consistency metrics were used to measure the quality of our segmentation results in 

comparison to the a-expansion method. It wcis shown that our label propagation methods 

outperform ed the a-cxpansion method in terms of the temporal consistency. Our label prop

agation reduced the number of comparisons between labels and pixels by limiting the search 

scope using the spatio-temporal displacement constraint. Therefore, segmentation results may 

drift away from the original segmentation results over time. To test the presence of drift, spa

tial and size consistency metrics were used to compare the results of segmentation achieved 

by processing the video in the forward direction with those achieved by processing the video 

in the (temporally) reverse direction. It was shown that label propagation results in both the 

directions were similar cxccpt for the pixels belonging to the smaller physical objects.

To investigate any bias in the developed metrics for our label propagation methods, our 

label propagation results were also evaluated using two state of the art methods: Probabilistic 

Rand Index |129| and tqm |63]. Results from these metrics were compared with the results 

of our evaluation mctrics. It was observed that evaluation scores from spatial consistency 

m etric and tem poral consistency metric followed trend similar to the evaluation scores of the 

Probabilistic Rand Index and tqrn metrics respectively.

In the next chapter, we present the conclusion of our thesis and discuss directions for 

future work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarises the conclusions of this research and provides directions for future 

work on temporally consistent video segmentation and evaluation metrics.

8.1 Conclusions

This body of research addresses the problem of segmenting a video sequence in a temporally 

consistent fashion. It presents a novel method based on a-expansion based label propagation, 

to address non-class based video segmentation, appcarance of new objects, and occlusion and 

deocclusion of regions.

Evaluation of temporal consistency in video is a problem which has not been well addressed 

in previous literature, primarily due to a need for pixel based ground tru th  for each frame 

of the video. We present a new metric for effectively evaluating the temporal consistency of 

video segmentation that does not require any ground truth.

Spatio  tem poral d isp lacem ent constraint: Energy minimisation especially a-expansion 

based label propagation is a popular approach for temporally consistent video segmentation. 

In this thesis, wc extend this framework. Our method allows a-expansion based methods to 

produce a best labelling with lesser pixel to label comparisons. Our method is also able to 

deal with non-class based video segmentation.

In a video sequence new objccts can appear at any point in time. New objects may be 

an instance of a learned label class or an unknown class (not present in training data), a- 

expansion [16| may assign any label from the learned label set to any pixel of the current
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frame. This is how it is able to handle the appearance of a new instance of any learned 

label class in the currcnt frame. However, it will assign the same label to all instances of a 

physical object even though unique labels are assigned to different instances of the physical 

object in the manually specified segmentation of the first processed frame. Moreover, if new 

object belongs to a unknown class, Q-expansion |16| will assign incorrcct labels to the pixels 

belonging to it. In our approach, each pixel of the current frame is compared only with a 

small number of labels which are present in its spatio-temporal neighbourhood. As a result, 

our method is able to assign unique labels to all instances of a physical object. However, a 

pre-proccssing step is required for to accommodate the appearance of new objects of known 

and unknown label classes.

After label ])ropagation, each segment should ideally represent a complete physical object 

or a part of a physical object. A segment should not have pixels belonging to more than one 

physical object. If the colour and texture of pixels belonging to two neighbouring segments 

are similar, label propagation methods such as Q-expansion (16|, Wang et al. |1| and our label 

propagation method mis-classificd some or all of the pixels from these segments.

The imposed spatio temporal displacement constraint reduces the number of comparisons 

between labels and pixels by limiting the scarch scopc. However, segmentation results may 

drift away from the original segmentation results over time. To quantify such drift, spatial 

and size consistency metrics were used to compare the results of segmentation achieved by 

processing the video in the forward direction with those achieved by processing the video in 

the (temporally) reverse direction. It was shown tha t label propagation results in both the 

directions were similar except for the pixels belonging to the smaller physical objects.

H a n d lin g  a p p e a ra n c e  o f new  o b jec ts : In section 3.6, we develop an algorithm to

accommodate for the appearance of new objects. Unlike the methods proposed by Wang et 

al. |6, 49] which compares label propagation results of the currcnt frame and previous frames 

in a post-processing step, our algorithm uses the energy minimisation framework. Pixels 

belonging to new objects were identified successfully by introducing an extra label void in 

the learned set. In our algorithm there is no restriction on the number of new regions tha t 

can appear in the next frame. New regions can also appear from any location in the frame. 

However, to avoid segmentation errors, a new label is only assigned if the area of the detected 

new object is bigger than a certain size.
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Our method for handling appearance of new object is a pre-processing step that adds an 

extra computational cost to our label propagation method. To reduce this cost colour cues 

were considered for data cost (texture cues are ignored). The developed method performs 

substantially better when the colour cues of pixels belonging to the neighbouring segments 

were different. However, it mis-classified pixels belonging to new objects, even though the 

other properties like texture and shape arc different.

Im proving label propagation  results for rigid objects: Our label propagation method

and a-expansion [IG] may mis-classify pixels of neighbouring segments if their brightness, 

colour and texture properties are similar. In chapter 4, we discuss a post-processing method 

to improve label propagation results for rigid objects. The developed algorithm used motion 

and shape cucs of the segments for this purpose. The cues are learned using the results from 

previous label propagation. It was observed tha t the algorithm is able to produce accurate 

and temporally consistent segmentation results for the video sequences even though the colour 

and texture cucs of the pixels belonging to the neighbouring segments were similar.

The developed post-processing method for improving the label propagation results for 

rigid objects can be used to improve the label propagation results of any state of the art 

label propagation method like o-expansion |16|. However, as with the pre-])rocessing stej) for 

handling the appearance of the new objects, this step also increased the overall computational 

cost of the approach.

Learning th e physical exp lanations behind changes and occlusion  boundaries: In

chapter 5, we propose a method for learning the physical explanations behind changes and 

occlusion boundaries. We demonstrate tha t any change in shape of the segments in the currcnt 

frame can be categorised as occlusion or deocclusion. Occlusion and dcocclusion information 

of the segments was further used for identifying the occlusion boundaries. Occlusion and 

deocclusion information of the segments can help the higher level video processing, viz. scene 

understanding. Our method models changes in the label propagation results of any state  of 

the art label propagation method like a-expansion [16] as occlusion and deocclusion.

The accuracy of our learned physical explanations - occlusion or deocclusion -depends on 

both the accuracy of segmentation results and the motion cues. In other words, errors present 

segmentation results and learned motion cucs will cause incorrect physical explanations and
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false occlusion boundaries.

E valuation  m etrics: In chaptcr 6, wc propose spatial, size and temporal consistency

metrics for measuring the accuracy of images/frames segmentation and the temporal consis

tency of video segmentation. Moreover, wc showed that our accuracy metrics arc robust to 

uiidor-segmentation in results.

In literature, there are no robust approaches for measuring temporal consistency without 

ground tru th . The temporal consistency metric developed in this work measures temporal 

consistency of the segmentation results without using detailed ground tru th . However, the 

time complexity of our temporal mctric is very large and of the order of where M

is the maxinmm number of the boundary pixels tha t may be present in the spatio-temporal 

neighbourhood of a pixel and n  is number of frames in a block of frames.

Results in chapter 7 show tha t developed mctrics can work for any state of the art label 

propagation method if segmentation results arc in a specific format. To investigate any bias in 

the developed metrics for our label propagation methods, the label propagation results were 

also evaluated using two state of the art methods: Probabilistic Rand Index (r29| and tqm 

|63|. Results from these metrics were compared with the results of our evaluation metrics. It 

was observed tha t evaluation scores from spatial consistency metric and temporal consistency 

metric followed a trend similar to the evaluation scores of the Probabilistic Rand Index and 

tqm mctrics respectively.

8.2 Future work

S p atio -tem p oral d isp lacem ent constraint: Spatio-temporal displacement constraint

allows us to achieve labelling with lesser number of pixel to label comparisons during each 

iteration of the a-expansion in comparison to unconstrained a-expansion based methods. 

Generally in a \ ideo scquencc, objects moves with different speeds. Therefore, their frame to 

frame displacements would be different. It should be possible to further restrict the compar

isons based on a prior expectations of displacements, based on the displacement of the regions 

in previous frames. This would further reduce the number of pixel to label comparisons and 

consequently would produce more robust results.
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H andling appearance o f new  objects: The developed algorithm is only able to accom

modate for the appearance of new objects if the colour distributions of the new objects are 

different from colour distributions of their neighbours. The algorithm will mis-classify pixels 

belonging to the new objccts if colour distributions of the new objects and their neighbouring 

objects are similar. One possible improvement would be to include more properties of objects 

in the algorithm, such as texture.

Im proving label propagation  results using both  backward and forward propaga

tion: Our label propagation algorithm processes the video in the forward direction where

labels existing in previous frames are propagated to label each pixel of the current frame. It 

was shown tha t over time, the label propagation method learns more about the segments, 

consequently improving the segmentation results. It would be interesting to explore how seg

mentation results of the current frame can be used to improve the segmentation results of 

previous frames.

Learning th e physical exp lanations behind changes and occlusion  boundaries: The

developed algorithms learned the physical explanations -  occlusion and deocclusion -  behind 

any change in the shape of segments. In future, these explanations can be explored to under

stand the 3D structure of the objects represented by the segments and ultimately the scene 

structure.

E valuation  m etrics: Our temporal consistency nictric computes the temporal consistency 

scorc for boundary pixels of the current frame by analysing all possible sets of corresponding 

pixels, i.e. paths, from a block of frames. It was shown in chapter 6 that a maxinmm of 

paths can be created for any boundary pixel of the current frame where M  is the maximum 

number of boundary pixels that can be present in the spatio-temporal neighbourhood and n 

is the number of frames in the block. Due to a large number of paths under consideration for 

cach pixel of the current frame, time complexity of our temporal consistency metric is very 

large and of the order of It would be interesting to explore how the number of paths

can be reduced to minimise the overall time complexity of our algorithm. One possibility is 

to use the path information of the neighbouring boundary pixels.
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